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Introduction
Over the past few years, Prairie Forum has periodically devoted one of its
regular editions to a special topic. These have been organized by guest editors,
with authors addressing the topic in a manner oftheir own choosing. Articles are
intended to be of interest to a general readership, with contributions from a
number of disciplines.
This edition is in that tradition, focussing on prairie resources. Resources
have played an especially important role in the prairie economy; and it is thus
appropriate that a journal such as Prairie Forum should give them special
attention.
Articles included range across a number of subjects. The issue of ownership
is virtually always of vital concern in resources management; Fulton examines
the trend toward greater ownership by outside consuming interests, and the
effect that this will have on prices and production. Kulshreshtha and Russell
examine the impact of an important water resource management project, the
South Saskatchewan River Project, using benefit-cost analysis; a technique
which is assuming new importance in assessing major resource developments.
Ghorayshi addresses the impact of increased capital intensity in the use of farm
land, and in particular the social impacts in terms of farm abandonments and
social and economic differentiation in farm communities.
The interests of aboriginal peoples have not received the attention they
deserve in studies of resources use and management. In his article, Bartlett
traces the impact of several major river dams on aboriginal peoples, and argues
that the disregard of aboriginal issues so prevalent in the past cannot continue
with impunity. Gunton and Richards ask how we are to manage resources in the
best interests of citizens, and argue that this can only be done if policy makers
pursue a policy ofrent maximization. They then examine the cases ofManitoba
nickel and Saskatchewan potash in order to gain a better understanding of
performance in this regard. Howlett and McArthur undertake surveys of two
particular sectors. Howlett looks at forestry in Alberta, a sector which is
becoming ever more important in that province. McArthur surveys developments in the oil and gas industry, and suggests that natural gas will become
increasingly important, with a consequent further increase in Alberta's
dominance of the industry.
Doug McArthur
Guest Editor

TheEconomics of Resource Purchasers Investing in
Saskatchewan's Resource Industries
Murray Fulton
ABSTRACT.Investmentby resourcepurchasersin Saskatchewanresourceindustriesis on the rise. This
article notes that resource consumers have different objectives from resource producers. They are not
interested in solelymaximizingprofitsfrom the productionof the resource;sincethey are also purchasers
of theresource,theyareinterestedinthemoneytheycansavefrompurchasingtheresourceat alowerprice.
The result of this different objective is that resource consumerscan be expected to produce more of the
resourcethantheirresourceproducercounterparts.The impactof this on theindustryis toreduce the price
andtolowerthelevelof profitabilityin theindustry,therebyproducinglowerprofitsforresourceproducers
and lowerroyaltiesfor governments.
SOMMAIRE. Le nombre d'acheteurs de ressources qui investissement dans les industries de la Saskatchewanne cessed' augmenter.L' auteurnote,danscet article,que les consommateurs de ressourcesont
des objectifs tres differents de ceux des producteurs de ressources. TIs s'interessent non seulement a
maximiser les profits decoulant de la production de la ressource mais, en tant qu' acheteurs de la dite
ressource,ils se preoccupentaussi des economiesqu'ils peuvent faire en achetantla ressource aun prix
moins eleve. En raison de cette difference d'objectifs, il faut s'attendre ace que les consommateursde
ressource produisentplus que leurs homologues, les producteurs.Cela a pour effet de reduire le prix et
d'abaisser Ieniveaude rentabilite dans l'industrie. De ce fait, les producteursrealisentmoins de profitset
les gouvemements touchentmoins de droitsd' exploitation.

Introduction
Investment in Saskatchewan's resource industries is increasingly being
undertaken by companies and firms that are owned by governments or
organizations which, in addition to producing the resource, also purchase the
resource for their own use. For instance, in the uranium industry, Amok (owned
by the French nuclear fuel purchasing company Cogema) owns 80percent of the
Cluff Lake uranium mine. Uranerz Exploration and Mining Limited, in which
the West German utility RWE has a substantial ownership, owns 33.33 percent of
the Key Lake mine and mill. Cogema directly and indirectly owns 36.075 percent
of the Cigar Lake project. The Korean .Electric Power Corporation, the
government-owned electrical utility in Korea, also has a 2 percent equity interest
in this project. In addition, utilities and government corporations from Great
Britain, France, West Germany, Japan, Italy and South Korea have all invested
in uranium exploration in Saskatchewan. In seventeen of the twenty-five major
exploration projects in which Saskatchewan Mining Development Corporation
(SMDC) was part owner in 1987, uranium resource-consuming companies had
some degree of ownership.'
In the potash industry the governments of India and China, both major
importers of potash, haveexpressed interest in investing in a potash mine in
either Manitoba or Saskatchewan. Although the development of new
production capacity in the potash industry appears to have been put on hold
during the period of depressed prices in the mid to late 1980s, interest by India
and China will likely emerge again when the market strengthens.
The presence of resource consumers in Saskatchewan resource industries
raises a number of questions. First, why have these types of firms become so
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interestedin resource investment.In particular,is there somethingabout these
firms, in comparisonto the strictresource producer, that makes it attractive for
them to consider resource investment? Second, what is the likely economic
impact of these firms on Saskatchewan's resource industries? Can they be
expectedto act in a mannerthatwill benefitboththeparticularindustryin which
they are operating and the overall Saskatchewaneconomy?
The purpose of this articleis to show that resource purchasershave different
incentives to invest in Saskatchewan's resources and that these different
incentives can be expected to lead to behaviour that may be detrimental to the
resource industries in Saskatchewan, and to the health of the Saskatchewan
economy.
The Incentives for Resource Investment
It will be useful for the purposes of this article to distinguish between two
types of resource investment firms, The first is the firm that has become
involvedin resourceproductionandexplorationin order to earn a profitin these
operations. Althoughresource explorationand productionare extremelyrisky,
thepotentialgainsfrom suchinvestmentare sufficientto encourageinvestorsto
enter the industry. While the investors involved in these firms are typically
private individuals, governments have also entered the resource industries in
order to try to capture some of the profits that they believe exist. Finns of this
type will be referred to as "resource producers" in this article.

The second type of resource investment finn is one which is principally
involvedin purchasingor using the resource. For instance, an electrical utility
with a nuclear power programrequires uraniumin order to operate its reactors.
In an effort to obtain a less expensivesupply of uraniumthe utility may decide
to entertheexplorationandproductionphase. Similarly,potashpurchasersmay
decideto invest in a minein order to have accessto materialat lowerprices.The
resourcepurchaserfirms thatbecomeinvolvedin resourceproductionare often
governmentowned. As will be shown below, the reason for this lies in the fact
that government-owned firms typically purchase much more of the resource
than do privately owned firms. The firm that purchases the resource and
becomesinvolvedin productionwill be referred to in this articleas a "resource
purchaser." The terms "resource consumer" and "resource user" will also be
usedinterchangeably.
It is useful to examine why, and under what conditions,resource purchasers
maybecomeinvolvedin resourceproduction.Asmightbeexpected,thereasons
are linked with obtaining a less expensive supply of the product. Suppose, as
illustratedin Figure l(a), that a utility must purchase an amount (q) of uranium
each year to ensure that its reactors continue to operate.' If the price the utility
must pay for the resource is given by p, then the total cost to the utility is an
amount equal to pq (area Opaq). Suppose, however, that by entering the
industry and producing uranium, the utility could lower the price to p', This
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would reduce expenditures on the resource input to an amount Op' bq, resulting
in a saving to the utility equal to the area pabp' .
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Figure 1. Savings in input expenditures to a resource purchaser from a reduction in price.

The same type of incentive is also presentfor potash consumers. Figure l(b)
presents the demand curve that a potash userhas for potash. At a price p, the
potash purchaser would purchase an amount q. If the price could be lowered to
p', an immediate gain equal to area pacp' would result, since the potash
consumer would now be able to purchase the amount q at the lower price of p' .
Since the lower price enables the consumer to purchase more potash-with a
price p' , the potash user demands a quantity q' -the consumer gains in a second
manner. The magnitude of this benefit is given by the area abc. Thus, as a result
of lowering the price to p' , the potash userreceises a total benefit equalto area
pabp',

- - - - - - - - - - -

-

-

- - - - - - -
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The benefit obtained from a lower price is not the only gain that a resource
user can expect if it enters resource production. Like the resource producing
finn, the resource consumer may also anticipate a profit from the production of
the resource. For instance, if the resource consumer decides to produce a level
of output x as illustrated in Figure 2, then with a price p' , total profits earned from
the production of the resource would amount to the areap' abc. Note that these
profits are over and above the gains that the resource consumer would receive
from lowering the price at which it purchases its inputs.

p

p' ~---...-------. a

b

c

----AC
MC
x

x

Figure2. Profits generated by a resourcepurchaser.

Thus, the incentives for a resource user to become involved in resource
development are somewhat different from those of a firm strictly interested in
production. While both types of firms are concerned with the profits that can be
obtained from resource investment, the resource user will also be interested in
the impact that its involvement in production has on the price it pays for the
resource. As will be seen in the next section, this added dimension to its
incentive to enter resource production can have a substantial impact on the
industry.
The idea that resource users will be concerned with the impact of their
production on the industry price assumes that the price can be influenced as a
result of the production decisions they make. This in tum supposes that the
resource industry in which they operate is not competitive in nature. By
definition, a competitive industry is one in which each producer is so small that
changes in its production have no impact on the market price. In addition, the
price in a competitive industry cannot remain above a level that generates
positive profits for any substantial length of time. Thus, if the industry were
competitive, resource users would not only be unable to influence price, but the
price they would be paying could not be lowered without incurring a loss.
Conversely, if the resource industry were monopolistic or oligopolistic, then
the potential for lowering price would exist. In particular, if the number of
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producing firms in a resource industry is small, then it is possible that price
would be above the competitive level and that a firm could have an effect on the
price by altering the level of production. Thus, a necessary condition for
resource users to have an incentive to lower the price of the product they
consume is that the industry be noncompetitive.
For both the potash and uranium industries in Saskatchewan, this necessary
condition is present. The potash industry is generally described as being
oligopolistic, with the Saskatchewan industry playing a major role in the
formation of price (Flatters and Olewiler 1984; Bennett 1984; Anderson 1984;
Olewiler 1986). In the past the uranium industry has been subject to a number of
attempts at cartelization (Grey 1982; Neff 1984). While the uranium industry is
currently much more competitive than it has been at various times in its history,
it would be inappropriate to label it truly competitive. For instance,
approximately 23 percent of the western world's production is from four
producers in Saskatchewan.The merger of SMDCand Eldorado to form Cameco
has created a firm that will ultimately supply 15-20 percent of world production.'
The fact that Saskatchewan's two majorresource industries can be described
as noncompetitivemeans that the basicconditionsexist for resource-usingfirms
to have an incentive to lower price through involvement in production. It is
interesting that, as pointed out earlier, both the potash and uranium industries
have seen the involvement or potential involvementof resource producers. This
suggests that resource consumer firms view the industries as noncompetitive,
since it is only if theseindustries are noncompetitivethat investment byresource
purchasers can be explained. In addition, it suggests that a number of resource
users expect some benefit from investing in Saskatchewan's resources. The
impact of this investment is examined in the next section.

Decision Making by Resource Producers and Resource Purchasers
As indicated above, the incentive for resource users to invest in an industry
differs from that of resource producers. This difference in incentives can be
expected to lead to quite different behaviouron thepart of the two types of firms
which, in tum, has a number of repercussions for the industry.
To assess the impact of this differencein incentivesit is necessary to consider
how firms maketheir productiondecisions. Considerfirst theresource producer
interested in the maximum level of profits it can earn. In order to achieve this
goal, it will equate marginal cost with marginal revenue. Marginal cost is the
change in the costs of the firm that occur when the level of output is changed by
one unit, while marginal revenue is the change in total revenue the firm receives
for a change in the level of output by one unit.
If marginal cost is less than marginal revenue at a particular level of output,
then it would pay the firm to increase output. This is because a change in output
would add more to total revenue than it would to total cost, with the result that
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profits would increase. On the other hand, if marginal cost is greater than
marginalrevenue at a particular level of output, it would pay the finn to decrease
output. While both costs and revenue would fall when output is reduced, the fall
in costs would be greater than the fall in revenue, and.profits would increase.
If the industry in which the firm is operating is competitive, then by definition
the finn cannot influence the price of the commodity, no.matter what level of
output it decides to produce. This.means price is given, which in turn implies
that
MR --

~
~x

-

p~x
~x

=

p

where p is the price of the commodity andx is the level of output. In other words,
when the industry is, competitive, the marginal revenue is constantand equal to
the price of the commodity. For example, suppose thepriceofthe commodity
is $10 and the firm is initially producing twenty units, so thattotalrevenue is
$200. The firm adds one moreunit.of production, raisingtotal.revenue to $210.
Marginal revenue is $10per unit, which is equal to the priceof the commodity:
(

$210-$200)
21-10
•

If the industry is not competitive, the marginal revenue will.not be constant.
In particular, a finn that possesses market power in anindustry will influence
price depending upon the level of production it decides to produce. The fact that
the finn can influence the price level when it changes output means that
marginal revenue will no longer be fixed. Instead, the marginal ~tevenue for a
firm.with market power will decrease with increasesin total output.
Consider as an example a firm producing two hundred units of output which
can be sold at $10 per unit; total revenue is $2,OOO..Suppose thatthe firm increases
production to 250 units. In producing this extra output, however, the firm causes
the price to fall to $9per unit. Total revenue with the new level of production is
now $2,250, which implies that marginal revenue is $5per unit:
"C.'$2,250-$2,000)

250-200

•

Notice that thisis less than the per unit price of the commodity. Now suppose
that the finn decides to produce another fifty units of output, thereby increasing
total production to three hundred-units, This increase in production willcause
price to once again fall, this time to a level of $8per unit. Total revenue is now
$2,400, which means that marginal revenue is $3per unit:
(

$2;400-$2,250)
300-250
•

.Thus, as outlined above, the marginal revenue curve for a firm with market
power will be downward slopingFigure 3 illustrates the preblem facing a
profit-maximizing producerin a resource industry that is noncompetitive. The
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curves labelled MC and AC denote marginal and average cost respectively, while
the curve labelled MR denotes marginal revenue. To maximize profits, this firm
will choose the output (x) that equates marginal cost-with marginal revenue. On
the basis of the output produced by all firms in the industry (each making
decisions similar to that described here), the industry price. is determined. If this
price is given by p, then the profits the firm will earn are given by the eaeepabc.'
Now consider the decision that a resource purchaser would make if it were
operating in the same industry. Recall that this firm is interested in more than
just the profits that will be generated from the production of the resource. It will
also be interested in the savings that result when it is able to purchase its inputs
at a lower price.

p

P

....

t-----llt----~-

c

AC
MC
x

x

Figure3. Outputdeterminationby an oligopolisticresourceproducer.

Since the resource purchaser is interested in more than just profits, the
decision rule that will maximize its economic benefits wil1not be the' 'marginal
cost =marginal revenue' , rule. More specifically, while marginal cost still gives
the marginal cost of another unit of output to the firm, marginal revenue does
not give the marginal benefit. This is because the benefitthe firm obtains from
producing another unit of output is .not limited to the revenue. it receives from
the sale of the product. The resource purchaser also receives a.benefit in terms
of the amount by which it can reduce its expenditures. on the resource it
consumes. The implication of this is .that the marginal benefit experienced by
the resource user will be greater than the marginal revenue of the resource
producer.
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To illustratethis,consideragaina firmproducingtwo hundredunitsofoutput
which can be sold at a price of $10 per unit. Suppose,however,that this firm is
alsoaresourceconsumer,requiringfiftyunitsof thecommodityfor its ownuse,
at a total cost of $500. If the finn increases output to 250 units, price can be
expected to fall to $9 per unit, so that total revenue from the sale of the
commodityrises to $2,250. At the same time, the fall in price reduces the firm's
expenditures on inputs to $450. The changein total benefitthat resultsfrom the
increase in output of fifty units is thus $300; total revenue increases by $250,
while total expenditure on inputs is reducedby $50. Thus, the marginalbenefit
of anotherunit of outputis therefore$6 per unit:
(

$300)
50 .

Noticethat for any givenlevel of production, the larger the quantitydemanded
by the resource user,the greaterwill be the marginalbenefit.
The Impact of Resource Purchasers on an Industry
To considertheimpactthata resourceuser will haveon an industry,consider
the following scenario. Suppose an industry is composedof two oligopolistic
firms, both of which are resourceproducers. Now supposethat a resourceuser
replacesone of theresourceproducers. By comparingthe price and totaloutput
of the industrybeforeand after the interchange of firms, theeffectof a resource
useron an industrycan be ascertained. S Althoughthe analysisis restrictedto an
industrywith twofirms,theresultscan be generalizedto industrieswitha larger
numberof firms.

Figure 4 illustratesthe outputdecisions for a firm underthe twoindustryprofiles outlined above. If the firm is a resourceproducer operatingin an industry
with one other resourceproducer,the profit-maximizing output level is x. This
output level is determined by equating marginal revenue (MR) with marginal
cost (Me). Assumingsimilarbehaviourby the otherresourceproducingfirm in
the industry,the marketprice with be p, resultingin a profit of pabc.
On the other hand,if the firm is a resourceconsumer,the level of outputthat
maximizes the profitsof the firm plus the savingsin inputexpenditures is given
by x'. This output level is determinedby equating marginal benefit (MB) with
marginal cost. While the resource producer which is also operating in the
industrywillreduce its output somewhatin responseto the increasedoutputby
the resource purchaser,total output will nevertheless be greaterthan it is when
both firms are resource users. As a result, industryprice will fall to a level like
p', This lower price is to be expected, since part of the reason for the resource
user entering the industry is to reduce price. Profits for the resource user are
p'def.

The presence of the resource using firm also affects the resource producing
firm operatingin the industry. As discussedabove,this firm can be expectedto
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reduce its output as a result of the entry by the resource using firm. When both
firms in the industry are resource producers, the optimal output will be x. The
entry of the resource using firm will cause the MR curve to shift inward to MR' •
The shift in MR occurs because the market price has been lowered due to the
increased output of the resource using firm, The shift in the MR curve results in
the level of optimal output being loweredfrom x to x" . As well, the lower price
p' means that profits are reduced frompabc to p' ghi.
To summarize,the presence of resource using firms in a resource industry is
not neutral in terms of its impact on price and output. As outlined above, the
overall level of output in the industry can be expectedto be higher than it would
otherwise be in the absence of the resource using firm. In order to produce this
extra output, the resource using firms will have to undertake greaterinvestment
in plant and facilities, hire additionalworkers, and purchase greater amountsof
the inputs needed to produce the resource. This will result in a higher level of
economic activity in the province. The higher level of output, however, also
means that price will fall and total industry profits will decline.

p

p'. I------.-..~~~_t_~_

C ft--------Tt---T~~~-1 t=======::::::~~...u~

_

AC

MC

MB
x"

x

x'

x

Figure4. Output comparisonbetween an oligopolisticresourceproducerand an oligopolisticresource
purchaser.

The reduction in industry profitability can have a number of ramifications.
First, those firms that are strictly resource producers will find themselves at a
disadvantageto those firms that are alsoresourcepurchasers.In particular,entry
by oneor two resource consumersmay lead to further investmentby such firms,
since the lower profitability associated with their entry will make it less
attractivefor the resource producerto invest or even remain in theindustry. The
implicationof this is that bothprovincialCrowncorporationsand broadlybased
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investor-ownedfirms may find it increasinglydifficultto compete and operate
in the resourceindustry in Saskatchewan.
A secondoutcomeof the lower industryprofitabilityis thatroyalty revenues
fromtheindustrycan alsobeexpectedto belower.Theroyaltystructureforboth
potash and uranium is based on profitability. As a result, when industry
profitability declines, royalty payments to the provincial government also
decline.Theresultis that investmentbyresourceusingfirmsin Saskatchewan's
resourceindustriescan be expected to have economy-wide repercussions,"

Discussion
As was indicated in the introduction, resource consumers have been very
active in the province's resource industries,particularlyuranium.The analysis
above suggeststhat this entry can have a detrimentalimpacton the profitability
of the industry and subsequentlyon the health of the provincialeconomy.The
degree to which this occurs, however, will-depend upon the ability of resource
purchasersto actuallyinfluenceproductionand price.
In some instances the resource purchaser clearly has the power to affect
productionfrom a mine and mill. For instance,Cogema (throughAmok) has 80
percent ownership in the Cluff Lake uranium mine. This majority ownership
position allows Amok to determine the level of output. The relatively small
capacityof thatparticularmine and mill,however,limitsthe amountof pressure
that can be exertedon worldprice. Nevertheless, the majorityownershipby the
resourcepurchasermeansthat it can make-the productiondecisions.
Most of the investment by utilities and foreign governments in the
Saskatchewan uraniumindustry,however,is not on a majoritybasis. Asa result
of legislationpassed in 1975,SMDCacquireda substantial, and often a majority,
equity position in most of the uranium exploration projects in the province.'
Whileutilitieshaveembarkedon theirownexplorationprojectssince 1982,most
still have only minorityownershippositions.
The fact that most of the utilities have less than 50 percent ownership in
exploration projects should not imply; however, that these utilities will be
without influence. IIi fact, unless the marketing arrangements for a particular
projectare well understood.thepercentageownershipis a poor indicationof the
influenceof the film in.determining overall production.
A good example of this is Key Lake. When Key Lake Mining Corporation
was formed to operate the mine and mill, it was decided to let each of the
partners market its own share of the product. The result of this arrangementis
that all partners, regardless of their ownership level, can influence the level of
total productionfrom the operation.
An example illustrates how this works. Suppose that Cameco, which owns
the project, has sales for 6~67 million pounds U308. Providing

66.67 percent of
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Uranerz wishes to market 3.33 million pounds ofU30S, total output of the mine
and mill would be 10 million pounds of U30S. However, if Uranerz decides it
can sell 4 million pounds of U30S, then total output for the project would have
to increase to 12 million pounds in order to provide Uranerz with its 33.33 percent
share.
The result is that even firms with a minority interest may be able to influence
the overall level of production from a mine and mill. In fact, marketing
arrangements like that described above mean that the decision of resource
investors with relatively small levels of ownership will be amplified. In the
above example, this is reflected by the fact that an increase in sales by Uranerz
of 0.67 million pounds ofU30S can lead to an increase in total output of 2 million
pounds ofU30S. In other words, the power of resource purchasers to influence
the price of the resource can be quite substantial, even when it appears that they
have only a small ownership position in a project.
While the ownership agreements that might be entered into in the potash
industry between resource users and resource producers are not known at this
time, it should be pointed out that, as in the uranium industry, their nature is
likely to be important. For instance, a result similar to that in the uranium
industry could occur in the potash industry if future agreements are structured
in the fashion described above.
However, even the more traditional agreement where the majority owner
makes all the decisions regarding the level of output could have an impact on
the potash industry. As indicated earlier, the potash industry is oligopolistic in
nature. In the offshore market, Canadian producers, through organizations such
as Canpotex,have made joint decisions regarding the price to charge. However,
a finn that is at least partly owned by resource purchasers may decide to remain
out of Canpotex. If this occurs, one of the ramifications could be a breakdown
in the pricing structure in the world market. In this manner it is possible for a
resource producer to have a much greater impact on the market price than would
be expected, given its size and ownership level.
NOTES
*Theauthorwouldlike to acknowledge discussions withAndrewSchmitzin whichthe basic
ideaof thisarticlewas formulated. As always,the usualcaveatsapply.

1. The following are at leastpartlyownedby eitherutilities(government or privatelyowned)
or by governments of countries that have a substantial nuclear program: CEGB (British
government), PNC (Japanese government), Agip (Italian government firm involved in
nuclear fuel purchase), Uranerz (RWE, a German utility, has a substantial ownership),
Amok (ownedby Cogema), Interuranium (ownedby Cogema),and Minatco (Canadian
subsidiary of Total, the French government mining company). For informationon their
investment in uraniumexploration joint-ventures, see SMDC AnnualReport 1987.
2. The demandfor uraniumin Figure 1(a) is presentedas being perfectlyinelasticin nature.
Once a reactor is built, no substitute exists for uranium as a fuel. In addition, uranium
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represents a smallportion of thecostof nuclear fuel,withtheremainder duetoconversion,
fabrication and, mostimportantly, enrichment. Finally,thecostofelectricity depends to a
greaterextenton the capitalcost of reactors than it doeson the cost of nuclear fuel. The
resultis a highlyinelastic demand for uranium.
3. SMDC Annual Report 1987.
4. Figure3 is drawn on theassumption thatthe totalcostsof a producer takethe form c(x) =
mx + F, wherem is the marginal costand F is thefixedcost.SeeSheldricle (1982) for the
derivation of this type of function. The actual problem facing a resource producer in a
resource industry is more complicated than illustrated in Figure 3. Since resources are
limited in quantity, whatever is produced today is not available for production or sale
tomorrow. Aresource producer concerned abouttheprofitsitcanmakeinthefutureshould
takeaccount of this fact. In terms of production, this means thatresource producers will
produce less than they would werethe resource not limitedin quantity or they were not
concerned aboutfutureprofits. In short,the limitedavailability of theresource means the
costofproducing a certainlevelofresource todayincreases; thisoccurs because producers
knowthatsellingtheresource todaymeans it cannotbe soldtomorrow, whichlowers the
leveloffuture profits. Theincreased costof producing theresource today(usually labelled
"user cost'') meansthatcurrentproduction willbe lowered.
The analysis in this paper does not examine this aspect of the resource producer's
problem, sinceto do so would involve a model of dynamic games, a topicthatexceeds the
scopeof thisarticle.The assumption that usercost is zerowould be validif the resource
producer is concerned only with currentprofits or if the total quantity of the resource
available wereso largethatchanges in currentproduction would havelittleinfluence on
future availability. Interestingly foruranium and potashin Saskatchewan, thislatterpoint
mayhavesomevalidity. Potashreserves are extremely large,whilerecentdiscoveries of
uranium in northern Saskatchewan suggest that the reserves of this resource are also
significant.
5. The analysis below assumes that entry by a resource consuming fmn is economically
viable. Sexton and Sexton (1987) examine the conditions under which the entry of a
resource consuming firmcouldbe deterred. As theypointout,thepricenecessary todeter
entryis veryclosely relatedto thatwhich wouldresult if theresource consumers actually
entered. Sincethe analysis belowprovides an indication of theoutcome that wouldoccur
when a resource userentersan industry, it also servesto pointout the conditions which
would benecessary to deterentryby a resource usingfirm.
6. Investment by resource producers can also have an impact on the profitability of the
industry, particularly in thelongrun.SeeRichards (1982) fora discussion of thisaspect.
7. Legislation passedin 1975 required anycompany planning to spendmorethan$10,000 on a
mineral property in Saskatchewan tooffer SMDC theopportunity to investup to 50 percent
in theproject. SMDC hadsixtydaysin whichto electits levelof participation, andonceit
exercised the option, the optioncouldnot subsequently be renewed. The legislation was
removed in 1982.
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Economic Impacts of the South Saskatchewan River Project:
A Midstream Analysis
Suren N. Kulshreshtha
and
K. Dale Russell
ABSTRACf. This articleprovides a model for project developmentassessmentvia an evaluationof past
and future economic impacts of the South SaskatchewanRiver Project. Using benefit-cost analysis, it
suggests that the project is socially desirable from the standpoint of economic efficiency. Equally
important,the projectis foundto make a significantcontributionto equity betweenregionsin Canadaby
generatingseventy-eightthousand full-timeequivalentjobs in Saskatchewanand injectingbetween $23
and $26 billionintotheprovincialeconomy.Butirrigationbenefitsaresuggested to be lower thanhad been
hoped for.
SOMMAIRE.L' etude des effets economiquespasses et futurs du barrage de la riviere Saskatchewansud
sert de modele pour evahter le developpementd'unprojet, En se servant de l'analyse avantages-coiits,
I' auteur suggereque le.iPIojet est souhaitablepour la societe du point de vue de I'efficience economlque.
Et, ce qui n'est pas nonplusnegligeable.ceprojets' averecontribuerconsiderablementaI' egalireentreles
regions canadiennes en creant I' equivalent de soixante-six-huit mille emploisa plein temps en Saskatchewanet en injectantde 2.3 'a 2.6 milliardsdans I' economleprovinciale.Mais I' articlesuggere aussi
que les beneficesde I 'irrigationsont moinseleve que ceux qu'on avaitescomptes,

The Palliser Triangle was regarded as a submarginal agricultural region by
early 'Surveyorsof the Canadian west. Agricultural husbandry in the region was
nonetheless initiated and overcoming periods of drought became the chief
challenge to its farmers. The federal Department of the Interior began studying
the feasibility of damming the South Saskatchewan River in the early 1900s, but
at the time deemed this to be too difficult and costly a project.
The devastating drought of the 1930s created incredible hardships and
resulted in mass relocations offamilies who had envisioned establishing a future
in southwestern Saskatchewan. The Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Administration
(PFRA) was established by the federal government to promote soil and water
conservation on the Prairies in the hope of reversing serious environmental
degradation. While initially preoccupied with the Dirty Thirties crises, the PFRA
later turned its attention to a major water storage and diversion scheme and
conceptualized the South Saskatchewan River Project (SSRP).l
In retrospect, it appears that the Dirty Thirties was the prime motivating
factor for the SSRP. The "scarred veterans of the Palliser Triangle droughts,"
traumatized because they had been forced to accept a "dole" to stay alive in the
1930s, applied political pressure in favour of a massive irrigation project. These
pressures proved more important in the political arena than feasibility studies
which reported marginal or even negative economic benefits from the SSRP
proposal.
The agreement to build the SSRP was signed jointly by the governments of
Canada and Saskatchewan on 25 July 1958. Location of the project is shown in
Figure 1. Construction of the two earth-filled dams began on 27 May 1959. The
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reservoirwas filled immediately afterwards and irrigation in the surrounding
regionwasinitiatedin 1967.
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Figure1.SouthSaskatchewan RiverProjectregion.

It is usefulto evaluate past waterdevelopment projects suchas the SSRP as a
guideto planners of similarprojectsin the future. The crucialissue is whether
the expenditures made on the project were returned to the intended
beneficiaries.
Accurate projectevaluation is of criticalimportance topolicymakersin both
the public and private sectors. Without ex ante or predictive evaluation,
intelligent orinformed decisions cannotbemade.However, accuracy of exante
evaluations cannotbe assessed withouta careful exposte evaluation.
Most project evaluation literature emphasizes ex ante evaluation of public
expenditures. Suchevaluation is focussed on the potential choiceof one option
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from a set of alternatives. Ex poste evaluation, on the other hand, attempts to
develop criteriafor evaluation, andapproaches for measuring resultsof existing
operations. According to Haveman,2 little advantage is taken at present, in the
planning process for water resources, of analysis of ongoing projects.
Hopefully, an exposte evaluation of the SSRP will provideneededfeedbackto
plannersandpolicymakerscontemplating similarprojects.
A project such as SSRP has a productive life of fifty yearsor more.Analysis
of theproject's impacttherefore hastwocomponents: an exposte analysis of the
period 1958-86 and an ex ante analysis of the years 1987-2018.
The primaryobjectiveof this studyis to assessthe economic desirability of
the SSRP. Desirabilitywas evaluatedusing two economiccriteriafor studying
policy--economic efficiency and economic equity. The first criterion was
assessed via a benefit-cost analysis whereas the secondassessment wasmadein
termsof regionalequity,namelythe development of the Saskatchewan region.
It should be noted that other aspects of desirability, such as the impact of a
projecton the physicaland socialenvironments, are not exploredhere.

Direct Effectsof the Project
Directeffectsof theprojectcanbe measured in termsof theeffectuponthose
economic agentswho benefitted from the project,and those who bore the cost
of projectdevelopment andoperation. Each of theseare describedbelow.
DirectBenefits
Severalbeneficiaries of the SSRP can beidentified. Theseincludefarmers, the
Saskatchewan Power Corporation and ultimately the consumers of electrical
energy,municipalities (in termsof water supply), recreationactivityand flood
control,andfisheries.
For the agricultural sector, irrigation means increased production which
translates intoincreasedfarmincomefor farmownersandlabourers. Irrigation
alsoenhances the livestockfeed base.
Hydroelectric power storage is another direct benefit realized through the
SSRP. The storageof waterallowshydroelectric generation to meetpeakenergy

demands evenduringthelowriverflowswhichare typicalof certainperiodsof
the year. The benefitderivedfrom this capacityis the difference in the cost of
hydroelectric production to peaking loads for the QueenElizabethnatural gas
plant and to the base loadfor the coal-firedgenerating plants.
Contributions of the SSRP toward recreational activity in the province are
significant. The creation of Lake Diefenbaker, and the three provincial parks
surrounding it, significantly expandedthe water-based recreation areas for the
residents of south-central Saskatchewan. In addition, water from the dam is
releasedinto the Qu'Appelle River, therebyenhancing waterin BuffaloPound
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Lake. Blackstrap reservoir also benefits from the project. All of the above are
important recreational sites in the province that benefit from the increased
utilization of water.
Municipal water supply is also affected by the construction of the SSRP.
Surrounding communities such as Regina and Moose Jaw have improved both
the quantity and quality of their water supply. This has resulted in lower water
treatment costs, as higher quality water requires less expenditure for treatment
Industrial water users also benefit from the improved quality and quantity of
water as well as lower treatment costs.
There are two major components offlood control benefits from the SSRP. The
first is measured in terms of the damage to property and land from floods which
would have occurred had the project not been undertaken. The second is
measured in terms of increased productivity from the flood plain which in turn
raises net incomes for those involved.
Commercial fisheries in the SSRP region have not developed to any
significant extent. To the extent that they have, however, they are attributable to
the SSRPand are therefore included in this analysis.

ProjectCosts
Project costs related to the SSRP fall into two basic categories: capital costs
and operating costs. Capital costs include the cost of the main project-two
dams and the reservoir-plus the associated costs ofCoteau Creek hydroelectric
station, irrigation and water supply canals, and various provincial park sites.
They also include the costs incurred by farmers related to irrigation of their
respective farm units. The operating costs of the project include operation and
maintenance of the dams and reservoir, generation of electricity, park site
maintenance and the cost of irrigated production on farms. Some of these costs
are incurred by public agencies while others are borne by private agencies.

Synthesis of Project Evaluation
A balance sheet approach was used to evaluate the SSRP. Several criteria were
used to quantify the benefits and the costs of the project accruing to society as a
whole. Each criterion was examined individually and the results were then
summed to obtain a total evaluation of the SSRP.
First and foremost, the efficiency criterion was used to evaluatethe project.
The first method of accomplishing this was a comparison between the net
present value of the benefits from the project and the net present value of the
costs of constructing and operating the project. For the project to be viable and
self-supporting, the benefits must be greater than or equal to the costs. Another
method to achieve this same comparison was done using a benefit-cost ratio.
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The net present value of benefitsis summedover the present value of costs. A
ratio of one or greater indicatesan economically efficientproject.
Analysisof theprojectwasdoneusingthe' 'with or without', principle.Costs
andbenefitsaredetermined"with" theprojectunderwayand thencomparedto
a situation "without" the project operating. In this way all impacts, both cost
and benefit,are included in the analysis. Realisticpredictionswere insured by
the development of scenarios to represent the range of future possibilities the
project mayencounter.
Care must be taken in choosing both the rate of discount and the prices for
this analysis. The rate of discountadjusts the timing of the receipt of costs and
benefitsto the present day, so that all can be comparedfairly. 'The appropriate
rate mustreflectsociety's timepreferencefor money,net ofinflation.Theprice
of all benefitsandcosts mustbe setat theirefficientunitvalues.Pricesmustalso
reflect the item's true market value exclusive of artificial influences such as
tariffsanddirect subsidies. Whenpricesare not determinedin the marketplace
they must be evaluated,as in the case of recreationalbenefits.
Benefit-cost analysis measures the economicefficiencyof the SSRP. This is
a good measureof a project's viabilityfrom a societalnet gain perspectivebut
there are other impacts which shouldbe considered. Anotherimpactjudged to
be important by society is equity, which encompasses the idea of income
distribution and regional development. This theory suggests that the major
objective of the public sector should be to improve human welfare, and not
merely maximize economic efficiency. Several factors are important in
determining welfareand must be addressedby governmentpolicy.
Incomeredistribution is one factorused to analyzethe equityof the SSRP and
must be evaluated from two viewpoints: first, which groups have benefitted
from the project and what is the distribution of these benefits; second, which
groupshaveincurredthecostsof theprojectandwhatis thedistributionof these
costs? Evaluations of these questions are very complicated, but must be
analyzedto establishif the projectis equitable.
Anotherequityfactor to consideris that of regionaldevelopment. Part of the
purposeof a governmentpolicy may be to developthe resourcesand industries
of a particular region. Regional benefits are measured as the present value
within a defined region of all secondary benefits arising from the project
expenditures. These secondary benefits include federal expenditures on the
construction of theproject,increasedprivateexpenditures oninputsfor affected
industries, and increased private expenditure arising from higher personal
income. These increased expenditures have a highly positive effect on the
region.
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Methodology of Economic Evaluation
Benefit-CostAnalysis
Benefit-cost analysis (BCA) is a method of comparison between a project's
benefits and the cost of providing those benefits. It was initiated in the United
States as a scheme for evaluating public projects before their implementation to
assure that costs for projects would be recouped after their implementation. BCA
measures the desirability of undertakings purely in terms of economic
efficiency. This is considered the major drawback of BCA, as public programs
often have as project goals regional development and distributive equity as well
as economic efficiency. This problem is mitigated if BCA is used as one input
into a decision-making process which also considers regional development and
distributive equity as desirable aspects of a project.
Another problem with BCA is that it requires the assignment of value or cost
to every good examined. Often there are no set prices for the materials being
examined, and for non-market goods a price cannot be inferred as there is no
trading to set its value. Estimates must be used for all unknown values, and this
can easily lead to errors and consequently biases in the final analysis results.
Certain assumptions must be made when using BCA: full employment,
constant prices, the availability of accurate data, perfect resource mobility,
perfect knowledge and nonexistence of external economies or diseconomies.
These conditions are essential to the concept of Pareto optimality upon which
the theoretical process of benefit-cost analysis is based.
Certain questions must be answered before BCA can be completed: first,
which benefits and costs are to be included and how are these items to be valued;
second, what are the externalities of the project (the benefits or costs accruing
to persons other than the sponsor)? Secondary benefits and costs must also be
identified and valued for the analysis. These are also known as indirect benefits
and costs and arise indirectly from the project over and above associated costs
(benefits) which must be incurred in the direct production of project goods and
services. Intangibles could also be valued in the cost-benefit analysis although
such was not done. These include such items as changes in the environment,
economic stability and loss of life. The last point to consider is the choice of the
discount rate. Both benefits and costs must be discounted to the present, using a
given rate of discount. This choice can affect the value of results.
The BCA of the SSRP was carried out using a national accounting stance.
Secondary benefits to the province of Saskatchewan were not, therefore,
included. Analysis was based on a lifespan of fifty years (1968-2018). The
construction phase was assumed to last ten years (1958-67). All past and future
benefits and costs of the project were included. Future benefits from irrigation
were estimated using two scenarios: first, the maintenance of the present (1986)
level of crop prices and present mix of crops on irrigated farms; second, the
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achievement ofpricesfor agricultural cropsequalto the averageof pricesforthe
pasttwentyyearsinreal terms,andacropmixreflectinganincreasedproportion
of specialtycrops. A discount rate of 5 percent was assumedfor two reasons:
first,according Kula,3 returnsto societyoninvestmenthavebeenapproximately
5.4 percent; second, all revenues and costs were expressed in constant (1986)
dollars.

RegionalDevelopment Analysis
If theobjectiveof publicpolicyis to improveandprotecthumanwelfare,one
facet of this welfareis regionalequity.The centralgovernment may considerit
importantto assistan- area sufferingcontinuedeconomichardshipor subjectto
frequenteconomic downturns. The South Saskatchewan River Basin was consideredto be suchan area becauseit experiencedseriousdroughtsthat damaged
not only the agricultural but the entire local economy. The construction and
operationof the SSRP and otherrelatedprojectswouldinjectfundsinto the local
economyand, throughirrigation,providestabilityto the agricultural economy.
These directimpacts of the SSRP arejoined by secondary impacts that result
from subsequent contributions to the economythroughpurchasesof inputs and
the selling of products. These lead to many ripples throughout the economy
including backwardand forward linkages. Backwardlinkages result from the
purchase of inputs; forward linkages result from the purchase of products
betweenindustries.
There are threemajor types of secondary benefits.The first is the increasein
the levelof publicexpenditures. Capitalcostsof construction of the projectand
its related structures, as well as operatingand maintenance costs, are included
in this category. The second type is private expenditures stemming from the
SSRP. These include increased capital expenditures for farm conversion to
irrigation, increased expenditures due- to increased farm income, increased
recreational expenditures, and purchaseof water supply equipment. The third
type is increasedprivate expenditures induced by personal income changesof
fanners, construction and operationsworkers,and the savingsto consumersof
electricpower.
In this studya rectangularinput-outputmodelof the Saskatchewan economy
was usedto estimatethe secondarybenefits. Oncethedirectimpactsareknown,
the model generates the secondary impacts on the economy for the different
sectors. This includes the effects of both forward and backwardlinkages.The
input-output model was based on 1979 transactions, updated to 1984 to level
using non-survey methods.'

Analysis ofDistributive Equity
Changes in the equity position of individuals resulting from the SSRP were
evaluatedusing the followingcomparisons: (1) distribution of project benefits
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andincidenceof costs byregionof impact;(2)distributionof secondaryimpacts
of the project within and beyond Saskatchewan; and (3) changes in wealth
distributionresultingfrom irrigationdevelopmenton farms.

Resultsof Analysis
Gainin Economic Efficiency from the SSRP"
As noted earlier, gain in economicefficiency was measuredthrough a BCA.
Resultsare presentedin this section.Most benefitsof the project under the two
agriculturalscenariosare presentedin Table 1. Total benefitsof the project are
estimated to range from $1.791-$2.038 billion, depending upon the assumptions
regardingirrigationdevelopment. Thereis a large benefitto societythroughthe
conversion of dryland into irrigation. The obvious benefit is increased crop
yields on irrigated lands. In addition there will be greater stability in farm
incomeon theselandsandthis will havepositivespinoffeffects.With increased
crop yieldsthedemandfor farmlabour, agriculturalinputssuchas fertilizerand
machinery, and demand for labour and capital in agriculturalprocessing will
also grow.These increaseswill raise regional incomes and will have continued
furtherimpactson the economyas a whole.
TABLE!
PRESENf VALUE OFBENEFITS FROMTHESSRPUNDER ALTERNATE
AGRICULTURALSCENAJUOS

PresentValuein Millions (1986$)
% of Total
UnderAgricultural Scenario
UnderAgricultural Scenario

Agriculture
PowerGeneration
Recreation
Municipal WaterSupply
FloodProtection
Fisheries
Total

One

Two

One

Two

624.5
1t012.9
74.1
77.5
{0.9
{1.2

871.7
1t012.9
74.1
77.5
0.9
1.2

34.9
56.6
4.1
4.3

42.8
49.7
3.6
3.8

0.1

0.1

1,791.1

1,038.3

100.0

100.0

Benefits are also realized from the hydropower generatedfrom water in the
reservoir. Hydropower isa relatively inexpensive source of energy for base
loads and is highlyresponsiveto variabledemands.Calculationof the benefitis
completed by calculatingthe energy productionfrom various sources with and
without the Gardiner dam. There are other benefits from the extra labour that
will be hired to run the plant and the businesses that will be supported or
enhanced by the operationof the power station.
The benefitsaccruingto therecreationsectorhave alsobeenestimated.These
include the enjoyment derived from the creation of Lake Diefenbaker and the
park facilities surrounding the water. Improved water conditionsin Blackstrap
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and Buffalo Pound lakes are also of significance. Recreational benefits are quite
difficult to quantify as there is no marketplace to determine their value and often
no monetary exchange for facility use. For these reasons, value of benefits is
often calculated using a "willingness to pay in addition to those costs already
incurred" methodology, in which users are asked what is the maximum they
would pay for the use of the resources. This gives a fair representation of the
benefits when the number of persons using the facilities is considered as well.
One benefit from the SSRP is improved quality and availability of water for
municipal usage. Communities in this area, such as Regina and Moose Jaw,
have had longstanding concerns about water shortages, especially good quality
water. With the construction of the SSRP an assured source of water has been
found to ensure stability and growth for these communities. This project has also
benefitted industrial water supply, although the benefit in this area is a small
one.
Another important benefit considered is flood control. Waters rushing from
the mountains during spring runoff can be captured and the damage contained
using the reservoir capacity at Lake Diefenbaker. Water can then be released
from the reservoir at a more constant and nonhazardous rate. The benefit from
flood control is measured as the damage notdone to land and property, and the
improved productivity of the land that was not flooded. However, as with
industrial water supply, the flood control benefit is a small one.
Total costs of the project are shown in Table 2. A major expenditure was the
project itself, including the Coteau Creek power station. Total costs in 1986
dollars are estimated at $1.909billion. Irrigation infrastructure development and
operations costs are equally significant, although not as large as the initial cost
of building the dams, power station and reservoir.
TABLE 2

PRESENTVALUE OF COSTSRELATED TO SSRP

Particulars Amount
Capital Costs:
ProjectConstruction
Irrigation Developoment
FarmInvestment
Recreation Facilities
Operations and Maintenance Costs:
Project
Irrigation System
Recreation Facilities
Total

(Millions 1986$)
984.0
363.8
31.7
271.5
36.1
131.9
89.9
1,908.9

From this information the net present value can be estimated. Similarly a
benefit-cost ratio can also be calculated, as follows:
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BENEFIT COSTRATIO

NetPresentValueof TotalBenefits
NetPresentValueof TotalCosts

A ratio of one or greater again indicates a worthwhile undertaking. For the SSRP
the net present values are shown in Table 3. The range is estimated from $117.8
to $129.4 million, resulting in a benefit-cost ratio that lies between 0.94 to 1.07.
Given that the lower boundary is very close to 1, it can be concluded that the
project is desirable from the standpoint of economic efficiency.
TABLE 3
NETPRESENT VALUE ESTIMATES ANDHCRFORSSRP

Agricultural Scenario
One
Two

NetPresentValue(Millions 1986$)
(117.8)
129.4

BCR
0.94
1.07

RegionalDevelopment
The regional development effects ofthe SSRPwere measured in terms of total
(direct plus secondary) impact of the project as measured by the gross regional
product at factor costs. These impacts include those resulting from construction,
post-construction, private and public capital investment, operations and
maintenance, and increased private expenditures. The investments on irrigation,
recreation and operations and maintenance expenditure are basically spent
within Saskatchewan and more specifically within the South Saskatchewan
region. This is not the case with the construction expenditure. Net present value
of contributions to Saskatchewan gross domestic product (GDP) at factor cost is
shown in Table 4. The project could contribute from $2.334 to $2.645 billion
towards the Saskatchewan GDP, about one-third of which occurred during the
construction phase itself. The above contributions can be converted into a rate
TABLE 4
CONTRIBUTIONS OFSSRPTOSASKATCHEWAN GDP(FACTOR COST)
UNDERALTERNATE AGRICULTURAL SCENARIOS

Phase

Construction Investrnent
Post-construction Investment
Operation andMaintenance
PrivateExpenditure
ForwardLinkages
Total

Agricultural Scenario
One
Two
(Millions 1986$)
787.2
787.2
219.2
219.2
91.7
91.7
1,000.7
696.8
539.3
539.3
2,334.2

2,645.1

of returns on society's capital expenditures in terms of regional development.
This rate ofreturn to regional development was estimated to range between 18.9
and 38.1 percent of total expenditures. Thus, the project makes significant
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contributions to theregionaldevelopment of Saskatchewan. In additionto GDP,
some 78,864 full-time equivalentjobs are directly or indirectly associatedwith
the SSRP.

Distribution Effects ofthe SSRP
Benefits of the SSRP were shared among various regions-local area,
province(excluding local area),andother Canadianregions.As Table 5 shows,
the major shareof total benefitsis receivedby the local area,whereasthe rest of
Canada had a net loss of $942 million. Thus the project did create a major
redistribution of economic gains to the provincial population. However, such
was not the case with the project impacts. As shownin Table 6, almost half of
theprojectimpactsare felt in regionsbeyondSaskatchewan. This is because,in
orderto carryout the economicactivities resultingfromtheproject,manyof the
inputsmust be importedfrom other Canadianprovinces.
TABLES
DISTRIBUTION OF PRomCf BENEFITS BYREGION OFINCIDENCE. SSRP

NetPresentValue(Millions$)
UnderAgricultural Scenario
Two
One
723.5
476.3
347.9
347.9
(942.0)
(942.0)
(117.8)
(129.4)

Region

SSRP
Saskatchewan (excludingSSRP)
Canada(excluding Saskatchewan)
Total

Thus, although Saskatchewan developmentwas enhanced by the SSRP, an
almostequal(if notslightlylarger)magnitudeof theseimpactswasalsorealized
by therest of Canada.
TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTIONOF raoracr IMPACfS.BYREGION OF-INCIDENCE. SSRP
UNDER AGRICULTURAL SCENARIO lWO

Region
SSRPRegion
Restof Saskatchewan
Rest of Canada
Restof World
Total

% of TotalGDPEquivalent
21.7
20.1
51.8
6.4
100.0

The calculationof total economicwealthredistributionis beyond the scope
of this article. For this reason, only the major beneficiary of the project, the
irrigationfarmer,wasexaminedtodeterminetheeffectsof theprojecton wealth
distribution. The wealthdistribution of farmers, bothdrylandandirrigation,was
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expressed as a Lorenz curve. S The wealth distribution of dryland farmers was
found to be more equitable than that of irrigation farmers. To establish the
difference in degree of equity a Gini coefficient was calculated for each
distribution. The value was calculated to be 0.49 for dryland farmers and 0.55 for
irrigators, showing that irrigation marginally results in less equal distribution of
wealth in the society.

Implications of the Study
Results of this study suggest that the SSRP is economically justifiable. The
project is justifiable by the economic efficiency criterion, that is, the costs
incurred for the project are returned in total to various members of society. The
project is even more justifiable on the grounds ofregional development and the
bridging of gaps between regions in terms of economic disparity. Distribution
of benefits suggests Saskatchewan people to be net gainers as a result of the
project.
A midstream evaluation of a project such as the SSRPhas also provided some
valuable insights in terms of gainers and losers. Distribution of the project
benefits suggest that the power utility and consequently consumers of electrical
power are net gainers from the project. This is because contributions made by
the Saskatchewan Power Corporation towards the Coteau Creek power station
were significantly less than the realized benefits. Under the assumption that all
cost savings are reflected in the utility's rate schedule and therefore are passed
on to consumers, this implies that significant transfers of income have taken
place within the Saskatchewan economy.
Another significant group of project beneficiaries are the irrigated fanners.
Nonetheless, during the planning period more significant benefits from the
project were expected from irrigation, and ultimately for regional stability. The
estimated benefits have fallen short for various reasons. First, major irrigation
development did not proceed immediately after the filling of the reservoir. In
fact, major irrigation development is now planned for the 1987-2018 period,
during which 140,500 acres are planned to be added from new project
development, and another 42,716 acres are expected to be added to past
development. This constitutes approximately 60 percent of the irrigated area
projected within the life of the project. Second, adoption of irrigation has taken
a somewhat slower rate of growth, approaching close to a twenty-five-year
period of adoption. Third, farmers on irrigated land have continued to grow
crops that c~ be successfully grown under dryland cropping. The irrigation
development policy of the province needs a critical assessment in regards to
wholistic sector development.
Although benefits from the project for recreation are significantly lower than
those for power generation or irrigation, one should be cognizant of the fact that
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such benefits are more dispersed in our society, they affect more members, and
are highly visible.
Midstream evaluation or ex poste evaluation of projects, particularly the
large-scale projects, could lead to valuable insights into project planning and
direction for future policy. This study has hopefully provided that for the SSRP.
NOTES

*Financial supportfor this study was provided by Agriculture Canada, Program Evaluation
Division.
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Capitalization and Internal Differentiation Within Manitoba
Family Farm Enterprises
Parvin Ghorayshi
ABSTRACf. This articleanalyzesthechangingcharacterof fanning in ManitobasinceWorldWar II. Not
only has the number of farms been continuallydecliningbut those farms that remain are highly capital
intensive.Highcapitalintensity in a field withunpredictableincomehas led to increasedcreditneeds and
increasedoff-farmwork.But growingdebts andhigh interestrates are contributingto a record numberof
farm abandonments and to a sharpprocessof differentiationandpolarizationof the farmerswhoremain.
SOMMAIRE.L' articleanalyseleschangementssurvenusauseindes exploitationsagricolesmanitobaines
depuis la Secondeguerremondiale.Non seulementle nombre des fermes ne cesse pas de diminuermais
celles qui restent ont un besoin accru de capitaux. Dans un domaine oil les revenus sont impossibles a
prevoir, ce besoin accru de capitaux a entraine une augmentationdes demandes de credit et oblige les
exploitants,de plus en plus, achercher du travail hors de ferme, Mais des dettes croissanteset des taux
d'Interets elevescontribuentaI'abandon,en nombrerecord,des exploitationsainsiqu' ala differentiation
et ala polarisationtresnettesde cellesqui restent.

Introduction
A recent bibliography of research on the political economy of Canada
demonstrates a considerable output by Canadian scholars in a relatively short
period.' However, the political economy of agriculture has received less than its
fair share of attention. Writings on the political economy of prairie agriculture
before the 1970s primarily focussed on the initial settlement of farmers, as well
as agrarian political movements and protests.' In the 1970s and 1980s, the focus
turned to the class position of fanners and the nature and development of
capitalism in agriculture. In the rural sociology literature, some have defended,'
while others have rejected," the classical Marxist position that wage-labour
relations will come to dominate agricultural production.
It has been questioned whether there is a universal tendency either for
agriculture to become dominated by capitalist farm units, or for it to remain
solely the field of petit bourgeois production. S There is clear evidence that the
development ofcapitalism in Canadian agriculture has been uneven. It has been
characterized both by the development of capitalist farms (farms that hire five
or more labourers) and the persistence of family farm enterprises." However,
production based on household labour remains the predominant form of
farming. In 1981, only 0.7 percent of farms hired five or more person years of
labour and could be called properly capitalist. The majority of farms (63.8 percent) did not hire any wage labour. In Manitoba, 0.3 percent of farmers were
operating capitalist farms in 1981; the rest relied heavily upon the farm family's
labour.'
The cause of the persistence of family production units in agriculture has
generated much debate. Different theoretical approaches have directed attention
to state intervention, differential and absolute rent, the difference between
labour time and production time, the resistance of the family farm "to the
capitalist logic of production and the "functional" nature of the family
enterprise for capital. 8 As well, some have made the important point that today' s
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family farm enterprises are operating capitalistic farms, even though they are
not capitalist." While this scholarship has its merits, it tends to downplay the
extent to which the "family farm" no longer describes a unitary phenomenon.
A focus on the farmers' attempts to meet the increasing capital needs of modem
agriculture, by contrast, reveals the extent to which the rubric "family farm"
hides the fact of an increasingly differentiated farm population.
This article demonstrates that the number of farmers in Manitoba has
decreased, but also that those who have stayed in production, reacting to
pressures beyond their control, have increased their scale of production and
become highly capitalized. Capitalized family farms of today, faced with a
financial squeeze, have become dependent on government and private financial
institutions, along with off-farm work in order to stay solvent. Credit-based
fanning has become a fact of life and credit has become a major means of
promoting large-scale fanning. The trend towards large-scale farming and the
increasing cost-price squeeze have created a sharp division among farmers and
driven many off the land.
Capitalization of Farming
The prairie economy has always been linked to commercial conditions
beyond the control of farmers. However, in the last few decades profound
changes have transformed the agrarian economy, forcing us to reformulate the
nature ofthe family farm. In Manitoba, for example, World War II opened a new
era of accelerated agricultural development. Market relations intensified,
emigration to the urban areas continued at a rapid pace, and rural Manitobans
quickly became a minority. By 1951, only 43.4 percent of the Manitoba
population was rural, a figure which further decreased to 27.8 percent in 1986.10
This continuous decline in the rural population was accompanied by an even
more rapid decrease in the farm population. Whereas two-thirds of the rural
population lived on farms in 1931, this proportion had declined to 32.6 percent by
11
1981. The decline in the farm population reflects the changing nature of the
Manitoba economy, an economy in which only 8 percent of the gainfully
employed provincial population was in the farm sector in 1988. 12
This dramatic shift from the rural to the urban areas has been accompanied
by a rapid decline in the number of farms: from 58,024 in 1941 to 39,747 in 1966,
13
34,981 in 1971, and 27,336 in 1986. Indeed, these figures understate the turmoil in
the rural areas. A census of agriculture shows the total number of farms at a
precise census date, but in its official published form does not show the
movement into and out of fanning. Match data deals with this specific
question." It shows, for instance, that between 1966 and 1981 over 31,000 farmers
stopped farming, while slightly over 21,000 began. Furthermore, of those
fanning in Manitoba in 1971, 27.5 percent had quit by 1981. Of the total number
of farm operators in 1981, 19.2 percent were new entrants that year. Thus there
has been a high turnover in the occupation of fanning, dramatically higher than
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the census of agriculture data would lead us to believe. It appears obvious that
increasing numbers of farmers are unable to stay in business for an extended
period of time.
Those farmers still in operation have increased their scale of production and
intensified theirmarketrelations. For instance,in 1951 the averagesize of a farm
in Manitoba was 338 acres, but by 1981 this had almost doubled to 649 acres." In
addition, farmers have increased their scale of commodityproduction.The size
of agricultural commodity production in 1951 was small, with 240 farms reporting over $20,000 worth of annual agricultural sales. By 1986, 600 farms were
reporting over $250,000 worth of agricultural sales." This trend towards largescale production has become a major characteristic of farming in Manitoba, as
well as the other prairie provinces.
Expansion in the scale of commodity production has been accompanied by
greater mechanizationand has necessitatedgreater capitalinvestment. Equally,
agro-industrial development and modern plant biotechnology have opened up
new avenues for the industrialization of agriculture." As a 'result, the trend in
Manitoba, as elsewhere on the Prairies, has been towards an increasing farm
capital investment and an expansion of average farm assets. Total farm capital
increased from $339.1 million in 1941 to $8.4 billion in 1986. 18 The average value
of farm capital per farm rose from $5,800 in 1941 to $26,600 in 1961, to $355,000 in
1981, and to $349,520 in 1986. 19 Between 1961 and 1981 capital investment in
Manitoba agriculture approximately doubled every five years. More recently,
however, the flagging economy, high interest rates and low commodity prices
have slowed the growth of capital investment.2D
The following section demonstrates that the present unstable farm income
cannot meet the high cost of today's farming. Because of this, farmers are
increasinglyrelying on borrowed capital along with off-farm work and income
to keep afloat.
Unpredictable Farm Income and Reliance on Borrowed Capital
Manitoba farmers face highly unpredictable farm income. In 1951 net farm
income was $176.9 million, but by 1961 had dropped to $44.8 million. In 1962 it
climbed to $158.7 million but by 1970 had declined to $83.7 million. Then began
the explosion in the mid-1970s, due to soaring grain prices." The major jump
came in 1973, when net income increased from $166 million to $371 million. It
fell again the next year, but peaked once more in 1975 at $398 million, declining
dramaticallyto $47.4 millionin 1980. It rose, once again, to $300.3 millionin 1982,
only to decline to $83 million in 1983. It did pick up in 1984, but continued to
fluctuate for the remainderof the decade."
This type of income instability makes forward planning a risky, if not
impossible, exercise. Moreover, while farmers faced financial insecurity and
unpredictable income, the costs of the goods they needed in order to continue
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operating climbed annually. The 1970s and 1980s saw irreversible increases in
input costs. Between 1971 and 1987, input costs on Manitoba farms rose 330.7
percent." In addition, during the 1980s farmers faced a decline in farm equity
values, along with greater financial problems. Falling land values-a decline
which began in the early 1980s-have cost farmers billions in equity, and
continue to be a real drain on the wealth and viability of their farms. As well,
interestpayments (reachingover 20percent in 1981 and, in real terms,remaining
high in the 1980s) have remained one of the largest input costs."
The increase in productioncosts and averagecapital investmenthas placed a
burden on farmers, and has resulted in a correspondingincrease in the demand
for funds. Farmers' savings and earnings have been completely inadequate to
finance their farms and remain competitive." As a result, credit from sources
outside of agriculture has become a necessity." Studies on Canadian farms
demonstrate that the growing capital requirements of farmers are followed by
an increase in debt as a percentage of investment on farms." Farmers
increasingly use credit not only to cover their expenses, but as a management
tool, and as a means to gain economies of scale." With the help of borrowed
capital, farmers raise their level of investment," adapt to the changing needs of
commercialfarming, and try to prevent the loss of their lifetime savings."
The need for borrowed capital has increased," and credit has become
essential to "good agriculture.' ,32 Credit-basedfarming, becauseof its promise
of eventual ownership, has become a legitimate form' of production. Thus,
access to credit has turned from a simple advantage into a definite necessity.
Farmers who have this access are able to improve their competitive position,
compared to those with limited access. In other words, farmers who do not
succeed in getting the necessarycapital will have difficulties maintaining their
competitiveposition.
The increasingimportanceof credit to Manitoba farmers is evidenced by the
increase in estimated outstanding farm credit from $402 million in 1971 to $1.4
billion in 1981 and $1.9 billion in 1985.33 With the rise in debt outstanding,
operating debt financinghas become important to the overall cost of operation.
As well, the interest paid on debt has climbed; for instance, the interest paid on
farm debt in 1986 was estimated at $162.3 million, up by 1.1 percent from 1985. 34
Through the development of credit-based agricultural production, farmers
have raised the level of their productive forces. However, excessive debt
financing continues to be a drain on the wealth and viability of the farmers.
Faced with financialconstraints,as the followingexaminationof the source and
type of credit shows, farmers have shifted their debt structure and now rely
increasinglyon private financialinstitutions to finance their farms.
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Source and Type of Credit
The credit available to farmers is either long, intermediate or short term."
However, these three categories of credit do not equally allow farmers to
capitalize and make long-termplans. Farmers usually need short-termcredit to
satisfy immediate consumptionneeds and to stay in farming for another cycle
of production. They also need intermediate and especially long-term credit,
which covers a period longer than their productioncycle, in order to capitalize
and raise their scale of production. Access to this type of financing allows
farmers to plan ahead and augmenttheir assets.

Credit to farmersis availablefrom federal and provincialinstitutions,banks
and credit unions,and supply,insuranceand trustcompanies. Theseinstitutions
havereplacedprivateindividualsandrelativesas themajorsourceof farmcredit
and thereby reshaped the structure of the family farm. The state has played a
major role in encouragingthe use of credit. Governmentinstitutionshave been
the primary supplier of long-term credit, but in 1976 the credit unions started
making long-term mortgageloans, followed by chartered banks in 1977.36 As a
result, banks and other non-government institutionshave increasedtheir share
of long-termcredit, while governmentagencieshave graduallydecreasedtheir
shareof bothlong-termcredit andtotalcreditadvancedto farmers. For instance,
in 1971 the federally operated Farm Credit Corporation, and the Manitoba
Agricultural Credit Corporation, accounted for 47.5 percent of total debt
outstanding in Manitoba, but by 1985 their combined share was only 33.2
percent," Thus,farmersincreasinglyrely on nongovernmental sourcesof credit
to finance their farms.
The shift from public to privatecapital sourcesis occurringat the same time
as farmers, responding to increased competition and the need for larger units,
are increasingtheirlong-termcreditdemandsas a percentageof total credit," In
1985, short-termdebt accountedfor about 21.5 percent of total farm debt, while
intermediate and long-term liabilities constituted approximately 25.7 percent
and 52.8percentrespectively. 39 Charteredbanksfinancedabout45 percentof the
total farm debt in 1985, whereasthe federal andprovincial governments, via the
Farm Credit Corporation and the Manitoba Agricultural Credit Corporation,
financed 21.7 percent and 11.5 percent of that debt respectively. In addition,
credit unions financed 11 percent of farm debt, while individual sources of
credit, along with trust and insurancecompanies,accountedfor the rest,"
The growing reliance on private commercial institutions has meant that
farmers with large assets have access to greater funds and good financial
packages. Credit has increasinglybecome a means for establishinglarge-scale
farms and borrowed capital, as the following discussion shows, has played a
pivotalrole in bringingaboutthe type of concentrationthat is presentin today' s
farming.
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Credit and Large-scale Farming
Farm credit has been an important factor in agricultural adjustment and has
been used to create a qualitative transformation in the position of farmers,"
Government, for example, has used credit as one ofthe means to modernize and
expand the scale of agricultural production," Data provided by the Farm Credit
Corporation reveal that small numbers of selected farms have received an
inordinate amount of credit, with the expectation that they will dramatically
increase their scale of production. Information on the average farm size before
and after the Farm Credit Act (FCA) loans of 1976-77 indicates that FeA
borrowers were expected to raise their average farm size from 511 acres to 768
acres. Similarly, in the same year 33.9 percent of FCA borrowers had less than
$9,999, 53.8 percent had between $10,000 and $50,000, and 12.4 percent had over
$50,000 in gross sales. After the FeA loan, the respective figures for the same
borrowers were 0.6 percent, 70.7 percent and 28.7 percent," Undoubtedly the
implicit intention of the FCA loan distribution policy was to raise the scale of
agricultural production. Thus, although the provincial government gives
smaller loans to a larger number of farms, increasingly the clear intention is to
support commercial farms capable of surviving competitive market forces,"
As a rule, the existing security approach to credit means that farmers with
higher sales and larger capital assets have a better chance of getting loans.
Well-established fanners with a high level of assets have access to large loans,
whereas a large percentage of small farmers with a low level of assets tend to be
excluded from receiving loans large enough to help them plan ahead and
substantially increase their productivity. A statement by one farmer, quoted in
the Task Force on Agriculture in 1969, remains true today: "Money is what you
can get if you have credit; credit is what you can get if you have enough
money. ,,45 As high-income fanners have a better chance of obtaining credit, it
is not surprising to see that they make more use of it than low- and
middle-income farmers." As a result, large-scale farmers, with a better chance
of getting bigger loans, have been able to expand at a faster rate than small-scale
farmers. Credit has therefore helped to promote the process of polarization
among fanners.
Although credit extended to the decreasing number of farmers is now on the
rise, it cannot possibly satisfy the high cost of today's farming. Many farmers
have had no choice but to resort to off-farm work to finance their farms. The
following section examines the extent to which farmers rely on off-farm work
and off-farm sources of income.

Off-farm Sources of Capital
Off-farm sources of income are increasingly essential to Manitoba farmers.
In 1971, 51.3 percent reported that they derived their major source ofincome from
off-farm sources." That year, 36 percent of farmers who were heads of households received their major source of income from wages and salaries. Non-farm
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self-employment accounted for 4.5 percent, government transfers for 7.2
percent, and retirement and pensions for 3.1 percent." By 1981, 51.5 percent of
the families with an operator present received their major source of income from
non-employment or non- farm income."
It is important to underline that Canadian farmers today rely heavily on the
income oftheir family members. Shaw notes that the income generated through
family members' off-farm employment accounts for an increasing proportion
of total farm income;" family members contribute to the solvency of farms by
working both on and off the farm." In addition, increasing numbers of women
now work off the farm trying to satisfy the capital needs of the enterprise. 52 For
example, in 1971, 28 percent of the females on Canadian census farms were
income earners, 53 and by 1981, farmers' spousesreported on average 125 days per
year of work in nonagricultural occupations. 54 Ireland's study of Ontario farms
in 1983 shows that 60 percent of farm wives had engaged in off-farm work in
former' years, and that 33 percent were then (1983)working off the farm. 55 In
Manitoba and Saskatchewan, one-third offarm women work off the farm." The
trend in Manitoba, as in the rest of Canada, has been-towards an increase in
full-time work (228 days or more) off the farm; full-time, off-farm work
increased from 7.1 percent in 1971 to 10.8 percent in 1986.57 As a rule, the
percentage of farm operators reporting off-farm work increases as the scale of
production declines. On the basis of gross sales, farms can be divided into small,
medium and large, with total market sales of up to $9,999, $10,000-$49,000, and
$50,000+ respectively. In 1986, 58.8 percent of small farms reported members
working off the farm, while the respective figures for medium and large farms
were 40.9 percent and 15.Tpercent.58
These figures reflect national trends, the ratio of off-farm income to farm
sales in order of increasing income being 1.14, 0.16 and 0.03. 59 Formany smallscale farmers, off-farm income is now the primary means. of financing their
farms, protecting their lifelong savings and staying in production. For some, offfarm work is being used to get out of farming, and it appears that every year-this
is precisely what considerable numbers of small farmers are doing.
Under the guidance of finance capital and government, farmers have moved
into debt.andhave had to use off-farm work and income to save their farms. It
had be-en; believed that farmers would shed this debt in the realization of the
national ideal of family ownership, but the current crisis in agriculture negates
this expectation. The result, as the following section shows, has been an
expropriation of farms and an increasing polarization amongfarmers.

Expropriation and Polarization of Farms
The shifts. towards capital-intensive agricultural production in the prairie
region during the past forty years, and the consequent disruption, erosion and
decline in the number of farms, has not gone unnoticed." The trend in farm size
and number conceals a very important development, which is the growing
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polarization and division among fanners. Important as the process has been,
however, the studyof stratification in agriculture has not concerneditself with
theeffects.
Macpherson's pioneering study, Democracy in Alberta, emphasized the
economic homogeneity of farmersas independentcommodity producers.With
fewexceptions,"morerecent studieshavefollowedMacpherson'sexampleand
have concludedthat agrarianproducers are members of a petite bourgeoisie."
Our studyof Manitobaagriculture, however, questionsthe degree of economic
homogeneity among fanners, and draws attentionto the increasingprocess of
polarization within this group.
Using annualfarm salesto measurethe scaleof production, farms have been
divided into the categories of small, medium and large. Table 1 uses 1975
constantdollars and comparesthe decline in the numberof farms from 1961 to
1981. It is evident that thisdeclinemost affectedsmall-scale farms.The number
of small- and medium-scale farms decreased by 161 percent and 18 percent
respectively, while large-scale farms increased by 900 percent.Thus, there has
beena clear trend towards large-scalefarming.
TABLEt
FARMSCLASSIFIEDBY SALES CATEGORYIN CONSTANT1975 $. MANITOBA. 1961.1981

Fannsreportingsmesot
lessthan$9,999
$10,000-$49,999
$50,000+
Total

% Change
1961-1981

1981

1961
#

%

#

%

27,264
15,409
593
43,266

63.0
35.1
1.4
100.0

10,419
13,053
5,935
29,407

35.4
44.4
20.2
100.0

161.7
18.0
900.0
47.1

..

Source:StatisticsCanada.Censuses1961. 1981. AgricultureManitoba.

It appears that farming in Manitoba is currently undergoing a rapid process
of polarization and segmentation. The capital structureof Manitobafarmingis
marked by great differences between small and large farms, and the growing
capital invested on farms has become concentrated in a small number of
large-scale operations. In 1986,5 percent of farms accountedfor 24.8 percentof
totalfarmassets.Therespectivefigurefor the smallest12,396 farms (44.6 percent
of allfarms)was 13.8percent.63 Moreover,dataon agricultural salesdemonstrate
a deeper pattern of concentration. As can be seen from Table 2, small farms,
which account for 20 percent of the total number of farms, only account for
approxi- mately 1.2percentof total agricultural sales.In contrast,the verylarge
farms, whichconstitute 4.5 percent of total farming units, have over 25 percent
of totalagriculturalsales.The top 43 percentof the farmsaccountfor 86 percent
of the agriculturalsales. Roughly the same pattern holds across the rest of the
Prairies.For instance,in Albertaonly 3 percentof the province's 58,000farmers
report having average sales of more than $250,000. This 3 percent accountsfor
over one- third of Alberta's annual $3.3 billionin agricultural sales.
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TABLE2
FARMS CLASSIFIED BY SALES CATEGORY, MANITOBA 1986

Farmsreporting salesof:

#

%

$10,000-$49,999
$50,000-$249,999
$250,000+

5,907
9,646
10,565
1,218

21.6
35.3
38.6
4.5

1.2
12.8
60.6
25.4

Total

27,336

100.0

100.0

lessthan$9,999

%of Sales

Source: Statistics Canada, Censuses 1961, 1981, Agriculture Manitoba.

The trend towards large-scale fanning, and the resultant concentration of
farm assetsandsales,has meantthatmanyfanners acrossthePrairiesarecaught
in a financial constraint. Every year, more fanners leave fanning unable to
survivethe cost-price squeeze and satisfythe capital needsoftoday's fanning.
There is every indicationthat the situationcould get worse, and many fear the
collapse of hundreds of prairie fanners over the next few years.Further- more,
crisis currentlyplaguesthatpart of Manitoba's agricultural community that has
been presentedas the familyfarm stronghold.
Recent Crisis in Agriculture
Thegoodyearsenjoyedby Manitobafanners in the 1970s gaveway to serious
problems in the 1980s. During this decade, the farm sector suffereda series of
economiccrises which has led to steadydeclinesin net returns and an erosion
of equity.Morethanever before,farmersand theirfamilies arerelyingon credit
and off-farmwork to finance their enterprises. In fact, farm credit outstanding
increased by 372 percent from 1971 to 1985.64 As a result, fanners have
experienced a rising incidence of debt servicing and are increasingly using
borrowed capital to repay their own loans. In 1983, 60 percent of the credit
advancedtofarmers by the ManitobaAgricultural CreditCorporation was used
to consolidate debts." Moreover, growing numbers of farmers have not been
able to repay their loans. The Manitoba Agricultural Credit Corporation has
reported that the proportionof clients in arrearsrose from 26percentin 1979 to
28 percentin 1983.66 In addition,it was estimatedthatin 1984 between10 percent
and 15 percentof Manitobafarmers were in a sufficiently precarious financial
position to put in question their continued viability. Overall, 20 percent of the
fanners werein seriousneedof financialadjustment." In 1984 alone there were
sixty-twofarmbankruptcies."

A similar pattern holds for the rest of Canada. In the special edition of
RoyFarmBusiness Review ,theRoyalBankclassed5.5 percentof its agricultural
portfolioasnonproductive, or more than ninetydays in arrears,and categorized
4 percent of its borrowers (1,600 farmers) as problem cases." This is just one
financialinstitution. In addition,the Farm CreditCorporation estimatesthat one
in five farmers are in trouble today. In 1985, 508 Canadian farmers declared
bankruptcy, comparedto 125 in 1979.
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The above statistics indicate the number of farmers who declared personal
bankruptcy, but do not reveal the much greater number who were foreclosed
upon or who left farming becausethey had no other choice.These statisticsalso
hide the human costs of farm problems, such as the stress placed on individual
farm families.When the farm goesdown, oris in trouble,thefamily is introuble
too. Farming has become so trying that two University of Brandonpsyohologists have reported the stresslevel for farmers to be higher than for either police
.officers or multinationalcorporateexecutives."
l

The farm populationhas not greetedthe current crisispassively.Worriedthat
fanning may become an impossible way of life, farmers are forming coalitions
for survival.71 The crisis has already spurredthe mobilizationof farmers against
creditors and has prompted someproducers to question the injustice inherent in
the existing relationsof production. However, the growing economic division
amongfarmers haspreventedthedevelopmentof a unified voice," Farm groups
lobby.for specific changes and different commoditygroups wantdifferent
things.Thus, instead of a cohesive class interest, we are observingconflicting
interests and demands.

Conclusion
Manitoba has experienced a rapid demographic shift from the rural to urban
areas sinceWorld War II. Both the farm andrural populationhave declined,and
a move towards capital-intensive farming has been accompanied !~ya sharp,
steady decline in the,number, of farms. Farmers who have stayed in production
have had to intensify .their market relations, increase their agricultural
commodity production 'acreages, and expand the average capital invested in
their farms.
Today's capitalizedfamilyfanns are caught in afinancial squeeze.Uncertain
farm income cannot cover the high cost of production, and farmers thus turn to
the stateanda numberof privatefinancialinstitutionsto obtainnecessarycredit.
Credit becomes crucialin raising the level of productive forces, thus dncreasing
the scaleof production.However,althoughcredit-basedagriculturalproduction
has become legitimized, it has put a burden on farmers and resulted in a
corresponding increase in debt. Furthermore, with the decreasing role of
governmentas the major-supplier of farmcredit,farmersfacingthecurrentcrisis
are increasinglydependentonprivate institutions.
Growing numbers of fanners' are relying on off-farm work to acquire the
necessary funds to protect their lifelong savings and stay in business.. 'Withthe
cost-price squeeze, many fanners are realizing that they cannot rely only on
tilling the soil for their major sourceof income. Because of this, most Manitoba
farmers now derive their principal source of income from off-farm work. As
well, the income generated from family members' off-farm employment
accountsfor an increasingshare of the total farm income.
Despite their.efforts, today's farmers confront the threat of the loss of their
farms. In fact, many have already left farming, while those who remain are
undergoing a rapid-process of differentiation and polarization. If the present
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trend continues unhampered, the future of our prairie agriculture will be
increasingly based on a very small number of highly capitalized farms. The
sharp process ofdifferentiation insures that an ever-decreasing number offarms
will dot the prairie map of the future.
The differentiation of farms discussed in this article has largely gone unnoticed. The "family farm" remains an ideological stereotype, and common
discourse about the Prairies continues to fail to recognize the diversity among
the fanning community. Failure to recognize the growing division within the
fanning sector has resulted in the development ofpolicies which are insensitive
to the needs of all farmers. Research is needed to identify the specific problems
of various groups of farmers. Such knowledge would help in the development
of programs to minimize the crisis facing farm families today.
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Hydroelectric Power andIndian Water Rights on the Prairies
Richard H. Bartlett
ABSTRACT.Hydroelectricprojects have had a negative impact on aboriginalcommunitiesin western
Canada.These projects have reduced the ability of various aboriginal groups to sustain themselvesvia
traditionalpursuits such as hunting, trapping and fishing. While they have occasionallyproduced some
jobs for aboriginalpeople, thesehave tendedto be low status, lowpay, temporaryjobs. But the provincial
governmentsand utility companieshave proved unwilling to consider the impact on aboriginalpeoples
whenplanningtheseprojects andequallyunwillingto pay compensationonce theseprojects areonstream
and the aboriginaleconomieshave been demonstrablyunsettled. This articletraces the impact of several
majordamson aboriginalpeoples andoutlinesthelegal argumentsas to whysuchdisregardfor aboriginal
rights cannot continue with impunity.The 1988-89 settlementat CumberlandHousemay provide a useful
model as to both procedureand substanceas to how this disregardof aboriginalrightsmay be addressed
SOMMAIRE.Lesprojetshydro-electriques ont eu un impactnegatifsur les communautes autochtonesde
1'0uest canadien.lis ont reduit la capacitede divers groupes autochtones ase nourrir des produits de la
chasse, de la trappe et de la peche comme c' est leur coutume. Bien que ces projets aient parfois cree
quelques emplois pour les autochtones il s'agit en general d'emplois temporaires, mal remuneres et
inferieurs,Mais les gouvemementsprovinciauxet les services publics se montrentpeu disposes atenir
comptede I'influencede ces projetssur les peuplesautochtoneslorsqu'ils les planifient.lls sont tout aussi
peu disposes aoffrirune compensationlorsqueces projetssont en placeet que les economiesautochtones
s' en trouventaffectees.Cet articletraitede I'impact de la constructionde plusieursgrandsbarragessur les
peuples aborigenes et examine brievement les arguments juridiques qui font qu'on ne peut continuer
impunement a passer outre aux droits des Autochtones. Le reglement de CumberlandHouse de 1988-89
pourraitetre un modeleutile quant ala procedureet au fondpour savoircommentrendreauxAutochtones
leursdroitslongtempsignores.

Introduction
The principal theme of any study of resources and aboriginal peoples in the
prairie provinces must be the historic determination of the provincial governments to deny resources to the Indian people. It has long been recognized that
local legislatures are antipathetic to the interests of Indian people. In 1837 the
British House of Commons Select Committee on Aborigines (British Settlements) declared that
the protection of the Aborigines . .. is not a trust which could conveniently be
confinedtothelocalLegislatures. In proportion as thosebodiesarequalified forthe
right discharge of theirproperfunctions, they will be unfit for the performance of
thisoffice,for a localLegislature, if properlyconstituted, shouldpartakelargelyin
the interests, and representthe feelings of the settledopinions of the greatmassof
thepeopleforwhomtheyact.Butthesettlersin almosteveryColony,havingeither
disputes to adjust with the native Tribes, or claims to urge against them, the
Representative bodyis virtually a party,and, therefore, oughtnot tobe thejudgein
suchcontroversies ... 1

A later report declared that the "Indian and European races" were influenced
by "antagonistic interests. "z
The interests of settlers on the Prairies have inevitably run counter to those of
Indians. Settlers have favoured the exploitation of the resources and lands;
Indians have sought to avoid the alienation of lands left or reserved to them. The
desires of the local interests have been manifested in: (1) opposition to the
establishment of reserves and, in the event of the creation of reserves, attempts
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to excluderesource-richlandsfromthe areasselected. Themostrecentexample
is thereluctanceof theprairieprovincestofulfilltheconstitutionally entrenched
obligationto meet outstandingtreatyland entitlement; (2) attemptsto encroach
upon, reduce and alienate reserve lands which have been set apart for the
Indians. The history of inducing surrenders of reserve lands was driven by the
desire of settlers for more land; and (3) attempts to manage,control and secure
themaximumbenefitsfor localinterestsfromthedevelopmentofreservelands.
The federal-provincial agreements regarding reserve lands provide particular
examples. The provinces insisted upon one-half of all mineral royalties from
reserves set apart after 1930,and application of provincialstandards and rulesin
the mineralexplorationand stakingof reservelands.
The focus of this article is hydroelectric power. There have been many
disputes between Indians and settlers concerning water resources, but unlike
other resources which have been dealt with by federal-provincial agreements,
there has been little resolution. The unique aspect of water resources is their
commonality and interjurisdictional nature. A river flowing through Alberta,
Saskatchewan and Manitobaprovides a commonresource to all the provinces,
and to both Indians and non-Indians on its path. Non-Indianusers have been
able to exploit the resource with little regard for Indian rights or interests.The
resolutionof Indianclaims to waterrights has beenlargelyignored.This article
examines the legal significance of Indian water rights and the regard accorded
those rights in hydroelectric development, particularly in Saskatchewan, and
attempts to suggestsome approaches to resolvethe current disputes.
Water has always been of great significance to the Indian people of the
Prairies,less becauseof thecultivationof cerealsas practicedin easternCanada
than becauseof the traditionalpracticesof hunting,trappingandfishing,which
continueto beimportantsourcesof food andincometoday.A 1975 reporton the
impactof a hydroelectric dam on the ChurchillRiver in Saskatchewan declared
thattrappingandfishingwerethemajorindustries employinglocallabourin the
northern part of the province,' employingapproximately half the local labour
force, andprovidinghalf of the incomeor incomein kind, in 1972.
Hydroelectric development has substantially alteredtraditionalwaterflows.
It haschangedthe waterquality,quantityandflowofriversandlakesin Canada.
It has affected,to the injury of the aboriginal peoples,wildlifehabitat, fishing,
transportation and water supplies,and has floodedreservelands.Hydroelectric
development projectsin Saskatchewan arethe subjectof particularexamination
in this article,but projectsin other parts of the Prairies,includingthe Churchill
River Diversion in Manitoba and the Brazeau and Bighead Dams in Alberta,
havehad a severe impacton traditionalpatternsof sustenance.
The value of hydroelectric development to the non-Indian society in
economic terms is not questioned, but the losses from such development are
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currently borne by the Indian people. The dams have underminedthe basis of
the traditionalIndian economy. The Churchill River Study Report concluded
that' 'losses wouldbeimposedonthosewhoearnpart of theirincomeby fishing
and trappingin the North. Most of the gains would be realized in the southern
part of the Province.,,4 The report is one of the few that have given substantial
consideration to the impact of water control projects upon aboriginal peoples
before construction was undertaken. Following its release the governmentof
Saskatchewan abandonedplans to buildon the ChurchillRiver.Insteadanother
damwasbuilton theSaskatchewanRiverat Nipawin, butwithoutconsideration
of the impactupon Indian peopledownstream.
I

Descriptionof theimpactof non-IndianwaterprojectsuponIndiansindicates
the significance of the assertionof Indian water rights to non-Indian interests.
The affmnation of Indian water rights would demand an accommodation of
Indianinterestswhichhas rarely beenprovidedto date.
Indian Water Rights
Indian waterrights on the Prairies are derivedfrom the treatiesunder which
reserve lands were set apart, and from the riparian character of the lands. The
object of the provision of Indianreservesby treaty was generallyto enable the
Indians to become a settled and "civilized" people in the European manner,
who nonetheless maintained traditional uses of the land and water. Alexander
Morris,lieutenantgovernorof Manitobaand the North-WestTerritories, was a
treaty commissioner in the negotiation of Treaties 3, 4, 5 and 6 on the Prairies.
He subsequently commentedon the reasonsfor settingasidereserves:
Theallotment oflandsto theIndians, tobe setasideas reserves forthemforhomes
and agricultural purposes, and which cannotbe sold or alienated without their
consent, and then only for their benefit; the extent of lands thus set apart bring
generally onesection foreachfamily of five.I regardthissystem as of greatvalue.
It atoncesecures to theIndian tribes tractsofland,whichcannotbeinterfered with,
by the rush of immigration, and affords the means of inducing them to establish
homes andlearnthe arts of agriculture. S

The settingapart of reserves was not intended, however,to deprivethe Indians
of their traditionalmeans of sustenance, and the treaties assuredthe Indiansof
their continuedright to hunt, trap and fish.
The languageof the treatiesdid not expresslyrefer to the surrenderof water
or water rights by the Indians. Nor did it specificallyrefer to water or water
rights attaching to the reservelands, althoughTreaties 1,2,5 and 7 providedfor
lands to be set aside on the banksof rivers and shoresof lakes.
Indian organizations have maintainedthat the treaties were not understood
by the Indians as entailing a surrenderof the water and that Indianshave paramount water rights. The Indian understanding is not shared by the provincial
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governments on the Prairies, and it is accordingly necessary to establish the
principles which govern the interpretation of treaties. Conventionally a court
seeks the intention of the parties to an agreement by ascertaining the "plain
meaning" of the words used in the agreement. The Supreme Court of Canada
has recently indicated that such an approach is not necessarily appropriate with
respect to treaties, statutes and other instruments relating to Indians. In the
landmark case of Nowegijick v. The Queen, Judge Dickson for a unanimous
court declared that' 'treaties and statutes relating to Indians should be liberally
construed and doubtful expressions resolved in favour of the Indians ... "6
Dickson quoted the decision of the United States Supreme Court in Jonesv.
Meehan that' 'Indian treaties must be construed, not according to the technical
meaning of their words, but in the sense in which they would naturally be
understood by the Indians. ,,7
Such principle of interpretation was affirmed unanimously by the Supreme
Court of Canada in R. v. Simon.' Thus, the Supreme Court of Canada has twice
affmned the need for a "liberal construction in favour of the Indians," and the
dictum of Jones v. Meehan that regard should be accorded the sense in which
treaty language "would naturally be understood by the Indians." This is a
significant departure from conventional principles of interpretation and is
founded upon the historical relationship between the Crown and the Indians.
Such an approach was followed in the only reported Canadian case concerning the treaty right to water. In Saanichton Marina Ltd. v.Claxton the treaty
right to use water to maintain a traditional fishery was upheld." The Tsawout
Indian Band on Vancouver Island sought to prevent the construction ofa marina
in a bay which band members had traditionally fished. In 1852 the band had
signed a treaty which stated it did "consent to surrender" the Saanich Peninsula
upon "condition" interalia that' 'we are at liberty to hunt over the unoccupied
lands, and to carry on our fisheries as formerly." Judge Meredith decided that
"the words must mean that the Indians will have resort to traditional fishing
grounds." He rejected a suggestion that the Indians could merely "have the
right to fish in common with everyone else," observing that "in any event, if
two interpretations are possible the document will be construed against the
maker, in this of all cases. ' , Meredith held that the' 'right of the Band is to assert
that the whole of the Bay continue to be used as a fishery" and since' 'the marina
would reduce the size of the fishery," resulting in irreparable injury, an
injunction should issue. The court expressly rejected the argument that the right
of fisherywasreduced to the extent that areas of the sea bed were occupied by
the marina. The decision in Saanichton Marina is likely to be the first of many
in Canada upholding an Indian right to water for the purpose of hunting,
trapping and fishing.
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The paucity of Canadian cases suggests the value of the consideration of
decisions from the United States. Indian water law in the United States is
founded upon the principles of interpretation of treaties and statutes which have
tbeen recently approved and adopted by the Supreme Court of Canada in
Nowegijick and Simon. In the landmark case of Winters v. United States the
United States Supreme Court declared:
By a rule of interpretation of agreementsand treatieswiththe Indians,ambiguities
occurringwillbe resolvedfromthestandpointof theIndians.Andtherulecertainly
will be applied to determinebetween two inferences, one of whichcould support
the purposeof the agreementand the other impairor defeatit. On accountof their
relations to the government, it cannot be supposedthat the Indians were about to
excludeby formalwordseveryinferencewhichmightmilitateagainstor defeatthe
declaredpurposeof themselves and the government ...10

The adoption in Canada of the rules of interpretation of treaties and statutes
applied in the United States suggests the significant precedential value ofIndian
water law there. In Winters v. United States the Supreme Court concluded that
water rights to irrigate the Fort Belknap Reservation on the Milk: River in
Montana were reserved by an agreement or treaty with the Indians in 1888, thereby enabling the Indians' 'to become a pastoral and civilized people. "
The case involved a suit brought by the United States to restrain Henry
Winters and others from constructing or maintaining dams or reservoirs on the
Milk: River in Montana, or in any manner preventing the water of the river or its
tributaries from reaching the Fort Belknap Indian Reservation. The case turned
on the interpretation of the agreement of May 1888, resulting in the creation of
Fort Belknap Reservation. In language which is most appropriate to the consideration of the treaties in Canada, the court observed:
In theconstruction of thisagreementtherearecertainelementstobe consideredthat
areprominentandsignificant. The reservationwasa partof a verymuchlargertract
whichthe Indianshad the right to occupyand use and whichwas adequatefor the
habits and wants of a nomadic and uncivilized people. It was the policy of the
Government, it was the desireof the Indians,to changethosehabitsand to become
a pastoraland civilizedpeople. If they shouldbecomesuch the originaltract was
too extensive, but a smaller tract would be inadequate without a change of
conditions. The lands werearid and, withoutirrigationweredeliberately given up
by theIndiansanddeliberately acceptedby theGovernment. Thelandscededwere,
it is true, also arid; and some argumentmaybe urged,and is urged,that with their
cessiontherewas thecessionof the waters,withoutwhichtheywouldbe valueless,
and "civilized communities could not be established thereon." And this, it is
furthercontended,the Indiansknew,and yetmadenoreservationof the waters. Wo
realizethatthereis a conflictof implications, but thatwhichmakesfor dieretention
of thewatersis of greaterforcethan thatwhichmakesfortheircession.TheIndians
hadcommandof thelandand waters--commandofall theirbeneficialuse,whether
keptfor hunting,and" grazing,rovingherdsof stock," or turnedto agricultureand
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the arts of civilization. Did theygive up all this?Did theyreducethe area of their
occupation and giveup the waterswhichmadeit valuable or adequate?"

The Supreme Court had no difficulty in concluding that the water rights on the
Milk: River were reserved to ensure the ability of the Indians "to become a pastoral and civilized people" through irrigation. The court observed "that the
government did reserve them we have decided ... This was done May 1, 1888."
Subsequent decisions have repeatedly affirmed the decision in Winters, most
notably in the 1963decision of the Supreme Court in Arizona v. California."
The decisions in the United States have also upheld a treaty right to water to
sustain hunting and fishing rights. United States v. Adair considered an 1864
treaty whereby the Klamath Indians surrendered their traditional lands in return
for a reservation in Oregon, including the Klamath Marsh." The marsh is subject
to seasonal flooding and is an important feeding and retiring area for waterfowl
and supports a variety of other indigenous wildlife. The treaty expressly
declared the exclusive right of the Klamath to hunt, fish and gather on the
reservation, and made provision to encourage them to engage in agriculture. The
state ofOregon argued that the prime intent of the 1864treaty was to convert the
Indians to an agricultural way of life. The court concluded that both the
encouragement of agriculture and the guarantee of "continuity of the Indians
hunting and gathering lifestyle" were objectives which qualified "as primary
purposes of the 1864 treaty arid accompanying reservation of land. " The court
emphasized the "historical importance of hunting and fishing" and the
language of the treaty, and accordingly determined that
at thetimethe Klamath Reservation wasestablished, theGovernment andthetribe
intended toreservea quantity of waterflowing through thereservation notonlyfor
the purposeof supporting Klamath agriculture, but also for the purPose of main1
tainingtheTribe's treatyrightto huntandfishonreservation lands.

The court concluded that the Klamath tribe was entitled to "the amount ofwater
necessary to support its hunting and fishing rights as currently exercised to
maintain the livelihood of Tribe members. "IS
The nonconsumptive nature of an Indian water right to support hunting and
fishing was recognized by the court in Adair. Judge Fletcher observed:
diversion of wateris not required to supportthe fish and game that the Klamath
Tribe take in exercise of their treaty rights. Thus the right to water reserved to
further the Tribe's hunting and fishing purposes is unusual in that it is basically
non-consumptive. See 1 R. Clark,WatersandWaterLaws. 55.2, at 578-81 (1967). The
holder of such a right is not entitled to withdraw water from the stream for
agricultural, industrial, or other consumptive uses (absentindependent consumptive rights). Rather, the entitlement consists of the right to prevent other
appropriators from depleting thestreams'watersbelowaprotected levelinanyarea
where the non-consumptive right applies. See Cappaert (characterizing right in
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similarmanner). In thisrespect, the water rightreserved for theTribeto huntand
fishhasnocorollary in thecommon lawof priorappropriations.

An Indian water right to such character has great significance to the development of hydroelectric generation. The Supreme Court of the United States
refused certiorari. 16
The treaties promised lands for fanning and other development, and the
maintenance of hunting, trapping and fishing. It could be suggested that
ordinary principles of interpretation require that such water rights be implied in
the undertakings given by the Crown. Without water rights the promises made
by the Crown cannot be fulfilled. Reference to principles requiring a "fair, large
and liberal construction" and regard for the Indian understanding of the treaties
and agreements demands such a conclusion. American jurisprudence has
articulated such results in the United States where similar conditions prevailed.
The Supreme Court of the United States has recognized the common fundamental object of governments in the United States and Canada, and has stressed the
conclusion that the government intended "to deal fairly with the Indians by
reserving for them the waters." It is suggested that Canadian jurisprudence
demands a similar result in Canada. As the Department ofIndian Affairs opined
in 1920:
Theavowed purpose of theCrown when making treaties withIndians, asshown by
the policy of this treatment of them extending over many years, was and is to
encourage Indians in habits of industry and to inducethemto engage in pastoral
pursuits and in the cultivation of the soilin orderthat theymaynot onlybecome
self-supporting butthattheymayeventually takeupthehabitsandbusythemselves
withtheenterprise of civilized people.
I am satisfied thattheCourts in construing the treaties between theCrown andthe
Indians underwhich reserves wereset apartwould follow the viewtaken by the
American Courts thattheremustbe implied insuchtreaties animplied undertaking
by theCrown to conserve for the useof theIndians therightto takefor domestic,
agricultural purposes allsuchwaterasmaybenecessary, bothnowandinthefuture
development of the reserve from the waters which either traverse or are the
boundaries of reserves,"

Water rights derived from treaty are in addition to riparian rights-those
rights to water which were recognized by the common law as a natural incident
to the right to the soil itself. IS They are "natural rights' , derived from possession
of land adjacent to water. They do not depend upon any express or presumed
grant. The riparian land owner' 'has the right to have [the water] come to him in
its natural state, in flow, quantity and quality, and to go from him without
obstruction.' ,19 Riparian rights entail the right to the natural flow of the
water-that it should run as it has been accustomed to run. Treaty water rights
are substantially broader than those derived from Indian ownership of riparian
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land. But riparian rights do pose a formidable constraint upon upstream uses.
Hydroelectric generation which depletes the water supply, alters the flow or
affects water quality will breach the rights of Indian riparian landowners.
Riparian rights suffice to protect the traditional and domestic-uses of water by
Indian people.

Abrogation of Indian Water Rights: Were the Treaties Broken?
This article has pointed out the basis and significance of Indian water rights.
The discussion has not, however, considered the regulation or indeed abrogation of those rights by legislation. It is obviously crucial to the significance of
Indian water rights in the context of hydroelectric generation on the Prairies to
consider the impact of legislation. The provinces commonly assert that Indian
water rights were abrogated by legislation. The legislation upon which they rely
is the North-West Irrigation Act 1894and its successors."
The North-West Irrigation Act deemed all property and rights of use in any
river or body of water to be vested in the Crown except to the extent that an
inconsistent private right of use was established. Any person holding water
rights "for domestic, irrigation or other purposes" was required to obtain a
licence; failing the obtaining of a license, the water rights were forfeited to Her
Majesty. After the passing of the act, acquisition by riparian title or Crown grant
or "otherwise" ofrights to appropriate water was barred except in pursuance of
an "agreement or undertaking" existing at the time of the passing of the act or
in accordance with the provisions of the act. The effect of the statute was to
abrogate the common law notion that water was not the subject of ownership
and the common law concept of riparian rights to water appropriation.
Was the act intended to apply to Indian water rights on the Prairies? Unlike
eastern Canada, where the provinces were not empowered to abrogate Indian
water rights, the federal government was so empowered.
The question is one of the intention of Parliament The recent Supreme Court
of Canada declarations suggest the need for a "clear and plain indication" to be
found to abrogate Indian property rights; for specific rather than general words;
and for the resolution of ambiguities in favour of the Indians. The North-West
Irrigation Act does not specifically refer to Indian reserves or water rights and it
does not suggest any "clear and plain indication" to abrogate these rights and
break the treaty promises. The debates in Parliament made no reference
whatever to Indian reserves or water rights.
While no Canadian decisions have considered the relationship between
Indian water rights and the North-West Irrigation Act, the Supreme Court of the
United States has done so with legislation similar to the Irrigation Act, concluding that the legislation is not applicable. The Desert Lands Act was passed
in 1877.21 It purported to apply to
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all lands.... whichwillnot,without irrigation, produce someagricultural cropin
the States of California, Oregon and Nevada and the Territories of Washington,
Idaho, Montana, Utah,Wyoming, Arizona, NewMexico andDakota.

The act provided for a grant of these lands upon their reclamation by irrigation.
It declared that the "right to the use of water shall depend upon bonafide prior
appropriation" and that the "surplus water upon public lands" above such
appropriation shall remain free for appropriation by the public "subject to
existing rights. " The Supreme Court has considered and explained the object of
the act." The comments of the court suggest the similarity to circumstances on
the Canadian Prairies. The court considered that Congress determined that the
common law of riparian rights was inappropriate:
In respectof the area embraced by the desert-land states, withthe exception of a
comparatively narrow stripalong the Pacific seaboard, it had become evident to
Congress, as it had to theinhabitants, thatthefuture growth andwell-being of the
entireregion depended upona complete adherence to theruleof appropriation for
abeneficial useastheexclusivecriterion oftherighttotheuseofwater. Thestteams
andothersources of supply fromwhich thiswatermustcomewereseparated from
one another by wide stretches of parched and barren land which nevercould be
madeto produce agricultural cropsexceptby the transmission of waterfor long
distances andits entireconsumption in theprocesses of irrigation,"

However, in Winters, the Desert Lands Act was held inapplicable to Indian
reservations. In Winters it was argued that the waters of the Milk River were
subject to the Desert Lands Act and that the act precluded any rights of the
Indians to waters except in accordance with the act. The United States Court of
Appeal specifically considered. the question of the application of the Desert
Lands Act and whether or not the non-Indian appropriators had gained water
rights by virtue of the application of the act. The court denied the acquisition of
such rights.
The Winters decision was followed in United States v. Walker River
Irrigation District" The court there commented that
the settlers who took up lands in the valleys of the stream were not justified in
closing theireyes to the obvious necessities of theIndians already occupying the
reservation below.2S

The American courts have reached a similar conclusion with respect to the
Reclamation Act 1902 which provided that state laws should govern the
appropriation and use of water made available by reclamation works,"
Deference to state laws did not include the abrogation of Indian water rights.
The American courts have determined, through the rules of construction
applicable to Indian rights, that the general nature and language of the Desert
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Lands Act and the Reclamation Act afford an insufficient indication ofintent to
abrogate Indian water rights.
The conclusion of the American courts appears most relevant to the determination of the application of the Irrigation Act to Indian water rights on the
Canadian Prairies. They suggest the inapplicability of the act on account of the
general nature and language of the act and the total absence of reference to, or
consideration of, Indian water rights in the act. One aspect of the reasoning of
the Supreme Court of the United States in Winters is particularly compelling. In
Winters it was argued that the Act of Admission of the state of Montana in 1889,
"upon an equal footing with the other States," had abrogated Indian water
rights. Counsel argued that by such Act ofAdmission all water rights in the state
become subject to state law. The court declared:
Thatthegovernment didreserve themwe havedecided, andfor a use whichwould
be necessarily continued through years.ThiswasdoneMay 1, 1888, andit wouldbe
extremeto believethat within a yearCongress destroyed the reservation and took
fromtheIndianstheconsideration oftheirgrant,leavingthema barrenwaste-took
fromthemthemeans ofcontinuing theiroldhabits, yetdidnotleavethemthepower
to changeto newones.'D

The court refused to conclude that the government should be considered to have
agreed to Indian water rights and then one year later to have unilaterally and
without consent or notice to the Indians abrogated them. The North-West
Irrigation Act was enacted in 1894; the numbered treaties on the Prairies which
were subject to the ac~ were entered into between 1871 and 1906. It would be, in
the words of the Supreme Court of the United States, "extreme to believe," and
entail a highly disenchanted view of federal policy to conclude that the federal
government, in the midst of treaty negotiations, engaged in so substantial a
violation of treaty promises.
The provisions of the Irrigation Act remained substantially unchanged until
they ceased to apply upon the enactment of the Natural Resources Transfer
Agreements in 1930. The agreements transferred the interest of the Crown in
land and resources to the administration of the prairie provinces. The agreements declared that
theinterestof theCrown in thewaters. . . undertheNorthwest [sic] Irrigation Act,
1898 .•• {shall ... belongto the province, subjectto anI trustsexisting in respect
thereofand to anyinterestotherthanthatof theCrown.

The interest of the Crown transferred to the administration of the provinces is
subject to whatever rights survived the enactment of the Irrigation Act. Provinciallegislation is ultra vires to the extent that it would seek to expropriate,
confiscate or regulate Indian water rights.
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Hydroelectric Development and Indian Water Rights in Saskatchewan
The foregoing has established the legal significance of Indian water rights,
but what of the regard accordedthose rights? The author has chosen to focus on
Saskatchewan because of some familiarity with the problems attending the
recognition of those rights in this province. In general it may be said that
Saskatchewanhas historicallydisregardedand denied any Indianclaims arising
from hydroelectricdevelopment in a manner that justifies the mid-nineteenthcentury view that the "Indian- and European races" were influenced by
,'antagonisticinterests.' ,
There are four principal hydroelectric dams in Saskatchewan-Island Falls
on the Churchill River, Coteau Creek on the South Saskatchewan River, and
Nipawin and Squaw Rapids on the SaskatchewanRiver. The Island Falls Dam
was constructedby the ChurchillRiver Power Company,pursuantto an interim
license issued under the DominionWater Power Act in November 1928. A final
license was issued by the province for a term of fifty years from 1 April 1931. It
was built to supplypower to the Hudson Bay Mining and Smeltingoperation at
Flin Flon, Manitoba. The license authorized the flooding of provincial lands.
The license required payment of rental for the provincial lands flooded or used
and for the use of water. In 1943 a further license was issued and agreementwas
entered into between the province and the Churchill River Power Company to
construct a storagedam upstream from the Island Falls Dam at the Whitesands
Rapids. The license authorizedthe company to raise the level of ReindeerLake
,'to a limit of ten feet over and abovebasic datum." The company was required
to pay rent for the provincial lands flooded or used. The term of thelicense was
the same as that of the Island Falls Dam. The dams have since been sold to the
SaskatchewanPower Corporation (SPC).
The Churchill River Study described the impact of the construction of the
Island Falls Dam on the adjacent Metis community at Sandy Bay.29 Upon the
construction of the dam the Cree-speaking Indians and Metis of Sandy Bay
abandonedtraditional pursuits and went to work for the ChurchillRiver Power
Company.The socioeconomicreport of the study comments:
After thirty years of employment, no Cree had been advanced higher than a
sub-foreman ofan all-native workcreworcarpenter'sorplumber'shelper. Natives
wereforced touseseparate toiletandcoffeebreakfacilities onthejobandaseparate
commissary and lunch room on the periphery of the community. Any relations
between whites andCreeafterworkhourswerefrowned uponexceptforoccasional
baseball games."

No attempts were made to provide training and the "highest positions of
responsibility open to Cree were two positions of sub-foremen on all native
work-crews.' ,
The report observes:
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The proximity to the hydro-electric station has not bestowed any material
advantages on the community-it took 28 years to get electricity introduced, 35
yearsto establish a localmunicipal government body, 40 yearsto obtainminimally
adequate housing and streets, and (if things progress satisfactorily) 45 years to
obtainindoorplumbing, runningwaterandadequate telephone communication to
the outside. All of these (with the exception of local government) have been
available at Island Falls since the 1930S. The dam at Island Falls provided no
long-termbenefitsforthe communi~ otherthana monetary incomewhichresulted
in onlya minimal standard of living. 1

In the winter of 1967-68 the Island Falls power station was automated and the
white population transferred to Flin Flon. The company offeredjobs in Flin Flon
to the displaced Natives, but most of the men returned to Sandy Bay. With
automation "the entire economic base of Sandy Bay disappeared. "
The report observed that the residents of Sandy Bay held the dam responsible
for the decline in beaver, muskrat and sturgeon populations, and that there are
"now few such animals in the immediate vicinity of Sandy Bay, especially
below Island Falls." Furthermore, changes in water levels "have definite
effects on the extent to which the bush is used" for hunting, trapping and
fishing. While employment was provided at the dam, "propagation of the skills
necessary for fishing and trapping was neglected. When the dam was automated
and employment declined, it was impossible to revert to these traditional
pursuits. ,,32
Upstream from the Whitesands Dam are the members of the Peter Ballantyne
Band at Southend Reindeer Lake. Six hundred acres of the shoreline of their
reserve lands were flooded by the operation of the dam. It damaged the wildlife
habitat, adversely affected hunting, trapping and fishing by band members, and
rendered travel more difficult. The province and the power companies have
never offered compensation for the damage inflicted upon the Indian and Metis
people by the operation of the dam.
The Squaw Rapids Dam was completed on the Saskatchewan River upstream
from Cumberland House in 1962. The Gardiner and Qu'Appelle Dams on the
South Saskatchewan River at Diefenbaker Lake were completed between 1958
and 1967. Power generation commenced at Coteau Creek in 1968. The Nipawin
Dam was completed on the Saskatchewan River in 1986. The dams are operated
as "peaking units" to provide hydroelectric power at periods of peak demand
rather than "run of the river" units. The Cumberland House Indian Band and
Metis community at the Saskatchewan Delta complain ofthe substantial injuries
inflicted by the operation of the dams. The impact described by the band
includes reductions in summer water flows, increases in winter flows, sudden
unannounced changes in water levels, mercury pollution, loss of flood peaks,
and a general lowering of water levels. The consequences of such changes
include the drowing of muskrat and beaver lodges, trapping of moose on "false
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islands," freezing of water in the lake which kills fish, greatly reduced wildlife
and fish habitat, difficulty and damages in boat travel, loss ofequipment, loss of
income from hunting, trapping, fishing and guiding, and loss of an unpolluted
water supply. The dams on the rivers have severely disturbed its natural flow
and damaged the traditional means of sustenance of the Indians. The Saskatchewan Delta at Cumberland House is regarded as one ofthe most significant
wildlife habitat areas in North America. The band and the community have long
sought a settlement with respect to the impact of the dams.
The treatment of the band and the community by the province and its agent,
the SPC, typify the disregard of Indian water rights. No assessment of the
environmental impact in the Cumberland House area was conducted for any of
the dams, including the Nipawin Dam in 1986. At a 1962 meeting of the Squaw
Rapids Hydro-electric Liaison Committee the minutes record:
TheChairman notedthepossibility oflossofbeaverandmuskrat population downstream from the Powerhouse due to sudden fluctuations in the flowrate. SPC•••
willco-ordinate Generator testing in 1963 as fullyas possible in order to minimize
damage."

The SPC responded immediately to indicate that it could not
beexpected tolimitoperations at Squaw Rapids sitetoprotectbeaverandmuskrats
. .. anyrestriction . . . in the interest of wildlife will,nodoubt,resultin economic
losses to the hydro project that will greatly exceedthe value of any fur-bearing
animals."

At no point did the SPC ever consult with or meet the members of the
Cumberland House Indian Band.
Lake Diefenbaker and the Gardiner Dam resulted from the Report of the
Royal Commission on the South Saskatchewan River Project in 1952. The report
considered most aspects of the project other than the impact upon Indian people
downstream. Legal memoranda prepared by Connolly and Goldenberg gave no
consideration whatever to Indians or Indian lands.
The Trappers and Fishermen's Associations, which had both Metis and status
Indian members, had begun to raise objections and seek solutions to the impact
of the dams, particularly the Squaw Rapids Dam, shortly after their construction. In response the province initiated studies as to how the damage might be
mitigated, including the Saskatchewan River Delta Study of 1969, the Committee on Saskatchewan River Delta Problems of 1972, and the Cumberland Lake
Water Level Control Study of 1977. All recognized the impact of the dams and
offered suggestions as to its mitigation. In 1980 the province proposed the
construction of a weir (at a cost of $3 million) which would marginally have
raised the level of Cumberland Lake but would have done little to mitigate other
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impacts. Construction was delayed pending an environmental impact assessment and in the interim (1982) the government was defeated at the polls.
In December 1983 the Cumberland House Local Community Authority
(LCA), on behalf of the residents of the largely Metis community, and the
Trappers and Fishermen's Associations filed a statement of claim against the
government of Saskatchewan and the SPC seeking damages. An injunction
application against the construction of the Nipawin Dam, then underway, was
denied in 1984. The lawsuit was initially funded by the LCA. In 1984 a contingency fee arrangement was reached with the LCA's lawyer.
The band did not participate in the LCA's lawsuit, and in 1984 approached
counsel for the Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations (FSIN), Delta
Opekokew, for advice on how best to pursue the band's claims. In October 1984,
at the invitation of the FSIN, the writer was retained by the band. Limited and
always delayed funding for that purpose was provided by the,Department of
Indian Affairs through the Environmental Impact Program. The funding was not
at rates that would meet the costs or fees of lawyers in private practice.
Representations were made by the band and the LCA to the SPC to enter into
negotiations to settle the matter but little progress was made. Representatives of
both the band and the LCA kept up media pressure. In December 1985 the band
filed a complaint with the Water Corporation seeking a public hearing into the
operation of the dams. Two weeks later, faced with the LCA's statement of
claim, the band's complaint, and continuing media pressure, the government
offered to put the matter into mediation.
A mediation agreement, modelled on the Grassy Narrows mercury pollution
mediation agreements, was eventually reached in June 1986.It provided funding
for legal representation and support for band and LCA leaders. It required full
disclosure of documents.
The mediation was successful in enabling the issues to be fully canvassed and
presented by the band and the LCA. The SPC remained intransigent, however,
and there was no progress in negotiations. In August 1987 the LCA built a
temporary weir in an effort to raise the level of Cumberland Lake. It was
ineffective but did attract national television coverage. In October 1987 the
province offered to build a bridge to the community by way ofa final settlement
but the offer was rejected. The band now prepared for legal action and
assembled a team at the College of Law, University of Saskatchewan, to bring
the matter to trial. The band, and the LCA in particular, sought to maintain
political and media pressure on the province.
In April 1988 Sid Dutchak QC,a former provincial minister responsible for the
Indian and Native Affairs Secretariat, was appointed as conciliator by the
province. His appointment was significant due to his ability to influence the
decisions and commitment of the province and the SPC to settle the matter. All
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summer meetings and hearings were held in Cumberland House in an attempt
to candidly address the issues and secure a solution. On 30 September 1988 a
settlement was reached, which was finally executed on 30 March 1989. The
settlement consists of three agreements: (1) a settlement agreement, signed on
21 December 1988 with the SPC, under which the SPC pays $1 million to the
Cumberland House Development Corporation for social and economic
development, $1 million towards the construction of a recreation centre by the
SPC, the maintenance of the policy of SPC in providing compensation for lost
equipment of trappers and fishermen, and the minimization of damage to
wildlife downstream of the Squaw Rapids Dam, insofar as it is consistent with
the efficient operation of the dams; (2) an escrow agreement, signed on 21
December 1988, whereby the settlement agreement would be null and void if a
development agreement was not signed by 30 June 1989; and (3) a development
agreement, signed on 30 March 1989 between the band, the LCA, the province
and the development corporation (SPC is not a party to this agreement). Under
the development agreement the province, inter alia, agrees to payor transfer to
the development corporation $13 million over ten years, a government farm '
including equipment and livestock worth at least $2 million, and fifty thousand
acres of land. The development corporation is jointly owned and controlled by
the band and the LCA.

Conclusion
Only after the passage of nearly thirty years have the province or the SPC
started to provide compensation for the damage inflicted by hydroelectric dams
on Indian people in Saskatchewan. This is not because ofthe lack oflegal rights
which could compel such a result. Indeed a principal point of this article is the
significance of the legal rights of Indian bands to control and limit hydroelectric
development. Rather it is the disparity in the abilities of Indian bands to assert
their legal rights compared to that ability of the utility companies to resist. It is
suggested that the federal government should provide funding for litigation in
such cases where negotiation has failed, and a strong prima facie case can be
shown. Experience in the United States suggests that settlements are furthered
by a determined litigation strategy." The political expediency of such settlements where injury is inflicted by a larger community on a smaller accords with
such an approach. There would, moreover, be no incentive to a utility company
to obstruct and delay in the hope that the plaintiffIndian band would fail through
lack of resources to maintain its claim.
Given the necessary legal resources to further the claims of bands injured by
the dams there seems little doubt that settlements could usually be obtained.
Neither side benefits from lengthy legal proceedings which drain monies away
from a possible settlement. Nor does litigation usually provide a solution which
maximizes the benefits to all parties. Settlements could be facilitated by a
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mediator or conciliator, preferably a person who could deal directly with the
board of the utility company and the appropriate minister. An agreed settlement
is also, of course, likely to commit the band or community to coping with and
adjusting to hydroelectric development, a process which the the attitude of the
province and the utility company might otherwise impede. Thus the Cumberland House Development Corporation, a joint venture of the band and the Metis
community, has now been charged and entrusted with funds to bring about
social and economic development in the region. It would appear to be a step in
the right direction, although there will no doubt be significant problems. The
effect of the denial of resources and power to the communities for so long, of
which the impact of hydroelectric development is just one part, cannot be
overcome overnight. But it offers at least a basis and hope for improvement in
social and economic conditions in the region.
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Mineral Policy in Western Canada: The Case for Reform
Thomas Gunton
and
John Richards
ABSTRACf. This articleexaminesmineralresourcemanagementpolicyin Manitobaand Saskatchewan
withaviewtodeterminingwhetherpublicpolicyhasproducedthemaximumpossiblebenefitsforcitizens.
The articlearguesthatdecisionsin Manitobaregardingdevelopmentof thenickelindustrywereleft to the
private sector andparticularlyINCO, the dominantfinn in the industry.The resulthas been that, owing to
INCO' s particularpracticesas a world-wideproducer,theprovincefailedtomaximizereturnsin eitherrents
orjobs for itscitizens.In Saskatchewan,productionandcapacityin thepotashindustryhave beentoo great
to maximizerents and increasedrents were only achievedwhen the provincenationalizeda large portion
of theindustry.Publicparticipation,it is argued,isessentialifresource-producing industriesaretogenerate
maximumreturnsfor citizenswhocollectivelyown themineralresource.
SOMMAIRE.Cet article examine la politique de gestion des ressources minerales au Manitoba et en
Saskatchewanafinde determinersi la politiquegouvernementale a produitle maximumde beneficespour
les citoyens.Cet articleindiquequ' au Manitobales decisionsconcernantle developpementde l'industrie
du nickelontete laisseesau secteurpriveet en particulieraINCO, fume qui dominel'industrie. A causedes
pratiquesparticulieresde INCO, producteural'echellemondiale,la provincen' a pas reussi amaximiserles
benefices que ce soit dans le domaine des droits d'exploitation ou de I'emploi. En Saskatchewan, la
productionet le rendementdans I'industrie de la potasseont ete tropimportantspourmaximiserles droits
d' exploitationqui n' ont d' ailleurs augmente que lorsque la province a nationalise une grande partie de
l'industrie. Selon cet article, la participation publique est essentielle si l'on veut que les industries
produisant des ressources engendrent un profit maximum pour les citoyens qui sont collectivement
proprietairesde la ressource minerale,

During the last two decades there has been a major debate on the role of
natural resources in regional development. On one side of the debate are
advocates of comparative advantage who argue that western Canada should
concentrate on what it does best-produce natural resources for the
international market. On the other side are dependency theorists who argue that
production of natural resources can never lay the foundation for a healthy
economy. The only alternative, they believe, is to develop a manufacturing base
oriented to domestic demand.
Whether western Canada should have specialized in natural resources or
manufacturing is now somewhat academic. Western Canada did develop a
resource-dependent economy and faces the challenge of managing it to
maximize regional economic welfare. The purpose of this paper is to evaluate
the efficiency of public policy in meeting this objective by analyzing the
experience in two resource industries-nickel in Manitoba and potash in
Saskatchewan. It will be argued that reforms in resource policy could
significantly improve the economic well-being of prairie residents.

Staples, Rent and Growth
In his classic study for the Rowell-Sirois Commission, W.A. Mackintosh
observed that' 'rapid progress in new countries is dependent upon the discovery
and development of a cheap supply of raw materials by the export of which to
the markets of the world the new country may purchase the products which it
cannot produce economically at that stage of its development. ,,1
195
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Building on the Mackintosh-Innis tradition, economists such as Watkins
(1963) developed the staple theory of economic growth to explain ecomonic

development in regions having a unique low-cost supply of natural resources
which are in international demand. Development occurs directly through
investment in resource extraction .and indirectly through investment in backward linkages producing inputs such as resource machinery required to extract
the staple, forward linkages such as processing the staple prior to export, and
final demand or consumer linkages resulting from the expenditure ofincome on
locally produced goods .and services.
Income from natural resources is normally greater than income derived from
other economic activities because resources generate a rent or surplus above
normal returns to factors of production. Rents can be generated by differences
in the cost of producing resources and the market power of the producer.
Imagine, for example, that all ore bodies capable of producing a particular
mineral are ranked in terms of increasing cost of producing a supply curve (SS)
illustrated in Figure 1. The cost includes compensation for all factors of
production including the opportunity cost of captial. The level of demand (DD)
determines the' 'marginal mine," the least productive ore body worth operating
where revenue just covers total costs. For the marginal mine no rent occurs; the
lower cost or intramarginal mines, however, generate a rent equivalent to the
difference between revenue and total cost. This rent is often designated as
differential rent.
$ per unit
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SS» illustratesrising,long run,marginal(incremental)cost associatedwitheachadditionalunitof output.Costincludes
normal returns to both the capital and labour employed, but no payment to the scarce natural resource input. Due to
diminishingproductivityof additionalunits of resource,the valueof labourand capitalrequiredper unit of output rises
asthe outputlevelincreases.Aprofit-maximizing producerwillchooseoutputlevel, Qo. Forthe marginalunit ofoutput,
at Qo, cost equalsprice, OP. On intramarginalunits, a surplusof revenueover cost ariseswhich amountsto differential
rent. As illustrated,it is the area APS.

Figure 1. Differential rent.
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Again assume that all mines are ranked by cost of production as illustrated in
Figure 2. Assume also that the resource owners are able to collude to controle
production to maximize their returns. They would produce to the point where
marginal cost curve (ss) intersects with their marginal revenue curve (MM)
resulting in output (OQ) and price tor; Total rents are ABPS comprised of
differential rent of ACS and monopoly rent of ABPC.
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The producer faces a downward-sloping demand curve, DO', and a marginal revenue curve, MM'. Profit maximization
occurs at Qo, where the additional revenue from an additional unit sold, QoA, equals the additional cost of its production
taken from the marginal cost curve, SS'. Given the demand curve, DO', the output OQo will sell for a price OP, well above
QoA. Total producer rent is ABPS. ACS is differential rent. The remainder, ABPC, is monopoly rent arising due to the
producer's ability to restrict supply and therefore increase market price.

Figure 2. Monopolyrent.

As studies by Chambers and Gordon (1963) and Copithorne (1979) conclude,
differential and monopoly rent measure the contribution of resources to
economic welfare. The obvious conclusion is that entrepreneurship should be
concentrated on maximizing rent by reducing costs ofproduction-particularly
those associated with surplus capacity-and increasing international resource
prices where possible by the judicious use of market power. Rent must also be
collected by the public owner for regional capital formation rather than leaked
to external owners in the form of excess earnings. Because rent is a surplus
above normal returns necessary to compensate all factors of production, the
collection of rent will not discourage investment in the resource sector. For this
reason, it is a better source of public revenue than taxes.
The success of public policy in collecting resource rents was examined by
Kierans (1973) in his landmark study for the Manitoba government in which he
accused the mining industry of appropriating economic rents which rightfully
belonged to the public owners of the Crown resource. Kierans summarized his
conclusion as follows:
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The natural resources of Manitoba have great value. That wealth can be used
to finance the growth and continuing development ofManitoba or it can be used
to expand the power and financial strength of the exploiting corporations. It is
the latter course that has been pursued. The migration of Manitoba wealth and
the erosion of the provincial tax base means, in turn, the inevitable departure of
people, their skills and their brains.'
His recommendation to the government was "to place the responsibility for all
future development of Manitoba's resources firmly in the hands of the public
sector. ,,3
Resource firms, interpreting Kierans's report as a direct attack on the
principles of private enterprise, rejected his conclusions on theoretical and
empirical grounds. The timing of the report, however, was opportune. Six
months after its publication in 1973,boom conditions prevailed in most resource
markets, generating windfall gains sufficient to motivate governments to review
their resource policies.
In 1972, Ottawa removed many of the loopholes in resource taxation which
allowed mining companies to pay rates well below manufacturing. In oil,
Ottawa initiated a series of measures to collect and redistribute rents culminating with the highly interventionist National Energy Plan in 1980.
Among the provinces, Manitoba and Saskatchewan were particularly active.
Between 1969 and 1975 the government of Manitoba implemented a number of
measures including an innovative royalty system to collect rent in the mining
sector, a new Crown mineral corporation, and more stringent regulations
including a compulsory joint venture scheme (Gunton, 1987). The Saskatchewan government pursued similar reforms including the creation of a
Crown mineral corporation, strengthening of lease requirements, introduction
of innovative royalties to collect rent in oil, gas, uranium and potash, and from
1976 to 1978 the takeover of nearly one-half the assets of the provincial potash
industry (Richards, 1987). How successful were these measures in collecting
rents from the owner? This is the question to which we now tum by examining
two case studies-nickel in Manitoba and potash in Saskatchewan.
Nickel

Nickel is an alloy agent with a wide range of uses requiring heat-resistant,
high-strength components. Like most metals it goes through several stages of
production from extraction through to smelting and refining a nickel product
which can be used in the manufacture of alloys.
Nickel is found in two types of ore bodies: sulphide ores found
predominantly in Canada and laterite ores found in Third World countries.
Sulphide ores command a substantial differential rent by virtue of their lower
production costs. Nickel also commands a monopoly rent by virtue of the
market power of the leading producers. Until recently, the industry could be
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understood best by the dominant firm price leadership model (Hwang and
Smithson, 1986), with INCamaximizingprofit by restricting output to maintain
high prices and allowing other smaller firms to operate as competitive price
takers,producingto the point where marginalcost equals price. More recently,
the industry has become a more traditionaloligopoly.
The ability of the Manitobanickel industry to generaterents is estimated by
a discounted cash flow analysis of INCa's Manitoba division based on
unpublished financial data. Net cash flow by year is defined as net income of
Manitoba's division before tax, interest and depreciation. Exploration
expenditures devoted to finding the Manitoba ore body, as well as ongoing
exploration and capital expenditures, are deducted as a net cash outflow in the
year incurred.A real, before tax opportunitycost of capital (or discountrate) of
10 percent is used. Although the detailed calculationscannot be produced here
because of the confidential nature of the data, the analysis shows that the
forwardvalueof INCa's Manitobaoperationsturnedpositivebythe early 1970s.4
All subsequentnet cash flow is thereforerent.
TABLEt
AVERAGE ANNUAL MANITOBA NICKEL RENTS (Mll.,LIONS OF 1985$)

Actual Rent
Case 1
(Actual Rent)
Revenue
371
Costs
280
Rent (Revenue-Costs)
91
Taxes Collected
35
Uncollected Rent
(Rent-Taxes Collected) 56

Case 2
(Higher
Output)
519
392
127
35
92

Potential Rent
Case 4
Case 3
(Higher
(Higher Output and
Productivity) Higher Productivity)
519
371
295
210
224
161
35
35
126

189

While data on the cash flow of INCa's Manitoba division are not available
publicly, it can be estimatedby using Canadianoperatingprofit data published
by INCa in its annual reports. INCa definesoperatingprofit as net income after
all operating expenses excluding interest, some general corporate expenses,
generalcorporateincome,equityearningsof affiliates,and currencytranslation
adjustments. Depreciation, depletion, exploration, research and development
are all deducted as expenses. INCa's definitionof operating profit differs from
net cashflow normallyusedin a discountedcashflow analysisin twooffsetting
ways. Operating profit is calculated by deducting depreciation and depletion,
which are accounting deductions not affecting cash flow; ongoing capital
expendituresrequired to maintainassets arenot deducted.Basedon data for the
1961-81 period, depreciation and depletion charges slightly exceed capital
expenditures,thereforeINCa's "operating profit' , slightlyunderestimates cash
flow.
Canadian operating profit data are not disaggregated by INCa between its
Ontario and Manitoba divisions. To estimate Manitoba's operating profit,
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INCO's Canadian data are prorated by Manitoba's share of INCO's aggregate
Canadiansalesandtaxes.The implicitassumption thatrates ofprofit are similar
for Manitoba and Ontario is confirmed by federal Departmentof Energy and
Mines analysis (1984).
Theresultsof thesecalculations summarizedin Case 1and Table 1showthat
Manitoba's nickel industry on average generates $91 million of rent per year,
and the corporateincome tax and mining tax systemjointly collect $35 million
or 38 percentof the fair marketvalueof the in situ ore. This averageis basedon
the five-yearperiod between 1977 and 1981, which was chosen as a representative cycle in the nickelindustry.
This rent estimate assumes that Manitoba's nickel industry was operated to
maximize profits. This assumption can be challenged on two grounds. First,
INCO's Manitoba operation operated at approximately 60 percent capacity
utilization during the 1977-81 period.' The reason for this is the institutional
structure of the industry and INCO's inept corporate planning. As previously
noted,thenickelindustryis oligopolistic, withINCO playingthepriceleadership
role,restrictingoutputto raise prices while allowingother smallerproducersto
produce to the point where marginalcost equals price. The problem for INCO
was that technological changes and optimistic projections significantly
increasedthe supplyavailablefrom smallerproducers,therebyeroding INCO's
marketsharefrom67 percentin 1955 to 34 percentby 1980. 6 Consequently, INCO
wasforcedto cut backoutputto maintainits profit-maximizing priceleadership
role andManitoba, as oneof INCO's divisions,wasforcedto bearits shareof the
cutbackeven thoughits own productionwas too small to have much effect on
worldprice.
This problem was aggravated byINCO's poor corporateplanning,resulting
in large-scale investments in a newcapacityin IndonesiaandGuatemalawhich
were surplus to world needs. The Guatemala operation opened in 1978 and
closed in 1981 with the $220 million (U.S.) being written off, while the
Indonesian operationoperatedat low capacity,incurringoperatinglosses until
the recent rise in nickel prices.' If INCO had not developed this unnecessary
capacity,it would have been able to operate its Canadiandivisions at a much
higherrate. Furthermore, if Manitoba's nickelindustryhad been operated by a
separateprofit-maximizing entityit wouldnot havehadits productioncurtailed
by INCO's price leadership strategy.As the lowest-costproducer,it wouldhave
operated at full capacitywith minimal impact on worldprices, given its small
marketshare.
The rent whichcouldhave been generatedif Manitoba's nickelindustryhad
been operated as a separate profit-maximizing entity has been estimated by
assuming that Manitoba's output would have been the lower of full-capacity
utilization-defined as 85 percent of the peak output of 140 million pounds in
197D-orthe averagemarketshareof 13 percentrealizedby Manitobaduringthe
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1971-76 period. Given that other smaller producers such as the Societe
Metallurgique de Nickel, Falconbridge and Western Mining, having approximately the same capacity as Manitoba, were able to maintain or increase their
market share during the 1970s, and given Manitoba's position as the lowest cost
producers, this assumption seems realistic.8 Under these assumptions,
Manitoba's averageannual nickelproduction between 1977 and 1981 would have
increased from 85 million pounds to 119 million pounds. The results of higher
output on nickel rents is shown as Case 2. Rents increase 40 percent from $91
million to $127 million-peryear.
A second challenge to the profit-maximizing behaviour assumption comes
from the theory of X-inefficiency. Developed by economists such as
Leibenstein (1966), Baumal (1966) and Williamson (1974), this theory suggests
that firms can be understood better as "satisficers" trying to earn a satisfactory
profit while dissipatingpotential surplusesin thepursuit of non-pecuniary goals
such as higher salaries, growth and other benefits. Copithorne's work for the
Economic Council illustrates that this problem can be greater in the resource
sectorbecausethe existenceof rent provides a cushion allowingthe firms to earn
normal returns while dissipating rent in inefficiences.
INCQ}s· performance supports Copithorne's conclusions. After relatively
stagnant growth in productivity during the 1970s, INCO) suddenly realized
dramatic improvements of 25 percentbetween 1982 and 1984 and a further 26
percent between 1984 and 1986, despite no major breakthroughsin technology."
The motivation for more efficient management appears to have come from the
collapse in prices in 1982, which drove INCO to the verge of insolvency. To earn
its satisfactoryprofit (i.e., to survive) INCO had to cut costs.
To estimate the impact of rent dissipation, it is assumed that one-half of the
productivity improvement realized between 1982 and 1986 could have been
achievedduring the 1977-81 period. The results shown as Case 3 in Table 1show
that potential rent could have been increased from $91, million to $161' million.
Case 4 incorporates. both the assumptions of higher output and" higher
productivity. In total, the federal and provincial governmentcollected less than
16 percent of the potential rent.
Another measure for evaluating the management of Manitoba's nickel
industry is its effect on employment. The curtailment of output below a level
commensurate with Manitoba's comparative advantage, combined with the
failure to collect potential rent which could have been used to stimulate provincial economic activity, resulted in from 7,800 to 9,600 fewer.jobsin Manitoba.
Averagemedium- to long-term nickel prices are expected to be.similar to
those during the 1977-81 period in real terms. Operating costs have already
declined andreserves are sufficientto sustain Manitobaproduction well into the
next century.The nickel industryis also evolving from a dominant oligopolistic
model to a more traditional oligopolistic model in which alL producers may
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cooperateto restrict supplyinsteadof relying solelyon INca to bear the burden
(Cairns, 1984). INCO, therefore, will likely operate the Manitoba division at
closer to full capacity. Subject to these assumptions, projected average annual
nickelrents should be similarto the Case 4 estimate of $224 millionper year.
Potash

Potash is a commercial expression applied to compounds containing the
potassiumion in a form accessibleto plant nutrition.Currently,over 90percent
of potash is consumed as a fertilizer. Like nickel the potash industry is highly
concentrated, with Saskatchewan possessing approximately 80 percent of the
world's economically recoverable reserves and 50 percent of the western
world's production capacity. Saskatchewan's market power is greater than the
figures suggest because high transport costs restrict the ability of offshore
producers to supply the American market. Although the plentiful supply of
potash reserves of similar production costs in Saskatchewan means that
differentialrent generatedby the potash industry is minimal,the market power
of the Saskatchewanindustry givesrise to potential monopolyrents (Richards,
1987).
This potential to generate monopoly rents has been buttressed by explicit
supply managementprograms, instituted by the Saskatchewangovernmentin
the 1960s when American interests used the threat of tariffs and quotas to
convince the Saskatchewan government to institute a prorationing system to
restrict output to a level necessary to maintain a floor price. As introduced in
1970, prorationingestablisheda floor price nearly double the prevailingmarket
price andinitiallyrestrictedaggregateSaskatchewanproductionto less thathalf
of capacity. In exchange, New Mexico producers informally agreed not to
increaseproduction(Richards,1987). In response to the collapsein prices in the
1980s, a new agreementwas reached between Saskatchewanproducers and the
American government in 1987 which again set an implicit floor price to be
maintained by curtailing production. Based on an analysis of the Suspension
Agreement (U.S. Dpeartmentof Commerce, 1988) the new implicit floor price
is approximately1.5 times the marketprice prevailingat the time the agreement
was struck (U.S. Departmentof Commerce, 1988).
The ability of the Saskatchewan potash industryto generaterent is estimated
by a complex maximization model. The basics of the models can be illustrated
by Figure 3. As the dominantoligopolist,Saskatchewanallowsother producers
to produce to the point where marginal cost equals price while exploiting the
residual market by setting price and production at r- and Q* respectively. The
estimation of potential rents requires estimating the demand curve for potash
and the production (Q*) and price (p*) which maximize profits. Based on a
number of assumptions which can be more fully explored in Richards (1987),
potential rent estimates have been generated based on the 1964-77 period. The
results are summarizedbelowin Table 2.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Observed rent is an estimate of the rent actually generated by the industry.
The results show that the industry did generate rent, with the largest portion
accruing to the industry as excess profits. Potential rents are based on the
assumption that the Saskatchewan industry was developed as a crown entity
commencing in 1964 with the purchase of the existing three mines and the
subsequent monopoly on the development of all future capacity. The same
aggregate rent could also be generated if the existing private producers colluded
to maximize their collective profits. Case A is the potential rent which could
have been generated if the industry was operated as a profit-maximizing
oligopolist, and if the industry developed the same capacity as was actually
developed and the maximum price it chargedwould be the highest annual price
realized between 1964 and 1977. This latter constraint is used as a "limit to
greed" to reflect the fact that there is an upper limit to the price which
Saskatchewan could charge, beyond which there could be larger new investments in alternative technologies and retaliatory political countermeasures from
potash importing countries. Identifying this upper limit is of course a somewhat
arbitrary part of the simulation exercise.
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Figure3. Determinationoptimumof Saskatchewanpotashproduction.

The results of Case A show that potential rent could have been almost three
times higher than observed rent. In Case A, the upper price limit is operative in
all years except 1964. Predictably, substantial excess capacity exists in every
year with optimal production in the range of 50 percent of installed capacity.
The province's share of rent rises dramatically while the federal government is
still negative because it is prohibited from taxing a provincial Crown
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corporation. The rent received by the private sector is a somewhat arbitrary
estimate of the premium which the Crown might have had to pay to acquire the
three existing mines in 1964.
TABLE 2
AVERAGE ANNUALSASKATCHEWAN POTASHRENTS(MILUONSJ985 CANADIAN $)

ObservedRent($)
Provincial share
Federalshare
Privateshare
Total*

26
(32)
41
35

PotentialRent($)
CaseB
Case A

108
(38)
27
97

153
(26)
27
154

*Totalrent is total revenueless the sumof operatingcostsplus a real before tax return of 10percent.
Source: Richards, 1987, p. 137.

Case B is an estimate of the potential rent if Saskatchewan had built the
optimum capacity necessary to produce the output required to maximize profits.
To avoid the unrealistic assumption of hindsight planning, the optimum
capacity is estimated based on forecasts generated from information available
at the time the investment decision was made. It is assumed that there is a fouryear lag time required to develop new capacity and that capacity is brought on
in increments of.500,000 metric .tonnes. The results show that rent would be
substantially higher than Case A' because the level of installed capacity is lower,
reducing the opportunity cost of capital.

PolicyImplications
As the foregoing analysis shows, the public owner could earn substantially
more by better management of the Manitoba nickel and Saskatchewan potash
industries. Substantial rent has been forgone and what rent has been generated
has not been fully collected by the public owner. Clearly, a rethinking of
resource management policies is in order.
One issue is the choice of an appropriate technique for rent collection. Here,
a convenient distinction is between passive and active approaches. Passive
approaches allow the private tenants to manage the resource (subject to some
general regulations dealing with work safety, the environment, etc.) while the
public owner collects rent by auctioning property rights or imposing mineral
taxes to collectrent. Various types oftaxes can be employed including ad
valorem royalties, production royalties, income taxes and rate of return
taxes-each with advantages and disadvantages."
Active approaches entail the public owner being directly involved in
management decisions by developing the resource through a crown
corporation, marketing board or some joint public/private management.
Advocates of this approach maintain that some type ofpublic entrepreneurship
is required to ensure thatthe public owner has sufficient bargaining power and
information to enforce.an.effective rent collection regime.
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The case studies of nickel and potash support the advocates of a more active
approach. Private-sector management has been singularly inept in maximizing
rent for the public owner. In the case of nickel, production has been much lower
than a level commensurate with Manitoba's comparative advantage, and in the
case of potash, production and capacity have been much higher than they should
have been to maximize rents. Further, even if the industries were efficiently
managed by the private tenants, passive approaches on their own are unlikely to
have been able to withstand the pressure exerted by the tenants to weaken the
rent collection regime. Indeed, after sustained pressure, the Manitoba
government reduced their mineral taxes in 1979, ironically just as the industry
was entering an unprecedented boom (Gunton, 1987). After considerable
acrimony, the Saskatchewan government felt compelled to nationalize 40
percent of the potash industry to withstand attacks by the federal government
and the private producers on the rent collection regime. Clearly some direct
control of production and investment decisions by the public owner is an
important part of the arsenal of policies required to maximize and collect rents.
The potential to coordinate investment and production decisions through some
type of formal public institution-be it a Crown corporation, marketing board
or a tripartite planning mechanism-would also assist in reducing the likelihood
of individual producers competing with each other to develop new capacity for
the same market, or to dissipate potential monopoly rents by counterproductive
competition for market share.
A second issue is the distribution of rents. As the case studies reveal, a large
proportion of resource rents have been retained by resource developers as
excess profits or dissipated by poor management decisions. Rents collected by
the public owner sometimes have been used to fund uneconomic development
projects or a level of public spending which can not be sustained during the
inevitable downturn in resource markets.
These tendencies are a logical outcome of interest-group behaviour. The
benefits of rent collection by the public owner are diffused over a wide
population, resulting in small per capita benefits insufficient to motivate citizens
to lobby aggressively for effective rent collection. Lack of citizen interest is also
increased by the fact that the benefits may be in the form of increased income
flows into general revenue, which may not be visible orimmediately accessible
to the average citizen. The costs of efficient rent collection are, on the other
hand, borne by a small concentrated group of resource firms who are highly
motivated by the dollars involved to lobby against rent collection regimes.
Faced with powerful lobbying against collecting rent and little support in
favour, the political decision maker naturally leans toward a less aggressive rent
collection regime.
An interesting proposal for resolving this problem is to distribute resource
rents directly to citizens as a "resource dividend." If the benefits of rentmaximizing resource policy are received by the voter in a transparent manner,
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he will experience directly-via a higher dividend-the benefits ofgood policy,
and be more likely to lobby for it, providing at least some counter to the lobbying
ofresource industries.
A third issue is the timing of policy reform. Gunton and Richards (1987)
observe that more aggressive rent collection is often pursued in response to a
resource boom. Because of the time involved in developing and implementing
the policy, the new techniques become effective just as the industry is entering
a downturn, thereby yielding disappointing revenue. The poor state of the
industry during the downturn also lends credence to industry criticisms of the
damaging impact of more aggressive rent collection. Effective lobbying often
results in the more aggressive rent regime being weakened just as it would have
yielded substantial revenue during the boom. To have a chance of success,
reforms should be implemented during the trough when the stakes are low and
the measures can be effective during the imminent upturn.

Conclusion
Substantial rent has been foregone by the public owners ofmineral resources
in Manitoba and Saskatchewan. Clearly, reforms in resource policy can result
in significant improvement in the economic welfare of both provinces. In
Manitoba, policy should ensure that nickel production is at a level
commensurate with Manitoba's comparative advantage and that rents are
collected by the public owners as a return on their resource instead of being
retained by INCOas surplus profits. In Saskatchewan, policy should ensure that
production is set at a level to exploit the province's potential market power.
To be effective, the public owners must play some direct entrepreneurial role
in decision making. Interest group support for such action must be generated
through some device such as a resource dividend which transfers the benefits of
public rent collection in a visible and direct way to the citizen owner, exhorting
him to pressure for good management. Finally, care should be taken to ensure
that new policies are implemented just as the industry is recovering from a
downturn.
Effective management cannot solve all the problems of staple-based
economies. Fluctuating export income, combined with large fixed debt changes
necessary to develop the capital intensive staple sector, will continue to make
staple regions vulnerable to financial crises. The high degree ofexternal control
of the staple sector will continue to inhibit the development of linkages and
expedite the leakage of rent through devices such as intracompany transfer
pricing. The growth of the staple sector will continue to be constrained by the
fixed quantity of natural resources. Nevertheless, improved management of the
staple sector is the most effective means of increasing economic welfare in the
staple dependent regions of Canada.
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NOTES
1. W.A. Macintosh, The Economic Background of Dominion-Provincial Relations (1939;

reprint,Toronto: McClellandand Stewart, 1964), 13.
2. EricKierans,ReportonNatural ResourcesPolicyinManitoba (Winnipeg: Governmentof
Manitoba, 1973),49.
3. Ibid.
4. "Forward value" like "present value" in an operationthat generatesa value,at one point
in time, equivalentto a datedseriesof cash flowsover time.Whereaspresentvalue yields
thevalueat thebeginningoftheseries,forwardvalueyieldsthevalueat theend.Forpresent
value,cashflowsare discounted, at a predetermined discountrate, beforebeing summed;
thelaterthedateof thecashflowthemoreheavilyit is discounted. Conversely, for forward
valuecashflowsare augmented, at a predetermined rate,beforebeing summed; the earlier
the date the moreheavilyit is augmented.
5. ThomasGunton,"The ManitobaNickelIndustry: The Paradoxof a Low Cost Producer"
in Thomas Gunton and John Richards, eds., Resources Rents and Public Policy: The
Western Canadian Experience (Halifax: Institutefor Researchon PublicPolicy), 112.
6. Ibid., 97.
7. Ibid.,l03.
8. Ibid., 106.
9. Ibid., 107-8.
10. Ibid., 34-41.
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Prairie Oil and Gas:
Recent Significance and Prospects to 2005
Doug McArthur
ABSTRACf. The oil and gas industry hasmade an importantcontributionto theprairie economy and will
continue to do so. However, the policy environmentin which the industry operateshas undergoneradical
change. For the rust time in many years, the industry is almost totally deregulated. Its markets are also
closely integrated into those of the United States. Both of these factors have occurred as a result of the
WesternAccord of 1985, and theCanada-UnitedStates FreeTrade Agreement.
Albertahas dominatedthe industrysince its beginningsin 1947, a dominationwhichwill continue into
the future. There has been a considerable amount of instability, however, due to changing policy and
changing market conditions. Substantial declines in world oil prices in early 1986 resulted in substantial
reductionsin industry and governmentincomes.
In the future, additionalchangescan be expected whichwill be of significance.Oil production willbe
relatively stable through to 2005, but syntheticoils and bitumens will become a much more important part
of the total.Natural gas production and sales will grow substantiallythrough to 2005, as will exports to the
United States. Real oil prices will likely remain close to their 1987 prices throughout the 19908, while gas
prices will increasesubstantially.These changes will mean that net revenues to the industry will reach or
exceed their mid-1980s levels by the late 1990s. However, an even larger part of these revenues will be
generatedin Alberta than in the past. Governmentrevenue in Saskatchewanwill decline,while in Alberta
it will increase,equallingor exceedingthemid-1980s levelsby the late 19908.
SOMMAIRE. L'industrie du petrole et du gaz naturel a contribue et continuera a contribuer de f~n
importantea I'economiedes prairies.L' ensembledesreglementationsqui entourentles operationsde cette
industrie a toutefois subi de tres profondes transformations. Pour la premiere fois depuis longtemps,
l'industrie est presque totalement dereglementee et ses marches sont etroitement integres a ceus des
Etats-Unis. Ces deux etats de fait s'expliquent par I'Accord occidental (Western Accord) de 1985 et
l' Accordsur le libre-echangeentre IeCanada et les Etats-Unis.
L'Alberta a domine l'industrie depuis la genese de cette derniere en 1947 et cette domination va
continuer a I'avenir. Une instabilite importante existetoutefois, qui est due tant aux changements de
reglementationsqu' aux conditions fluctuantesdu marche, Une chute substantielledes prix mondiauxdu
petrole au debut de 1986 a entraine des reductions marquees de revenus pour l'industrie et les
gouvernements.
Dans le futur, on peut s' attendre ad'autres changements importants. La production petroliere sera
relativement stable jusqu'a l'an 2005, mais les huiles et les bitumineux synthetiquesprendront une part
beaucoup plus importante du total. La production et la vente de gaz naturel augmentera de facon
substantiellejusqu'en 2005, de meme que les exportationsde ce produit vers les Etats-Unis. Durant les
annees 1990, le prix reel du petrole restera proche de son niveau de 1987, tandis que Ie prix du gaz
augmenterade facon notable. Ces changementssignifientqu' a la fin des annees 1990,les revenus nets de
I'industrie aurontatteintou depasseleurniveaudumilieudes annees1980.L' Albertacontribueratoutefois
aces revenus une part plus importanteque dansle passe. Les revenus gouvernementauxdeclineront en
Saskatchewantandisqu'ils augmenteronten Alberta, y egalantou y excedant a la fin des annees 1990leur
niveau du milieu des annees 1980.

Introduction
The oil and gas industry has occupied an important place in the prairie
economy during the post-World War IT period. This article briefly reviews the
general policy context within which the industry has operated, examines
measures of significance to the industry, and discusses future prospects. It deals
primarily with "upstream activity," which encompasses exploration and
extraction, and thus does not generally consider further processing of the
primary or extracted products.
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Market Regulation and the Western Accord
Oil and gas policy in Canada today is essentially defined by the Western
Accord of 1985, an agreement entered into by the governments of Canada,
Alberta, British Columbia, and Saskatchewan, providing for the deregulation of
markets in the oil and gas sector,' and by the Canada-United States Free Trade
Agreement (FrA).2
The current policy framework constitutes a marked departure from the past,
in that throughout the whole ofthe history of the industry, regulation had played
an important role in achieving public policy objectives. At various times and in
various ways, regulation was used to share markets among producers, to control
exports and/or imports, to control prices in order to effect consumer-to-producer
and producer-to-consumer transfers, to encourage conservation and selfsuffiency, and to increase Canadian ownership. Under the Western Accord,
virtually all of these practices are foresworn. In addition, the FrA prohibits by
treaty discrimination in pricing or sales into the American market. 3
Perhaps the most radical changes that these agreements impose involve
prices and sales volumes, which will be established by unregulated contracting
between producers and buyers. Sales into export markets will, in the normal
course of events, be unregulated. Canadian and American markets are
integrated for all intents and purposes. Options for pursuing independent
Canadian policy objectives in the future are virtually precluded. Producer prices
in Canada will, if markets operate in a reasonably competitive manner, be
determined by prices in the much larger American market. Canadian industry
growth will be determined by technical and economic consideratioris, not
domestic policy. Given that the huge American market will dominate the
Canadian market, growth in oil and gas production will depend almost
exclusively on what Canadian producers can profitablly produce and sell in the
United States within domestic supply constraints.
This is, of course, not greatly different from many Canadian sectors of the
economy. However, it constitutes a real change for the oil and gas sector, given
the past highly regulated environment articulated around numerous national and
provincial objectives. Many criticisms of the Western Accord and the FrA are
founded on the proposition that such objectives can and will no longer be
pursued. Defenders ofderegulation, on the other hand, argue that the imposition
of external objectives onto commercial markets has contributed to inefficiency
and stagnation. Past regulation, they say, was unfair to producers, impeded
exploration and development, and discouraged expansion based on the
development of new markets.
In order to better understand the changes that have taken place since oil was
first discovered on the Prairies, a brief review of significant past regulatory
practices follows. For ease of presentation, oil and gas are dealt with separately,
since policy for each, while related, has differed in some important respects.
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Oil
Oil policy in Canada has passed through five general phases. The first
extended over the period of initial development, and encompassed policies to
support this development. This phase started with the major discovery at Leduc,
Alberta in 1947 by Imperial Oil, a subsidiary of Exxon of the United States, and
lasted through to the mid- to late 1950s. Additional discoveries and expansion in
productive capacity followed the Leduc discovery in relatively short order,
primarily in Alberta, and to a much lesser degree in Saskatchewan, within what
is know as the Western Sedimentary Basin. This region essentially encompasses
the whole of Alberta, the agricultural areas of Saskatchewan and Manitoba, a
small part of northeastern British Columbia, and the Mackenzie Valley; this
remains the major oil producing area in Canada. The challenge during this
period was not production; new discoveries came easily and rapidly. The
problem was marketing in the face of limited transortation facilities, long
distances to major consuming areas, expanding American and foreign
production, and growing pressures within the United States for protection of its
domestic industry. By 1950, markets for western Canadian oil absorbed only
about 45 per cent of production capability, leading to a system of prorationing
in Alberta whereby refinery purchases were allocated among producers by a
provincial regulatory body. The objective was to realize an equitable sharing of
markets among producers, and to preclude any individual producer from
realizing a disproportionate share of production from reservoirs shared with
others. Prorationing has remained a fundamental element of Alberta oil
management to the present, although its place in a deregulated environment is
being questioned by many.
The solution to the marketing problems was in part improved access to
markets in central Canada, and in part access to the American market. A pipeline
built by Interprovincial Pipe Line Limited reached Toronto in 1957. However,
pipeline costs made it difficult for Canadian oil to compete with offshore oil in
the Ontario market at profit levels deemed acceptable by producers. Access to
the American market was constrained by increasing support for protection of
American producers, leading to a system of voluntary controls in 1955, and
mandatory controls in 1959.
The controls on sales into the United States came about because American
producers had successfully pressured their government into establishing a
protected market for domestic oil in the central and western United States. These
controls, the main target of which was offshore oil, resulted in a price premium
for American oil compared to offshore oil. The American government was
prepared to let Canadian production share in the higher-priced midwestern and
western United States markets, provided that Canada placed limits on how
much lower-priced offshore oil was consumed in Canada, and therefore on how
much Canadian oil was shipped into the United States. In effect, the United
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States was prepared to support continental integration, provided that Canada
adopteda policy similarto its own.
Largely as a consequence of this, and following the report of the Royal
Commissionon Energy in 1959, the National Oil Policy (NOP) was introduced,
ushering in the second policy phase. It prevailed during a period of
consolidation, when major new discoverieshad seeminglycome to an end, and
producers and governments both were seeking stability. The policy was
virtually a mirror image of that in the United States. Western producers were
guaranteed the market west of the Ottawa Valley, with the market east of the
OttawaValley served by offshoreoil. Canada agreedto restraintson the rate of
growth of exports to the United States, alleviating American concerns about
Canada enjoying the benefits of higher American prices to producers while
largelyconsuminglower-pricedimports.
The NOP resulted in Ontario consumers paying domestic producers prices
higherthan for importedoil, and a guaranteedshare of a rapidly growingNorth
Americandemand for Canadianproduction. Western Canadian production of
oil increasedfrom about 200 million barrels at the beginningof the 1960s to 300
million in the mid-1960s, and over 600 million barrels by 1973. Imports into
eastern Canada increased over this period, as did exports to the United States,
and Canadian producers enjoyed the price advantage of a protected market.
Producer prices remained relatively constant throughout the period as well,
withinthe range of $2.00 to $3.00 per barrel."
Thethirdphase of Canadianpolicycame abrubtlyin 1973, followingthe OPEC
price increaseswhich accompanied the outbreakof war in the MiddleEast. In a
matterof three months, MiddleEast oil prices increasedfrom about$3.00 (u.s.)
to $11.65 (u.S.) per barrel. OPEC also introducedan embargoon shipmentsto the
United States. North American concerns swiftly shifted from protecting
marketsto securityof supply.TheUnitedStatesremoveditscontrolson imports
of Canadianoil, whilethe Canadiangovernmentproceededtophaseout exports
to the United States. A system of export licenses was introduced to permit an
orderly transition.' Federal government regulation shifted from protecting
producers to protecting consumers. This started with a freeze on Canadianoil
prices at $3.80 per barrelin September1973 (to be increasedto $6.50 per barrelin
April 1974). Shipments of western oil were extended to Montreal, and
consumersof importedoil east of Montreal were shieldedfrom the high prices
for suchoil by compensationpayments.Thesepaymentswere financedby a tax
on oil exported to the United States, at a rate that equalizedprices to producers
for export and domesticallyconsumedoil.
The fourth.phase of oil policy followed the federal election in 1980 that
returned the Liberals to power after a short Progressive Conservative
interregnum, and just after OPEC again doubled world oil prices over a short
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period. The federal government responded by introducing the now infamous
National Energy Policy (NEP) in October 1980.6
The NEP was fundamentally a response to the potentially large financial
surpluses, or economic rents, which would be generated if producer prices were
increased in response to increased world prices. The basic concern was
distributional; corporate shareholders and Alberta taxpayers and to a lesser
degree Saskatchewan taxpayers would benefit disproportionately from such
price increases. In the case of the majority of shareholders, their gain was
interpreted as largely a net loss to Canada, since so much of the industry was
foreign owned. In 1980,for instance, it was estimated that Canadians owned only
30 percent of shares in the industry, and thus 70 percent of the rents would flow
to non-Canadians, primarily American. residents. The NEP solution was to
maintain Canadian prices below world prices for the foreseeable future, and to
encourage increased Canadian ownership.
TheNEP generated considerable conflict with the producing provinces and
industry, and went through some adaptation in response. Energy agreements
with the producing provinces in 1981 provided for a two-tiered system ofprices,
whereby oil was placed in two basic categories, old oil (discovered before 1980)
and new oil, including nonconventional and frontier oils. The former was to
receive price increases larger than proposed in the original NEP, subject to a cap
of 75 percent of international prices. The latter was also subject to a.schedule of
prices, higher than those for old oil, subject to a cap of 100 percent of international prices, and to reach international prices by 1986.In 1982a third category
was introduced, special old oil (oil discovered between 1974 and 1980), which
was moved immediately to 75 percent of world price.'
By late 1983, as international prices proved to be increasing less rapidly than
originally expected, the cap orzs percent of international prices for old oil
became the operative constraint. For new oil, prices by that point were roughly
equivalent to international prices; the new oil pricing provisions were also
extended to special old oil. Since most of the oil exported was heavy oil from
Saskatchewan, the export tax was generating a relatively small amount of
revenue, most of which flowed back to Saskatchewan by special agreement.
The net result was that by the end of 1983, world prices applied to a very
substantial amount of oil produced. Blended or average Canadian producer
prices nevertheless remained below world prices, which was a cost to producers
and governments resulting from lower profits and taxes. Consumers, on the
other hand, were better off to the extent that their prices remained below
international prices.
The fifth and final stage in the roughly forty-year history of the oil industry
came in March 1985, with the signing of the Western Accord. It was a response
to the unhappiness of producers and producing provinces with the NEP, and a
commitment by the newly elected Conservative government to create an
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unregulated market for oil and gas in Canada. The objectives were to realize
greater fairness for producers and producing provinces, to reduce federalprovincial conflict, and to stimulate increased production and marketing.

NaturalGas
In the 1950s reserves of natural gas increased, largely as a result of oildirected exploration. However, the main concern of governments at the time
was not markets, as in the case of oil, but conservation and security of supply.
Alberta instituted a system of removal permits, designed to ensure that
provincial requirements, present and future, could be met before any gas was
shipped out of the province. The federal government, which had the power to
control exports, permitted short-term exports only, and established the objective
of serving central Canada with western gas. Approval was given for the
construction of the Trans Canada Pipe Line, and distribution companies were
established in the major markets as privately owned public utilities. The former
was under federal regulation, while the latter were placed under provincial
regulation, in order to protect consumers against monopoly pricing. Producer
prices were not at this time directly regulated.
In 1959 the National Energy Board (NEB) was created, in part as a mechanism
for balancing pressures by producers for integration into the continental market
and by consumers for controls on exports to the United States in order to protect
low-cost supplies to meet future needs. Its mandate included regulation of
energy imports and exports, and of pipelines. During the 1960s, its focus was
largely on .gas export volumes and prices. Consumption in both the United
States and Canada was growing rapidly. Productive capacity in Canada was in
excess of domestic market needs and producers were anxious to take advantage
ofopportunities in the Pacific northeast and California. The NEBestablished the
so-called "surplus test" for export approvals, whereby Canadian reserves had
to be adequate to meet Canadian requirements for twenty-one years, based on
current consumption. With respect to price, the NEB was mainly concerned with
ensuring that prices were not set too low, in response to pressure from American
regulators and the desire ofproducers to find new markets. Throughout the 1960s
exports were allowed to grow rapidly in response to producer pressure to
increase sales.
By the late 1960s, the NEB was becoming concerned about a possible shortage
of gas by 1990. It ceased to approve long-term export contracts in 1970, and by
1975 was estimating that supply would fall short of domestic requirements and
export commitments by close to 40 billion cubic metres in 1990. New long-term
export commitments continued to be prohibited, and the Arctic gas reserves
were looked to to meet the anticipated shortfall.
Until 1973, producer prices for natural gas consumed in Canada remained
relatively low compared to the United States. With the rapid increase in oil
prices from 1973 onward, governments began to take a much greater interest in
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prices. The federal government, in conjunction with the governments of the
producingprovinces, directedthat export gas prices be increasedin 1973. The
Albertaand BritishColumbiagovernments assumedpowerto set prices of gas
produced,andincreasedthepricessubstantially. In 1975, Albertaandthefederal
government agreedto setpricesat 85 percentof paritywithoil. At thispoint,gas
pricesatalllevelsbecamefullyregulatedthrough federal-provincial agreement.
With the introduction of the NEP this system was continued, except that the
relationship to oil priceswas setat 65 percent,anda new setof federaltaxeswas
introduced to drive a larger wedge between producer and consumer prices.
Export prices, which had been adjusted upward in keeping with increasing
worldoil prices,reachedan all-timehighof $4.94 (U.S.) per thousandcubicfeet,
whichwas aboutforty times the pricein the early 1~70S.
The situation beganto changein the early 1980s. Short-termexportvolumes
weredropping, anddomesticdemandwasnot growing asrapidlyasanticipated.
This,combinedwithnew discoveries encouraged by the higherprices,resulted
in immediate annualproductivecapacitysignificantly exceedingdomestic and
exportdemand. Oilpriceswereincreasing lessrapidlythananticipated, putting
further pressure on gas markets. In January 1983 the NEB authorized the first
long-term exports since 1970. In 1984, it removed the minimum price for
American exports, permitting producers to negotiate prices with American
buyers,subjectto a competitive price test.
The case for even greater flexibility continuedto be made by producers as
they saw markets threatening to erode,particularly in the industrialand export
sectors, and as the excess of productive capacity over demand increased.
Deregulation became the preferred solution of producers, who got their way
with the WesternAccordin 1985.
Deregulation has not proved to be as easy to implementin the case of gas,
however. Unrestricted contracting between buyers and producers has been
complicated by TransCanadaPipeline's monopoly in the transportation of gas,
anditsresistance tounregulated directcontracting. TheAlbertagovernment has
usedregulation of gasremovalsfromthe provinceandroyaltypoliciesto resist
price reductions that producercompetition wouldotherwisegenerate. And for
a time there was a continuing concern about the effect of unregulated export
sales on future self-sufficiency, with the result that the NEB has continuedto
regulatelong-term salesintotheUnitedStates.However, futureneedsnowplay
littlepart in NEB approvals.
Regulation has been used extensively in Canada to achieve public policy
objectives. Deregulation has shifted the emphasis to continental integration,
market pricing, and unregulated contracting. It precludes the pursuit of many
policy objectives. However, its supporters say that it is fairer to producersand
producing provinces, that it encourages efficiency and growth, and that it will
permit penetration of new markets and preservation of existing markets.
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Whether or not these claims are valid is to some degree a matter ofjudgement,
and of weighing competing interests. Certainly, deregulation will mean that in
the future Canadian prices will closely follow American prices, and the
American market will absorb surplus Canadian product so long as producers
find such sales profitable. The future of the Canadian industry will largely
depend on American prices and demands. Industry profits will not again be
transferred to consumers through prices below American and/or world market
prices, should there be substantial price increases capable of generating large'
windfall gains for producers.
It is expected that American oil prices will be determined by world oil prices,
given that the United States is also commited to deregulation. American gas
prices will generally be set so as to be competitive with oil, and to this extent
will follow world prices. On the demand side, the United States will become
increasingly dependent on imported oil and gas until the year 2005. The question
for Canadian producers will be not whether market opportunities to grow and
expand exist, but whether they can be captured at acceptable prices. World
prices and domestic supplies will be the primary constraints on industry growth
and development under deregulation, which is quite different from the past.
Regulation in the past has been effective in achieving many of the stated
policy objectives. Certainly the NEP was widely supported by industry, and
credited with achieving a degree of stability and expansion that would not
otherwise have been likely. The NEP was also effective in transferring potential
windfalls from producers to consumers, and in increasing Canadian ownership.
The often made claim that it reduced exploration and development is, at best,
not proven. Its impact on production and marketing is unclear; lower consumer
prices may actually have resulted in production higher than would otherwise be
the case.'

Production, Consumption and Trade
Oil
Table 1contains data on the Canadian supply and disposition of crude oil for
selected years since 1951. Production is virtually all from the Prairies; there are
not yet any significant northern or east coast supplies (although these can be
expected in the future).
Production, exports and imports all peaked in 1973, the year of the first OPEC
oil crisis. Exports and imports declined throughout the remainder of the 1970s
and into the early 1980s, in response to national policy emphasizing national selfsufficiency. Exports reached their lowest level in 1981, and in that year were
made up almost exclusively of heavy oil which could not be sold in Canada.
Consumption peaked in 1979, and then declined until 1986 in response to higher
prices and other conservation incentives. Production has varied considerably
since its peak in 1973. This variability has largely been policy induced, primarily
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as a result of export controls and uncertainty about future prices. Production
variability, and particularly the reductions after 1979-80, would have been much
greater, however, had imports not declined during periods of lower production.
The increases in exports after 1981 are the result of a relaxation of policies
discouraging exports, in response to pressure from producers and producing
provinces for increased access to the American market. Export sales in 1985-86
made it possible for the industry to produce at close to full productive capacity.
TABLEt
SUPPLYANDDISPosmON OF CRUDEOIL AND EQUN ALENTS, CANADA, 1951-1987
(thousands of cubicmetres)

Year

Production

Imports

Supply

Exports

1951
1955
1960
1965
1970
1973
1975
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

7,644
20,706
30,956
50,788
80,170
113,843
91,405
82,919
93,488
89,426
80,329
79,255
83,933
89,088
91,135
91,295

13,238
13,778
19,959
22,915
33,117
49,914
47,753
35,707
35,440
32,177
29,525
19,652
14,353
14,230
16,435
20,577

20,881
34,484
50,915
73,702
113,287
163,756
139,157
118,626
128,927
121,602
109,854
98,908
98,286
103,318
107,570
111,872

48
2,654
6,563
17,115
38,854
65,789
40,903
15,430
16,750
11,939
9,462
12,397
16,955
20,673
28,300
33,957

Consumption
20,833
31,830
44,352
56,587
74,433
97,967
98,254
103,196
112,177
109,663
100,392
86,511
81,331
82,555
79,270
77,915

Sources:StatisticsCanada,11-010,ll-003E, 26-213.

In the future, deregulation, and the assurance of unrestricted access to the
American markets will mean that production will not be constrained by either
policy or growth in domestic demand. The operative factors will be productive
capacity, producer intentions, and the capacity of the export market to absorb
product. Given the large size of the American market and declining American
reserves, the American market should be quite elastic. Estimates of future
reserves and future intentions, which are thus the two critical variables, will be
considered later.
Tables 2 and 3 display the distribution of production by type of oil. Heavy
crude oils have a different physical consistency than light oils, and require
special processing or "upgrading" before they can be used in refining. Because
of this, they sell at a considerable discount relative to light oils. Heavy oils
constitute a much larger proportion of Saskatchewan oil production than is the
case in Alberta, with two results. First, Saskatchewan oil yields smaller average
net returns than does Alberta oil. Second, Saskatchewan has been more
dependent on the American market than Alberta, since historically more than 75
percent of Canadian heavy oil has gone to the United States. The primary
destination has been the midwest, where refineries exist with the capacity to
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undertakethe necessary upgrading. This dependenceon the Americanmarket
will change in the future with the completionof new upgradingcapacityon the
Prairies.
TABLE2
DIS1RIBUTION OF OILPRODUCTION BY TYPE.PRAIRIES. 1983-1986 (thousands of cubicmetres)

Alberta

Year

Light

1983
1984
1985
1986

50,485.7
53,843.7
50,435.6
46,079.7

Alberta
Saskatchewan Manitoba
Nonconventional
Conventional
Heavy
Light
Heavy
Light
Heavy

4,831.4
6,042.3
6,559.1
7002.0

6,332.9
7,222.8
7,755.2
7,961.3

3,210.5
3,589.7
3,832.9
3,726.6

738.3
793.3
820.7
823.3

10,731.0
9,636.0
12,702.0
16,133.0

Source:StatisticsCanada.26-213.

Nonconventional oils are produced from Alberta bitumen deposits. These
oils are of two types: synthetics from the oil sandsplants, and bitumens,which
are heavy,viscuousoils extracteddirectlyfrom underground pools.The former
are of a quality equivalent to or better than conventionallight oils, while the
latter, like heavy oils, must be upgradedbeforerefining. Both are much more
costlyto producethanconventional lightoils.It is of interestto note thatby 1986,
synthetic oils and bitumenmadeup approximately 25 percentofprairiecrudeoil
production,with conventional heavy oils making up another 16 percent.These
proportionswill increaseas suppliesof conventionaloils decline,and synthetic
and bitumenproductionincreases.

Gas
Domestic consumption and exports of natural gas grew rapidly through the
1960s and early 1970s, with exports increasing 700 percent and domestic consumption by about 350 percent. Exports stabilizedafter 1973, due to Canadian
restrictions on exports and limited growth in American demand for Canadian
gas. Domesticconsumption continuedto increaseover the whole of the period
to 1986, as more and more energy consumers switched to natural gas as the
preferred fuel for heating. This has been encouraged by governmentpolicies
designed to reduce oil consumption; these were particularly active in the late
1970s and early 1980s. The net effect was that the natural gas industry's growth
was heavily export-driven up until the early 1970s, and largely domestic
demand-driven after that, with annual sales in the 1980s well below productive
capacity.Naturalgas productionand saleshave been increasingsince 1986, and
are expectedto continueto do so, as a result of growingAmericandemandand
the relaxingof restrictionson long-termsales to the United States,"
Approximately ··90 percent of natural gas production has come from the
Prairies, with the remainder coming from British Columbia. On the Prairies,
Alberta has been the dominant producer, supplying over 95 percent, with the
remainder coming from Saskatchewan. The distribution within the Prairies is
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expected to remain stable into the future. However, by the late 1990s it is likely
that Arctic gas will brought into full production, at which time prairie production will fall to 80percent or less of the national total.
TABLE3
NATURAL GAS PRODUCITON, EXPORTS, ANDFINALCONSUMPTION (millionsof cubicmetres)

Year

1951
1955
1960
1965
1970
1973
1975
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

TotalProduction

30,642
54,404
72,477
72,769
74,281
79,945
73,162
67,947
69,421
65,120
70,980
77,104
72,158

PrairieProduction

65,208
61,720
60,325
62,248
58,245
63,701
69,095
64,370

Exports

232
330
3,108
11,464
22,082
29,093
26,287
24,957
28,344
22,563
21,854
22,197
20,169
21,402
26,153
21,090

Consumption*

1,839
3,391
9,085
16,232
25,988
34,829
37,509
41,748
43,506
43,256
42,887
43,888
43,833
47,558
50,122
48,053

Sources:Statistics Canada,26-213and 11-010.

Oil and Gas Prices
Table 4 contains data on oil and natural gas prices paid to producers since
1967. Prior to 1973, prices were quite stable, with Canadian prices being slightly
below those in the United States for both oil and gas. Prices began to increase
from 1973 on, with oil prices in the two countries beingquite similar during the
remainder of the 1970s, and prices of gas being somewhathigher in Canada. As
a result of American deregulation, prices of both commodities tended to be
higherin the United States than in Canada during the first half of the 1980s, with
this difference disappearing in the case of oil after 1984.
In 1986, prices of oil in both countriesdeclined by almost50percent, with gas
prices also declining, although less severely. This decline was directly
attributable to the decline in world oil prices in early 1986. Prices of oil in 1987
and 1988 have been unstable, with Canadian producer prices fluctuating within
a range of about $13.00 (U.S.) to $20.00 (U.S.) in response to fluctuationsin world
prices. Gas prices have been slower to adjust to world oil market conditions,
largely because gas is less closely integrated into world markets. However, the
declineswhich startedin 1985 havecontinued throughto the presentin response
to deregulation and competitionfrom oil in a number of important uses.
The future contribution of oil and gas to the prairie economy will depend to
a considerabledegree on prices. Analystsare generallyhesitantto predict future
prices, given the recent instabilityof world oil prices and uncertaintyregarding
both OPEC objectives and the role that OPEC can play in managing world prices.
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TABLE4
NATURALGAS AND CRUDE on, FIELD PRICES, 1967-1986,
WESTERNCANADAAND UNITEDSTATES (U.S. $)

Year
1967
1970
1973
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

Crude Oil/barrel
Canada
U.S.
2.271
2.920
2.365
3.180
3.140
3.890
7.049
7.560
8.468
8.190
9.450
8.570
10.547
9.000
12.640
11.115
21.190
13.180
15.523
31.770
19.883
28.520
23.572
26.190
23.273
25.880
24.080
25.726
13.030
12.650

Natural Gas/1,000 cubic feet
Canada
U.S.
0.133
0.160
0.142
0.171
0.169
0.216
0.534
0.445
0.894
0.580
1.105
0.790
1.218
0.905
1.348
1.178
1.858
1.590
1.935
1.980
2.460
2.050
2.076
2.590
2.170
2.660
1.942
2.530
1.870
1.498

Source:Helliwellet al., OilandGasinCanada.

A recent report by the NEB has attempted to place a range on predicted oil
prices to 2005, based on different possibilities regarding world economic
growth,costs of new supplies,andOPEC's role in worldpricing.10 At the lowend
of the estimates, the per barrel real price increases from 1988 to 2005 by $4.00,
while at the high end by $14.00. Since 1987 prices were about $4.00 above 1988
prices, the low estimate puts real prices in 2005 at the 1987 level, and the high
estimate puts them at $10.00 above 1987 prices. Another possibility, not inconsistentwith this range but considered more likely, is that real prices throughout
the 1990s will vary somewhataround the averagefor 1987, with the mean for the
period being equal to the 1987 average. This suggests that for the remainder of
this century,if the mixof productsremains unchanged,oil will on average make
about the same economic and financial contribution as it did in 1987. To the
extent that there is a shift to higher cost, lower quality heavy and nonconventional oils, this contribution will decline in virtually all respects except
employment (since heavy and nonconventionaloils are more labour intensive
than conventionaloils).
The case of gas is slightly more complex. Gas prices are expected to decline
through to 1989, as the effects of deregulation and competitive pressures from
lower-priced oil are absorbed. During the 1990s, however, gas prices will
increase as higher-cost supplies are required to meet growingdemand. The rate
of these increases will depend upon the rate of growth in the North American
economies, and the resulting rate of growth in gas consumption. The NEB has
predicted that real gas prices, compared to 1987, will double or triple by 2005,
with the most likely prospect being an increase of about 250 percent. Such price
increaseswill yield significanteconomic and financialbenefitsfor regions well
endowedwith already developed natural gas reserves.
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Contributionsof Oil and Gas to the Prairie Economy
It is well known that oil and gas have been important contributors to the
prairie economysincethe 1950s. Exactly how importantdependsto some degree
on the measuresused to define economic significance.

GrossDomestic Product
The most common measure of economic signicance is value added or net
output of the sector, which is in turn the contributionto provincial and national
gross domesticproduct (GDP). This measure is preferred because it is the value
of productionnet of intermediate goods and services, and thus measures capital
and labour income generated within the sector, which is equal to the net value
of productionof the sector.
Table 5 shows the value added or net output of the oil and gas sectors for the
three prairie provinces since 1978. Further processing is not included; these
figures thus describe the contribution of what are commonly known as
"upstream" activities, including the search for, development, extraction and
recovery of crudeoil and natural gas. It shouldbe noted that oil and gas royalties
collected by provincial governments have not been deducted from capital
income, which is not always the case when oil and gas value added is reported.
For comparisonpurposes, the table also includes the GDP, or value of output for
the provincial economies in each of the years. Table 6 shows the percentage
contributionof oil and gas to total provincial GDP in each of the years.
TABLES
NET OUTPUTOF on, AND GAS INDUSTRIES* AND GROSSDOMESTICPRODUCT,
PRAlRIE PROVINCES,1978-1987(millionsof $)

Year

GrossDomestic Product
Net OutputOil and Gas
Alberta Saskatchewan Manitoba Alberta Saskatchewan Manitoba

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

8,923
11,280
13,593
14,388
16,849
19,350
21,654
21,602
12,805
13,190

645
668
780
806
1,162
1,769
2,179
2,388
1,208
1,574

43
45
51
61
86
148
163
174
90
102

28,960
35,480
43,148
49,934
52,896
55,386
59,509
63,297
58,268
58,807

9,259
10,468
12,400
14,339
14,760
15,235
16,861
17,311
17,195
18,500

9,208
10,319
11,188
13,160
14,014
14,911
16,559
17,999
19,098
20,150

*rentscollectedby the provincialgovernmentare includedin the value of net output.
Source:StatisticsCanada,26-213,andProvincialEconomicAccounts.

Clearly Alberta is the dominant oil and gas producer. In 1981 Alberta's
industry was eighteen times greater than that of Saskatchewan, and in the
mid-1980s was ten times greater. In the mid-1980s it constituted fully one-third
of the industrial production of the Alberta economy. Manitoba has been a
relativelyinsignificantproducer.
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TABLE6
OIL ANDGASAS PERCENTAGEOF GDP,PRAIRIE PROVINCES, 1978-1987

Year
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

Alberta
30.8
31.8
31.5
28.8
31.9
34.9
36.4
34.1
22.0

Saskatchewan
7.0
6.4
6.3
5.6
7.9
11.6
12.9
13.8
7.0-

Manitoba
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.6
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5

The variablity in net output over the period as a percentage ofprovincial GDP
is attributable to both output and price instability, although the declines since
1985 are almost totally the result of price declines.
The value of future net output in each of the provinces is going to depend
upon a complex set ofvariables, the most important ofwhich will be production,
prices, changing recovery costs, changes in the mix of oil production by
different types of oil, and changing proportions between oil and gas. The most
likely effect of these factors taken together will be that net output in Alberta,
compared to 1987, will increase somewhat as a percentage of provincial GDP,
and in Saskatchewan will decrease, through to 2005. The increase in Alberta will
occur largely because of shifts to a higher proportion of nonconventional oils
and gas, which will compensate for declines in production of conventional oil.
In the case of Saskatchewan, supplies of nonconventional oils and gas are
simply too small to give rise to a similar compensating effect. A later section
will explore future supplies and production in greater detail.

Contribution to Employment
Another common way to assess the economic importance of an industry is to
examine its contributions to employment. It is not unusual to find that this
differs only to a small degree from that using net output. This is not the case with
respect to oil and gas in the Prairies, however, as can be seen from Table 7.
TABLE7
OILANDGASEMPLOYEES, PRAIRIEPROVINCES, 1978-1987

Employees
Year Alberta Saskatchewan Manitoba
1978 20,176
689
107
1979 22,418
720
90
1980 24,780
908
94
1981 26,110
924
91
1982 28,730
977
94
1983 30,321
930
108
1984 33,718
854
97
1985 36,539
71
849
1986 32,977
896
74
1987
31,472
936
107
..
Statistics Canada, 26-213,71-201.

Percentage of Provincial LabourForce
Saskatchewan Manitoba
Alberta
0.02
2.10
0.16
0.17
0.02
2.10
0.02
0.21
2.20
0.02
2.20
0.21
0.22
0.02
2.40
0.20
0.02
2.50
0.02
0.19
2.70
0.01
0.18
2.90
0.01
0.18
2.61
0.02
0.19
2.48

--------------------------

-

-------------------

---

----------

-

-

-
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The oil and gas industry plays a relatively small role as an employer,when
contrasted to its contribution to output. This is most striking in the case of
Alberta whereeven in the mid-1980s, when oil and gas accountedfor one-third
of the output of the province, it employedonly 2.5 percent of the labour force.
A similar situation exists in Saskatchewan, where employment accounts for
only about 0.2 percent of the labour force, even though the industry has
accounted for 5.6-13.8 percent of provincial output. Further, this employment
proportion has been relatively stable in all provinces; what variation has
occurred has more or less tracked variations in net output, but to a much lesser
degree.
It can be expectedthat in the case of Albertathere will be a modestgrowthin
employmentthroughto 2005, againbecauseof the shiftto nonconventional oils,
and an increase in gas production. In the case of Saskatchewan, employment
will likelyremainrelativelyconstantor declinemodestly.
Profits and Rents
Profits and rents are related,in that both measurefinancialsurpluses arising
from commercialoperations. Profits, however, are general measures, expressing the difference between revenue and costs. Rents, on the other hand, are
specific to the resource sectors,and representproduced surpluses in excess of
the amountsrequiredto compensate capitalemployed,consistentwithearnings
elsewhere.The two togetherrepresentcapitalincomefor the industry.

Table 8presentsestimatesof capitalincome,before taxesand royaltieshave
been paid, for the oil and gas industry for each of the prairie provinces. This
income is after labour costs, depreciation and costs of other purchased inputs
except interest. It represents before tax returns to total capital employed,
regardlessof how that capitalis financed. As can be seen,the largestproportion
of before tax and royalty incomeaccruesin Alberta, with its shareconsistently
exceeding87.5 percentof the prairie total.
TABLES
BEFORE TAX CAPITALINCOME, OIL ANDGAS INDUSTRY,
PRAlRIEPROVINCES, 1983-1987 (millionsof $)

Year

Alberta

Saskatchewan

Manitoba

Total

1983
1984
1985
1986

17,636
19,711
19,.340
10,489

1,678
2,086
2,282
1,093

142
157
167
84

19,456
21,954
21,789
11,666

Source:StatisticsCanada,26-213;Petroleum Monitoring AgencyCanada,CanadianPetroleumIndustryMonitoring
Reports,1983-1987.

The extent to whichcapitalincomerepresentsrelativelynormalprofits, and
the extent to which it represents rents can be explored by expressing capital
incomes as rates of return on capitalemployed. These can be found in Table 9,
where they are expressed using two different measures of capital employed.
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The first includes depletable assets as part ofcapital employed, the second does
not. Depletable assets create a complication, in that they include the values of
oil and gas properties, which are essentially the present values of future profits.
Including them in the value of capital employed is problematic, since they
involve a realization of future income, but are not included in income, which
consistency would demand. While one solution to the problem is simply to
exclude them from capital employed, this is not entirely satisfactory because, by
accounting convention, depletable assets are not made up exclusively of the
values of properties. Therefore, rates of return have been calculated in the two
ways indicated.
TABLE 9
BEFORE TAXRATESOF RETURN ONCAPITAL EMPLOYED,
on.ANDGAS,PRAIRIE PROVINCES, 1983-1987

Year
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

% RateofRetum
(depletable assets in)
44.5
46.1
40.7
25.5
25.1

% Rate ofRetum
(depletable assetsout)
120.2
124.3
107.1
71.7
63.6

Source:Statistics Canada,61-207.

The oil and gas industry rates shown above are high compared to other
industries." This supports the argument that there have been, and continue to be,
substantial rents generated by the industry. In order for there to be zero rents,
rates ofreturn would have to be comparable to other industries.
The decline in rates of return after 1985 is almost totally the result of lower
prices. Should real oil prices remain at 1987 levels, and gas prices increase as
projected earlier, two factors will be at work to affect these rates in the future.
The shift to higher-cost heavy and nonconventional oils, requiring relatively
large capital expenditures and lower per-unit profits, will exert a downward
pressure on rates of return compared to 1987. Increasing prices for natural gas
will have an effect in the opposite direction. The net future effect on the industry
is difficult to predict precisely, but rates of return will almost certainly decline
in Saskatchewan and increase in Alberta, compared to 1987.

Consumers'ShareofRents
Surpluses over and above costs, and before any royalties and taxes are
collected, are not always realized by producers since price regulation may
prevent producer prices from reaching market levels. In these cases, consumers
realize a benefit equal to the difference between what they have to pay and what
they would have had to pay had there not been regulatory controls on prices.
A study by the Economic Council of Canada has put the value of this benefit
at approximately $14 billion in 1980, the year in which there was the greatest
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discrepancy between domestic and world prices." Had prices been deregulated,
production remained the same, and had the distribution of revenue between
industry and the two levels of government remained the same, provincial
government revenues in that year would have been $4.5 billion higher, federal
governmentrevenues $2.9 billion higher, and industry revenues (net oftaxes and
royalties) $6.6 billion higher. The Alberta government's revenues would have
.increased by slightly over $4 billion, Saskatchewan's by about $420 million, and
Manitoba's by slightly over $30 million. It must be emphasized that the
, 'losses" identified here, as a result ofprice regulation, 'arefor the year in which
they were the highest. The total amounts, for the whole 1973-84 period during
which Canadian producer prices were kept below world prices, are estimated to
be about three times this, expressed in 1980 constant dollars. The estimated loss
to the Alberta treasury, over the whole period, is $13 billion (1980 $). The
equivalent figure for Saskatchewan is $1.35 billion, and for Manitoba less than
$100 million." Of course, consumers in each of the provinces gained from the
regulated prices; in Manitoba these gains exceeded estimated losses by a large
multiple, while in Saskatchewan the offsetting gains to consumers would have
made up from one-third to one-half of the losses to the provincial treasury.
Consumer gains in Alberta were quite small relative to the losses to taxpayers.
Deregulation and the FTA make it extremely unlikely that there will be similar
future transfers to consumers through the price mechanism, since a deliberate
policy of maintaining Canadian prices below American prices is precluded by
them. The Western Accord does provide for price discrimination in exceptional
circumstances, but the FI' A does not.

Government Revenues
It is well known that the oil and gas industry has been an important source of
government revenues, both at the provincial and federal levels. Indeed, much of
the federal-provincial conflict involving the oil and gas producing provinces
over the 'past fifteen years has been attributed to disagreement over the
distribution of oil and gas revenues. Table 10 shows government oil and gas
revenues, by major source, since 1979. It should be noted that these figures
include neither taxes collected from processing nor consumption or sales taxes
on petroleum products; they include revenues collected from production only.
As can be seen, government revenues have been highly variable, reflecting
the instability in markets and particularly the instability in product prices.
However the variability in government revenues has been much greater than has
the variability in industry after tax and royalty returns. Table 11 shows the
distribution of capital income (after depreciation) among provincial
governments, the federal government, and industry.
All of the parties have shared in the variability in revenues. However, the
federal government has suffered the most over the 1984-87 period, with a decline
in revenues of 87.3 percent. The provincial governments have experienced the
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next largest relative decline, with a drop in revenues of 55 percent over this
period. Industry has suffered the least severe drop, with a decline of 19.9 percent
The differences in sharing the burden of revenue declines lie in changes made
in tax and royalty systems since 1984. When the Western Accord was accepted,
the federal government agreed to withdraw from all forms of taxation of the
industry, other than the income tax. This explains why "other taxes" in Table
10 drop to zero in 1987. In addition, royalty systems are structured so that
provincial governments take ·a smaller proportion of capital income as the
margins between costs and prices decline. This has been reinforced by a number
of concessions made to industry within royalty structures after 1985.
TABLE 10

GOVERNMENT REVENUES FROMOIL ANDGAS BY MAJORSOURCE,1979-1987 (millions of $)

Year

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

Royalties
Alberta Saskatchewan

3,623.5
4,248.3
4,496.7
5,098.1
5,467.2
5,958.1
5,843.3
3,205.0
2,634.7

302.7
369.9
322.5
434.0
571.7
614.8
650.8
301.7
375.8

Income Taxes

OtherTaxes

Total

Manitoba

14.5
17.3
19.1
26.2
35.6
37.6
42.9
21.5
23.3

1,035
1,037
1,403
1,860
2,631
2,910
3,033
777
1,142

0
0
971
1,945
2,025
2,233
2,010
452

°

4,976.7
5,672.5
7,212.3
9,363.3
10,730.5
11,753.5
11,580.0
4,757.2
4,175.8

Source:StatisticsCanada,26-213;PetroleumMonitoring AgencyCanada,CanadianPetroleumIndustryMonitoring
Reports,1983,1985,1986,1987.
TABLE 11

DISTRIBUTION OF CAPITALINCOME,1983-1987 (millions of $)

Year

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

Provincial
(Amount) (%)

6,460.5
7,118.5
7,086.0
3,547.2
3,204.8

33.2
32.4
32.5
30.5
25.2

Federal
(Amount)
(%)

Industry
(Amount) (%)

4,271.0
4,535.0
4,492.0
1,209.0
971.0

8,714.3
10,300.0
10,210.8
6,909.5
8,252.0

22.0
20.7
20.6
10.4
7.8

44.8
46.9
46.9
59.2
66.4

Industry Rates of Return After Tax and Royalties
Table 12shows after tax and royalty capital income as a percentage of capital
employed, and capital employed net of depletable assets. The variability in rates
of return on capital employed are substantial, but not nearly as great as the
variability in gross revenues, prices, or revenues collected by governments.
Indeed, the variability in these rates of return is not substantiallygreater than the
variability in interest rates during the 1980s (although the pattern is different). In
addition, the after tax and royalty rates of return have remained high in
comparison to other industries .14
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TABLE 12
AFfER TAXANDROYALTY CAPITAL INCOME ASPERCENTAGE OF CAPITAL EMPLOYED

Year
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

As % of Total
CapitalEmployed
19.9
21.6
19.1
15.1
16.7

As % of CapitalEmployed
Net of DepletableAssets
53.8
58.3
50.2
42.5
42.2

The net effect of tax and royalty changes since 1985 has been to cushion the
industry against the worst effects ofprice and market instability. It is difficult to
determine the exact extent to which this is deliberate, and the extent to which it
is an incidental consequence of the Western Accord. However, it does appear
that there is a general intention within governments to stabilize rates of return
within the ranges indicated. This suggests that in the future, to the extent that
changes in the mix and costs of products reduces capital income, the main
burden will fall upon taxpayers.

Reserves and Future Production
Oil and gas have obviously been extremely important to the prairie region
over the past forty years. Their future contribution will depend upon a number
of important factors, and in particular production and market opportunities.
Production in tum will depend in part on how much oil and gas exists within the
prairie region.
Reserves describe the amount of oil and gas that exist at a point in time.
Reserves are volume measures of the known resource, which is economically
recoverable under existing cost, price and technological conditions. Reserves
are known in the sense that the deposits or pools included in them have actually
been discovered.
Table 13 contains 1987 estimates of reserves of oil and natural gas in Canada
by region. The significance of these reserve figures can perhaps best be
understood by comparing them to current annual production figures. In Alberta,
annual production of oil has recently been in the range of 55-60 million cubic
metres, while gas production has been slightly over 60 billion cubic metres. For
Saskatchewan, the corresponding figures are 10 million cubic metres for oil, and
2 billion cubic metres for gas. These figures suggest that, should existing levels
ofproduction remain relatively stable, both provinces will exhaust their existing
supplies of conventional oil in about ten years, and their existing supplies of
natural gas in about thirty years.
Analysts usually caution against using current reserve figures to project the
expected productive life of conventional oil and gas resources within given
areas. They point out that reserve figures can increase as a result of new
discoveries, which are likely as long as exploration activity continues within the
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area. The amount of exploration is dependent upon net expected returns from
discoveries and the probability of success from exploration activities. Net
returns in tum depend upon the expected prices, expected taxes and royalties,
and expected productivity of new discoveries. The probability of success tends
to vary with the degree of exploration that has already taken place in the area.
The Western Sedimentary Basin, the location of oil and gas on the Prairies, is a
mature area and it can be expected that success rates will decline as time passes.
Nevertheless, between 1981 and 1986 new discoveries in the Western
Sedimentary Basin added almost enough to oil reserves to replace production
during the period.
TABLEt3

OIL ANDNATURAL GASRESERVES BY REGION,1987 (millions of cubic metres)

Region
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Mainland Territories
Mackenzie Delta/Beaufort
ArcticIslands
Atlantic Coast
Total

Oil
631,315
106,646
10,485
26,358
64,950

°

83,000
944,411

Natural Gas
1,727,725,000
60,705,000

°

11,272,000
258,310,000
406,370,000

°

2,745,510,000

Source:StatisticsCanada,26-213.

Reserves are also subject to change as a result of the application of alternate
technologies to established reserves. In the case of oil, a category of techniques
known as Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) is expected to add significantly to
reserves over the coming years.
Attempts have been made to estimate the possible affect of new discoveries
and EOR techniques within the Prairies until the year 2005. The results generally
suggest that depending upon price, additions to reserves of oil will be in the
range of 650 million cubic metres between 1987and 2005. About one-third of this
will be heavy oils, and the remainder conventional light oils. Higher discovery
costs and low margins on heavy oils will mean that the net revenue productivity
of these reserves will be substantially below that of reserves discovered to date.
In the case of natural gas, the NEB has estimated that approximately 1,350
billion cubic metres will be added to prairie and British Columbia reserves
between 1986 and 2005. It can be anticipated that 1,100billion cubic metres will
be in Alberta and 100 billion cubic metres in Saskatchewan.

Future Oil Production
The NEB has estimated future production, taking into account reserves and
the impact of new discoveries and EOR techniques. Table 14 contains the results
of these estimates for oil. These data do not include any provision for
nonconventional oil from the Alberta oil sands and bitumen reservoirs; reserves
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in thesecases are extremelylarge.The amountof these productsproducedin the
future will depend uponinvestment in extraction facilities. Table 15 contains
estimates of annual production from these sources, under optimistic assumptions about future price increases."
TABLE 14

ESTIMATED PRODUCTION* OFCONVENTIONAL OIL FROMRESERVES. NEWDISCOVERIES.
ANDFORPRAIRIEPROVINCES. 1986-2005 (thousands of cubicmetres)

FromRemaining Reserves(31 December1986)

1987

1989

1991

1995

2000

2005

Light
6,826
10,841
48,399
18,506
Alberta
45,990
30,952
548
1,752
986
3,212
Saskatchewan 3,760
2,628
183
292
Manitoba
438
767
584
657
Heavy
1,059
438
Alberta
7,300
2,336
5,731
4,198
2,081
876
Saskatchewan 8,322
6,972
5,621
3,650
Manitoba
0
0
0
8,871
Total
15,259
26,682
68,548
62,562
43,983
FromReservesAdditions: Discoveries andEOR(after 31 December1986)
17,411
Light
19,491
1,168
7,264
20,075
13,432
Heavy
8,140
7,738
2,409
7,957
365
4,928
Total
27,631
25,149
1,533
9,673
18,360
28,032

°

°

°

Grand Total 70,081
54,714
42,890
72,235
62,343
*basedon production beingequalto 100 percentof productivecapacity.

34,020

Source:NationalEnergyBoard.Canadian Energy.

On the basisof these estimates,totaloilproductionon thePrairieswillremain
relatively constantuntil to 2005. However, the mix of oils produced will change
significantly, and it is this change in mix that will have the most significant
impact. The increased reliance on EOR conventional oils, newer discoveries of
conventional oils, heavy oils, bitumen, and synthetics will cause shifts in the
location of production, and will result in much reduced net income, including
government income, because of the higher cost structure for these oils, and
lower royalty rates. Operating costs per cubic metre for the extraction of
bitumen are estimated to be about twice those of conventional light oils, while
EOR costs are three to four times this amount, and syntheticsfrom the oil sands
about five times. In addition, capital costs are much higher for most of the
nonconventional oils. With respect to royalty revenues, per unit amounts are
expected to drop substantially, because of reduced rates which apply to newer
and nonconventionaloils. Oils discoveredsince 1974 will yieldper unit royalties
of about 75 percent of oils discovered before 1974, while the royalty yield for
bitumen and syntheticoils will be less than 25 percent of these' 'old oil" levels.
Further, heavyoils used in the newprairieupgraderswill be chargedno royalties
at all, as part of the incentives provided to encourage their construction.
The overall effect of all of these factors is difficult to quantify, but if real
prices of oil remain at 1987 levelsinto the 1990s, provincial govemmentrevenues
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from oil in 1995 will likely be less than one-half of the 1987 levels. In
Saskatchewan, it can be expected that oil revenues by the mid-1990s will be in
the $100 million range, or less than one-sixth of the mid-1980s levels," The fiscal
effect on the province will be dramatic; unless new revenue sources are found it
will be increasingly difficult to maintain government services at current or
historic levels. Declines in Alberta's oil revenues will be slightly less dramatic
since the reduced production of conventional oils will be offset by increased
production of synthetic oils and bitumen. However, Alberta oil revenues could
be as low as $600 million by the mid-1990s, which is about one-fifth of the
mid-1980slevels. Again, alternate sources ofrevenue will be needed to mitigate
these revenue losses if government services are to be maintained. It should be
emphasized that these estimates are for oil alone; aggregate affects on revenues
must also consider the impact of gas.
TABLEts

ESTIMATED BITUMEN, SYNTHETIC PRODUCTION, ANDTOTALPRODUCTION, PRAIRIES, 1987-2005
(thousands of cubicmetres)

Bitumen
Synthetic

1987
6,716
10,403

1989
10,038
10,512

1991
16,425
11,863

1995
26,390
12,775

2000
31,646
17,593

2005
33,690
23,798

Subtotal

17,119

20,550

28,288

39,165

49,239

57,488

Conventional

70,081

72,235

62,343

54,714

42,890

34,020

Total

87,200

92,785

90,631

93,879

92,129

91,508

Source:NationalEnergyBoard,Canadian Energy.

Future GasProduction
The NEB has also estimated future gas production into the next century. These
results are presented in Table 16. As illustrated, sales ofnatural gas are expected
to increase substantially between 1987 and 1991, and after 1995 will stabilize at
levels well above those of 1987. This outcome depends upon the estimates for
new discoveries being reasonably reliable, and on the ability of the industry to
reach sales equal to 100percent of capacity by the early to mid-1990s.This factor
depends largely on exports materializing in sufficient quantities to meet the
indicated production levels.
Given that Alberta accounts for over 95 percent of prairie gas reserves and
production, and will continue to do so for the foreseeable future, it will be the
main beneficiary of the improved prospects in the natural gas portion of the
industry. This will help to offset the reduction in gross profits from oil, and will
cushion the provincial treasury against future reductions in oil revenues. These
effects are already being felt. In 1986-87 natural gas royalties in Alberta exceeded
oil royalties for the frrst time, with $997 million coming from oil, and $1,097
million from natural gas. The relative position of gas will further improve in
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Alberta as sales and prices increase throughout the 1990s, with the result that
government revenues from oil and gas together will equal or exceed the mid1980s levels, in real purchasing power, by the mid- to late 1990s.
TABLE 16

NATURAL GAS PRODUCTION.* WESTERNCANADA. BY SOURCE. 1987-2005

Year

1987
1989
1991
1995
2000
2005

(millionsof cubicmetres)
NewDiscoveries
FromEstablishedReserves
Alberta
Saskatchewan

65.0
80.0
85.0
74.8
48.2
32.3

2.0
2.5
2.5
2.3
1.8
1.4

0.1
1.2
3.8
19.9
47.9
63.2

Total

67.1
83.7
92.5
97.0
97.9
96.6

*Itis assumedthatsalesare equalto 80percentof capacityin 1989.increasing to 90 percentin 1991.and 100
percentin 1995andthereafter.
Source:NationalEnergyBoard.Canadian Energy.

Saskatchewan will gain from the improved sales of natural gas, but the gains
will be relatively small. Saskatchewan's reserves and production of natural gas
will remain below 5 percent of the prairie total. Total provincial royalties in
1986-87 from natural gas were '$25.5 million; even if these should triple by the
mid-1990s, their overall significance would remain small and make only a
limited contribution to compensating for reduced oil revenues. The net effect
will be that combined oil and gas revenues in Saskatchewan will be less than
one-third of the mid-1980slevels, measured in real purchasing power.
NOTES
1. Canada," Agreement(AmongtheGovernments ofCanada,Alberta,BritishColumbiaand
Saskatchewan) on NaturalGas Marketsand Prices," 31 October 1985.
2. Canada,TheCanada-US FreeTrade Agreement (Ottawa: Departmentof ExternalAffairs,
1987). The terms of the agreement were approved by Parliament in late 1988, and are
containedin a treatybetweenthe two countries.
3. For a comprehensive review of past oil and gas policy, includingextensivequantitative
results,seeJohnF. Helliwell,Mary E. MacGregor, RobertN. MacRae,and AndrePlourde,
Oil andGasin Canada:The Effectsof Domestic Policies in Canada, CanadianTax Paper
No. 83 (Toronto: CanadianTax Foundation, 1989).
4. World oil prices were also stable throughout this period, with Canadian and American
producerprices remaining above those that would have existed if offshore oil had been
allowedto competefreelyin majormarkets.
5. The objective was to achieve self-sufficiency within Canada, which was partly to be
realizedby eliminating exports.However,it wasrecognizedthat heavyoils,whichrequire
upgrading, wouldhave to be sold into the American marketuntil such time as upgrading
capacitywasdevelopedin Canada.
6. For moredetail,seeCanada,TheNational Energy Program (Ottawa: Supplyand Services,
1982).
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7. A more detailedstatementof the changescan be found in Canada, TheNational Energy
Program. Update 1982 (Ottawa: SupplyandServices,1982).
8. A detailedempirical analysisof theseandother relatedquestions can be foundin John F.
Helliwell et al., OilandGasin Canada.
9. Fora comprehensive studyof naturalgastrendsandoutlook,seeKevinJ. Brown,Towards

A Continental Natural Gas Market: Historical Perspectives and Long Term Outlook,
Canadian EnergyResearchInstitute, StudyNo. 26 (Calgary: University of CalgaryPress,
1988).
10. NationalEnergyBoard,Canadian Energy. Supply andDemand 1987-2005(Ottawa: Minister
of Supplyand Services Canada,1988).
11. In 1986, for instance,for the utilitiesindustry, the before tax return on capitalemployed,
calculated in the same way as in Table9,with depletable assetsincluded,was 10 percent.
Depletable assets were insignificant, so that their exclusion makes no difference to the
result.
12. Economic Council of Canada, Financing Confederation (Ottawa: Supply and Services
Canada,1981).
13. Theseareauthor's estimates, basedonestimatesof rentsin eachof theyearsrelativeto the
1980 amounts, andadjustedfor differences in tax androyaltysystems.
14. The rate of return on capital employed after taxes and royalties in 1986 for the utilities
industrywas8.5 percent.
15. Theseestimates are basedon whatthe NEB refersto as the "high case" or mostoptimistic
assumptions regarding prices.Thisinvolves anapproximate $10.00perbarrelincreasein the
real price of oil between1987 and 1997. Reservesmay not growas rapidlyif pricesremain
stable,or increasemoreslowly.
16. The term "mid-1980S" is usedthroughout this sectionto referto theyears 1984 and 1985, at
whichtimeindustryand government revenuesreachedtheirhistorical peaks.
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The Forest Industry on the Prairies:
Opportunities and Constraints to Future Development
Michael Howlett
ABSTRACT. The forest industries in the prairie provinces have undergone two cycles of contraction and
expansion tied to the rise and fall of the lumber industry prior to World War ITand the subsequent rise of
the pulp and paper industry. The limited nature of the forest resource base in the three western provinces,
however, has always limited the extent to which the forest industry has been able to flourish. Recent
developments indicate a third cycle of expansion is underway in Alberta but that forest industry
development in Manitoba and Saskatchewan will be limited. At present, while the forest industries in
Manitoba and Saskatchewan are operating virtually at their maximum level, the development of new
pulping processes such as chemi-thenno-mechanical pulping has allowed Alberta's forest industry to
utilize large stands of hardwood species such as aspen or poplar previously considered to be of inferior
quality for pulp and paper production.
SOMMAIRE. Dans les provinces des prairies, l'industrie forestiere a subi deux cycles de recession et
d'expansion relies I' essor et la chute de I'industrie du bois avant la Seconde guerre mondiale et I' essor
de l'industrie de pate et papier qui a suivi. Toutefois, la base des ressources forestieres etant assez limitee
dans les trois provinces de l'Ouest, cela a toujours entrave l'essor de l'industrie forestiere, Des
developpements recents indiquent qu'une troisieme cycle d' expansion est en cours en Alberta mais que
l'industrle forestiere au Manitoba et en Saskatchewan ne connaitraient qu'un developpement limite. A
l'heure actuelle, si les industries forestieres du Manitoba et de la Saskatchewan operent aleur niveau
maximum, I' elaboration de nouveaux procedes de fabrication de pate papier comme la reduction chimothermo mecanique a permis I'industrie forestiere de I'Alberta d 'utiliser de grandes quantites d' especes de
bois dur comme le tremble ou le peuplier que I' on jugeaitjusqu 'amaintenant de qualite inferieure pour la
production de pate et papier.
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a

a

The forest sector constitutes one ofthe largest manufacturing industries in the
three prairie provinces. It is a large employer, makes a substantial contribution
to the provincial gross domestic product (GDP), and is a critical industry in the
nonagricultural areas of the provinces, especially in the north. The forest
industry in all three provinces has risen and fallen in accordance with the rise
and fall of accessible high quality resource supplies. Large sawmills developed
early in the provinces' histories in association with the penetration of forest
lands by railways. These operations receded with the timber, however, and by
the 1930s had largely disappeared, to be replaced by the 1960s by large pulp and
paper operations capable of using more abundant species of smaller diameter
trees.
The present situation of the forest industries of the three prairie provinces
continues to be directly affected by the relative endowments of timber in each
province. However, the gradual development of technologies allowing the
economic exploitation of what have been considered inferior and marginal
hardwood resources has resulted in a new pulp andpaper boom in.Alberta, In
this article, the development and current situation of the forest industries in each
of the three prairie provinces is discussed and the constraints and opportunities
to future development occasioned by the forest resource base explored.

The Forest Resources of the Prairie Provinces

TheForestResources ofManitoba
Manitoba's total area of 650,000 square kilometres is approximately equal to
that of the other prairie provinces. The three major lakes contained in the
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province, however, reduce its land mass to 548,000 square kilometres-the
smallest land area of any province outside of Atlantic Canada. In 1981, 349,000
square kilometres or 63.6 percent of the province's land area was considered to
be forest land, although only 40 percent was defined as productive forest land. 1
The province's forest lands are not densely wooded and contain only an
estimated 745 million cubic metres of wood. This remains the fifth largest total
in Canada but it is only 7.6 percent ofthe volume contained in British Columbia
forests. Softwood forests comprise 71 percent of provincial stocked, productive
and non-reserved forest land. Mixedwood stands occur on 13.7 percent of these
lands and hardwood stands on 15 percent.'
Manitoba's forests are situated in a band located between the southern prairie
region and subarctic muskeg and tundra regions to the north. The forested band
begins at the southeastern corner of Manitoba on the Ontario-United States
border, follows the path of Lakes Winnipeg, Winnipegosis and Manitoba, and
meets the Saskatchewan border well south of Manitoba's border with the
Northwest Territories at approximately the same latitude as the mining towns of
Lynn Lake and Leaf Rapids. In 1984-85 production of timber was concentrated
in the northwestern region, which accounted for 44.38 percent of timber
produced in the province. The eastern, western and southeastern regions all
produced about 15-18 percent of provincial timber.'

TheForestResources ofSaskatchewan
The forest resources of Saskatchewan are about equal to those of
Newfoundland and Labrador and are by far the smallest outside of Atlantic
Canada. Saskatchewan has only 178,000 square kilometres of forest land, of
which only 89,000 square kilometres or about 50 percent is considered
productive-only slightly more than Newfoundland's 85,000 square kilometres
or New Brunswick's 62,000 square kilometres." About 60 percent of
Saskatchewan's forest lands contains softwood species, the most common
being jackpine, black spruce and white spruce, and 40 percent hardwood
species, mainly trembling aspen and balsam poplar.'
Saskatchewan is divided into eight forest regions, the largest being the
Department of Northern Saskatchewan, which covers the entire half of the
province north of Prince Albert. This region contains 86.2 percent of
Saskatchewan's jack pine, 84.2 percent of its black spruce, and 57.0 percent of its
white spruce-about 78.4 percent ofthe province's volume of softwood species.
The region also contains 48.1 percent of the Saskatchewan's stock of trembling
aspen and about the same proportion of its total volume of deciduous species.
The next largest area, the central Hudson Bay region along the Manitoba border,
contains only 9.9 percent of softwood stocks and 25.1 percent of hardwood
stocks. The Meadow Lake region in central Saskatchewan along the Alberta
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border contains only 5.8 percent of provincial softwood stocks and 17.4 percent
of hardwood volumes. 6

TheForestResources ofAlberta
Alberta's total area offorest land is equivalent to that ofManitoba. However,
over 234,000of the province's 349,000square kilometres of land are classified as
productive forest land-more than 168 percent of the productive forest land in
Manitoba. In addition, the forests of Alberta contain over twice the volume of
merchantable timber as do the forests of Manitoba. Alberta's total of 1,501
million cubic metres of merchantable timber is the fourth highest in Canada,
although only about 15 percent of the volume of British Columbia's forests.'
Alberta's forests have several unique characteristics. First, Alberta has the
highest proportion of mixed and hardwood stands of any province in the
country. Ofthe province's total 149,900 square kilometres of stocked, productive
forest land, 72,980 square kilometres or 48.7 percent is composed of mixed or
hardwood forests, mainly aspen/poplar forests which comprise 47.7 percent of
wood volume on provincial forest land." Second, about 10 percent of Alberta's
forest land is under federal control in the form of national parks, Indian reserves
and armed forces bases. This is about ten times the area reserved in any other
province. 9
Unlike Manitoba and Saskatchewan, where the forest region is composed of
a belt running midway through the province-sandwiched between southern
prairie and northern subarctic taiga-in Alberta there is virtually no subarctic
barren region (with the exception of a small part of the extreme northeastern
comer ofthe province bordering the Northwest Territories). The barren, treeless
area of the province lies rather in the southern desert and rock landscape. The
forested area of Alberta can be divided into two sections. The largest section, in
terms of area, is the boreal forest located in most of the northern half of the
province, although extending south as far as Rocky Mountain House. This area
contains most of Alberta's hardwood and mixedwood stands. The second
distinct area is that of the subalpine region in the province's Rocky Mountain
area. Known as the East Slope Rockies Section, the forest lands in this area
extend in a belt along the southern half of the British Columbia border and
contain most of the province's softwood stands. Much of this area is within the
boundaries of national parks, and timber harvesting activities have had a
different history of administration and development here than in the northern
forest area.
Alberta is divided into ten forest regions of which three, the Bow-Crow, the
Rocky-Clearwater and the Edson are located fully within the East Slope Rockies
Section. Although accounting for only 36,472 square kilometres or about 15.8
percent of the total forested area of the province, these three regions comprise
30.9 percent of Alberta's volume of coniferous species. A fourth region, the
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Grande Prairie Forest, located just north of the Rockies, contains an additional
13.0 percent of coniferous volumes. Of the province's deciduous volumes, 56.6
percent is located in the three forest regions which stretch fromthecentre of the
province to the northwestern comer, the Footner Lake, Peace River and Slave
Lake regions. The Grande Prairie region contains an additional 12.3 percent,"

The Forest Industry on the Prairies

Manitoba' s ForestSector
In 1984the forest industry in Manitoba was composed of 284 firms.Including
176 sawmills, the majority being small, part-time operations. In addition to two
major pulp.and paper mills, the province's 206 primary wood-using enterprises
comprised one building paper plant, one fibreboard plant, two wood
preservation plants, five planing mills and nineteen mills producing a variety of
products from building logs to pallets and poles. 11
Manitoba's, two major forest enterprises, the Abitibi-Price newsprint mill at
Pine Falls and the formerly Crown-owned Manitoba Forestry Resources
(Manfor-Repap) kraft pulp and paper mill at The Pas, account for 70 percent of
total softwood harvests and about one-half of primary wood-using industry
employment in the province." The Pas also contains the largest sawmill in the
province, utilizing more than one million cubic metres of wood per year, about
five times the amount cut by the next largest of Manitoba's five major
sawmills."
In 1984-85 the total value of shipments from Manitoba forest industries was
about $500 million. Approximately $63 million was generated by logging
activities and $437 million in manufacturing industries." This makes the forest
industry the second largest in the province, with 10.4percent of total provincial
shipments. Nevertheless, the sector lagged considerably behind the food and
beverage industry which shipped over $1.2 billion in goods and accounted for
31.9 percent of provincial shipments. The forest industry contributed only 1.8
percent to GDP but accountedfor 18.5 percent of manufacturing activity in the
province. IS About 1,025 person years of employment existed in Manitoba
sawmills in 1979-80, about 1,500 in the pulp and paper sector, and 360 in other
forest sector activities. Total direct employment of 2,879 generated an estimated
additional 3,718 person years of indirect employment. 16

Saskatchewan' s ForestIndustry
In 1979-80 the manufacturing component of the Saskatchewan forest sector
was composed of 316 enterprises, including 271 sawmills; only six sawmills in
the province, however, are of medium to large size by national standards. Of the
remaining 45 manufacturing establishments, 19 were wood preservation plants,
12 pallet plants, and 11 independent planing mills. At Prince Albert there is a
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large, 854-tonne-per-day bleached kraft pulp mill, while a plywood plant and a
waferboard plant are located at Hudson Bay.
About 1,600 person years of direct employment, or 44 percent of total
provincial direct forest employment, originated in woodland operations
associated with the forest industry's manufacturing sector. Total direct and
indirect employment in the Saskatchewan forest industry for 1979-80 was
estimated at 7,771. 17 Total direct employment in the forest industries of
Saskatchewan was 3,630 person years, of which 1,759 (49percent) were located
in the Prince Albert region. IS
The forest sector ranked second in terms of salaries and wages paid,
accounting for 21.1 percent ofthe provincial total, second only to the 26.4 percent
provided by the food and beverage industry. In terms of value of shipments, the
forest sector, while again ranking second to the food and beverage sector, was
considerably farther behind. The forest sector shipped $355 million worth of
products of its own manufacture; about one half the amount shipped by the food
and beverage sector. The forest sector contributed 1.6 percent to the provincial
GDP.

19

What is unusual about Saskatchewan's forest industry is the high level of
government ownership. Heavily involved in the financing and construction of
the Prince Albert Pulp Mill in 1965-68, the provincial government's Crown
2D
Investment Corporation also owned and operated the mill from 1981 until 1986.
Seven of the eleven largest sawmills in the province are also owned by the
provincial government along with the plywood mill at Hudson Bay and a large
wood preservation plant at Prince Albert. 21 Until recently, the only large,
privately owned forest industries were several large sawmills and the Hudson
Bay waferboard mill (purchased by Macmillan Bloedel Ltd. in 1965).

Alberta's ForestSector
In 1983 Alberta had 351 forest industry establishments employing 6,619
production workers. Of these, 102 establishments and 616 workers were
involved in logging activities, 220 establishments and 4,322 workers in wood
industries, and 29 establishments and 1,681 workers in the paper and allied
industries."
As in the other prairie provinces, Alberta's forest industry is dominated by
several large enterprises. In the sawmill sector, for example, the top nine
sawmills produced 60percent of total output in 1978-79, while the three largest
mills in the province produced about 33percent of total output," The 26 largest
sawmills created 2,801 jobs-1,014 in logging and 1,787 in mill operations-or
about 44percent of total forest industry direct employment. The five mills in the
pulp and paper industry created a further 1,852 jobS-451 in logging and 1,401 in
mills-or about 29percent of total forest industry direct employment. These 31
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operations thus accounted for about 73 percent of total forest industry direct
employment. 24
Total direct and indirect employment for 1978-79 in the forest industry of
Alberta has been estimated at 15,420.This represented about 1.68 percent of total
provincial employment. About 7.2 percent of total provincial employment in
manufacturing, however, is provided by direct forest industry employment." In
terms ofvalue-add, the forest sector contributed about $940 million or 3.2 percent
to provincial GDP in 1978-79. The forest industry, however, accounted for about
20 percent of the total value-added of provincial manufacturing industry," In
terms of shipments of goods of its own manufacture the forest sector ranked
fourth in the province, well behind the food and beverage and petroleum sectors,
and just behind the mines and minerals sector. Xl

The Rise and Fall of the Prairie Lumber Industry 1870·1920
The two-hundred-year domination of the North-West Territories and
Rupert's Land by the Hudson's Bay Company and rival fur traders discouraged
local settlement and prevented the early exploitation of prairie timber resources
for domestic consumption. Local settlement being discouraged, the only other
potential markets for territorial timber were export markets in the United
Kingdom and the United States. Transportation barriers and a lack of valued
species such as oak or white pine, however, prevented the British trade from
growing, while the plentiful resources and ease of access to competitive stands
of timber in Michigan and the Minnesota Territory served as effective barriers
to entry of distant prairie timber into the United States.
In 1871, by Order in Council, control of most prairie land was vested in the
federal secretary of state, who instructed the surveyor-general to organize a land
survey. In 1872 the first Dominion Lands Act was passed. Although amended on
many occasions, the act would govern agricultural settlement and timber
exploitation on Crown lands in the prairie provinces until 1930.28 The act was
concerned primarily with agricultural settlement and provided that small bands
of timber would be shared equally among quarter-section holders' 'to prevent
petty monopoly." It also established a system of twenty-one-year licences for
timber removal contingent on the licence holder establishing a sawmill of set
size within a specified period of time to process the timber. In 1873 the position
of secretary of state for the provinces was dissolved and the Department of the
Interior created to undertake the administration of territorial lands, Indian
affairs, and the Geological Survey." This regime of regulation and
administration would remain essentially unchanged in the three prairie
provinces until the transfer of ownership of natural resources to the provinces in
30

1930.

The lumber industry in Manitoba received a boost with the construction of
railways joining Winnipeg to Minneapolis-St. Paul in 1875-78 and the unveiling
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ofplans to construct the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) in 1880. Sawmills were
constructed along the Assiniboine and some of its tributaries utilizing
equipment brought in by the railway and logs delivered by rivers flowing from
the Riding and Duck Mountains." Timber berths were granted in the southern
area ofthe province and later in the Riding, Duck and Porcupine Mountains west
of Lake Winnipegosis." The relatively tame rivers and the great lakes of
Manitoba allowed timber to be boomed over relatively long distances and large
sawmills grew up quickly in Winnipeg and later at Grandview, Bowsman,
Mafeking, Barrow and The Pas.
Most significant to the timber trade on the Prairies, however, was the
construction of what was to become the country's second transcontinental
railway, the Canadian Northern, which began after the CPR's monopoly clause
had been eliminated in 1888. Commencing with the Winnipeg Great-Northern
Railway, the railway went through many permutations of ownership as it was
amalgamated with the Lake Manitoba Railway and Canal Company in 1894, and
the Manitoba and South Eastern Railway in 1901.33 The railway's northerly route
brought it close to the large stands of timber still existing in the central areas of
Manitoba and the North-West Territories, and a second round of sawmill
construction began in the province after 1896.
. While lumber production continued to increase in Alberta and Saskatchewan
after this period, it had fallen in Manitoba. The rapid depletion of large
accessible stands of timber in the province resulted in the closure of a number
of large sawmills, including those located at Winnipeg and Whitemouth. As
supplies of timber diminished, most large mills gradually closed (the last in
1916) and were replaced by smaller portable mills."
The exploitation of Saskatchewan's forests, in particular, grew after the
arrival of settlers and the establishment of railway links both to the rest of
Canada and the world, and to the areas of the territory which contained the
largest timber resources. The first railway branch line into the north was built in
1890 from Regina to Prince Albert. It was quickly followed by the construction
ofa major stationary sawmill at Prince Albert, the first Dominion Timber Berths
in the what was to become Saskatchewan having been established in the area in
35

1880.

Although the forest resources of Manitoba and Saskatchewan were very
similar in nature, the later beginnings of forest exploitation in Saskatchewan
meant the exhaustion of easily accessible timber supplies took longer to occur
than in Manitoba. In 1911-12, 5,553 square kilometres of Saskatchewan
timberland were under dominion licence and 803 square kilometres were under
permits. Eight forest reserves had been created covering 4,660 square kilometres,
although most of the area included in the reserves had either been logged out or
damaged by fire."
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By 1910 four large sawmills had been constructed at Big River, Crooked
River, Prairie River and Prince Albert. By 1914 Prince Albert had four large mills
in operation as well as a planing mill described in contemporary accounts as
"one of the largest in Canada.' ,37 Other mills were in operation at Sturgeon
Lake, Green Lake and Etoimami, and The Pas Lumber Company, founded in
1910 at The Pas, Manitoba, also relied on Saskatchewan for its supply."
Between 1908 and 1911 Saskatchewan produced at least as much lumber as the
other two prairie provinces combined and in 1912-13 produced double the
combined production of Manitoba and Alberta. But its limited forest base could
not sustain such a level and provincial production fell to one-seventh of its 1912
level by 1930. 39 By 1920 several of the larger mills had closed, including those at
Prince Albert and Big River," As in Manitoba, the early exploitation of easily
accessible stands of timber by large stationary mills ended quickly as the limited
extent of these stands was reached. By the 1930s most provincial sawmills were
smalland portable."
In Alberta, unlike the other two prairie provinces, the mainline ofthe CPR had
extended into forested lands in the Eastern Slope Rockies Section of the
territory. Therefore, the development of the provincial forest industry did not
require the completion of either the Canadian Northern or Grand Trunk Pacific
Railway but could begin immediately upon commencement of construction of
the CPR in the 1880s.42
The first sawmill development in what was to become the province ofAlberta
occurred in the extreme southwest comer of the unorganized North-West
Territories in 188o-the area that became the provisional district of Alberta in
1882-in conjunction with railway construction." The first crown timber agent
was appointed in 1881 and was stationed in Edmonton, which became part of the
provisional District of Athabaska in 1882.44
The CPR both owned and leased timber berths in Alberta to fulfill its own
needs for ties, mining lumber, cordwood and posts. Lumbering in the province
began in the Padmore area in 1883 and in the Kananaskis area in 1884. Both
operating companies-the Bow River Lumber Company and the Eau Claire
Lumber Company-operated sawmills in Calgary to serve the rapidly
expanding local market. Other companies quickly became involved in the
exploitation of the coal and timber resources of the Canmore area, such as the
Canadian North-West Coal and Lumber Syndicate in 1890.45
In the 1890s railway branch lines began to extend northwards from Calgary,
and settlers and lumbering activity followed in their wake. In 1890 a line was
built to Red Deer and in 1891 the line reached Edmonton." Edmonton, with a
population of five hundred, already boasted a large sawmill," while the Great
West Lumber Company operated a large mill at Red Deer, utilizing the river for
log drives from the slopes of the Rocky Mountains," Edmonton soon had mills
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in operationby theMoorandMacdowallCompany,JohnWalter,andFraser and
Company."
By the late 1890s the extent of lumberingon the Eastern Slope was such that
the dominion government began the process of land reservation which
eventuallyculminatedin thecreationofBanffandJasperNationalParks.In 1887
the governmentestablisheda smallnaturereserve at Banff,and in 1892 enlarged
it to include the area aroundLake Louise."
The last part of the Eastern Slope to be exploited for timber was the area
surrounding Jasper, which awaited the arrival of the Canadian Northern
Railway in 1903 and the Grand Trunk Pacific Railwayin 1909-10.51 The lumber
industry was aidedin particular by the arrivalof the GrandTrunk Pacific, for it
openeduprichtimbercountrysurrounding Edson;theindustryreceivedanother
boost from the extension of the Canadian Northern to Lake Athabaska in
1906-12.52 By 1918 numerous mills were operating in the Peace River .area,
notablyatFort VermilionandPeace Riveritself. By 1921 there were 36sawmills
operatingin Alberta.53
The Rise of the Prairie Pulp and Paper Industry 1920-1975
In 1924 the federal Royal Commissionon Pulpwood noted that many large
tracts of timberland suitablefor lumbering operationsin the Prairies had been
cut over and allowed to deteriorate. It noted that provincial cuts of spruce for
lumberingpurposeshaddeclinedrapidlyafterpeakcutsduringWorldWar I and
by 1922 were at only 10.9 percent of their 1917 level." A survey of the natural
resources of the prairie provinces by the Department of the Interior in 1925
sharedthisbleak analysis,but noted thattheprovincescontainedlarge standsof
underutilizedpulpwood.55

The first effort at developing a pulp and paper industry in the prairie
provincesoccurredin 1912 whena pulpmillwasproposedforPrince Albert.The
projectwascancelled,however,by the failureof an associatedpower project to
cometo fruition." The dominiongovernmentwas more successfulin attracting
investmentto Manitobafor a pulp and paper venture in the early 1920s. In 1916,
by Order in Council, the timber regulationswere amendedto form the basis of
a pulpwoodberth system.The new systemcut the stumpagerates on pulpwood
by ·40 percent and contained "a manufacturing condition" prohibiting the
export of unprocessedpulpwoodcut on dominion lands,"
In 1920 pulpwood berths were authorizedand in 1921 the first was awarded,
covering 2,864 square kilometres of land north of the Winnipeg River.S8 The
holder of the pulpwood concession interested the American-based Oxford
Paper Company in the prospects of a Manitoba newsprint mill and the two
groups announced in 1924 that a mill would be constructed at St. Boniface if
additionalpulpwoodlands could be secured;accordingly, in 1924-25 the federal
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governmentput a secondpulpwoodconcessionup for sale.59 Eventually,after a
long series of negotiations the SpanishRiver Pulp and Paper Companygained
controlover bothPulpwoodConcessions No.1 andNo.2, whichit thenmerged.
The Manitoba Pulp and Paper Company, controlled by the Spanish River
Company, was formed to constructa mill at Pine Falls.
With a sizeableareaof dominionland to draw upon, the first pulp and paper
mill in Manitoba (and the only one ever to operateon dominionlands) opened
in early 1927. By 1929the mill utilizedtimberfrom over 6,783 squarekilometres
of dominionlands.It accounted for halfof thepulpwoodcut in theprovince,the
remainder going to supply the seven mills then operating in northwestern
Ontario.The new mill significantly increasedthe amountof timberconsumed
in Manitoba and greatly altered attitudes in the province towards the forest
resource. As a contemporary observernoted:
Thedevelopment of thepulpandpaperindustry ona largescalegreatly altered the
traditional attitude withregard to theknowledge of theresources necessary to the
successful prosecution of operations depending upon forest products... The
increased drainon theforest by industry andtheheavy annual losses from fireand
otherdestruction again hasledtoanxiety inregard to thewood supplies ofthefuture
on the part of the authorities responsible for the administration of the forest
resources andin thepublic mindtherehasdeveloped a grave concern as to whether
the forests can maintain themselves in the face of the demands of the gigantic
60
industry which hasgrown up in soshorta space of time.

In Saskatchewanthe strain on the limited provincial forest base was partially
eased by the openingof the MeadowLake area to harvestingafter the completionof a CPR branchlineandthis areagrewrapid!y as a centreof forestactivity. 61
However,even these additional resourceswere soonexhaustedby the spate of
cutting which occurredin the province during World War 11.62 In 1945, shortly
after obtaining office, the CCF government of T.C. Douglas created the Saskatchewan Timber Board-an experiment in government marketing of
roundwoodand sawlogscut on Crownlands by independentcontractors-and
established a royal commission to investigate the entire administration and
regulation of the provincialforest resources and forest industries operating in
Saskatchewan," The commission criticized wasteful harvesting practices in
existingoperations,but notedthe possibilityof expansionof theforestindustry
in the northernareas of the province."
The Douglas government took the lead i~ this area, establishing a large
stationarysawmillat BigRiverin 1951 andin 1954combiningthe Saskatchewan
TimberBoardandthegovernment'swoodprocessingplantsinto Saskatchewan
ForestProductsLtd.Theprivatesectorsoonfollowedsuitandin 1957a plywood
plant,PrairieFibreboard, wasestablishedin Saskatoon.6S In 1961 the Wizewood
waferboardmill beganoperations in the Hudson Bay region, partiallyutilizing
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the province's extensive hardwood stands at preferential rates set by the
government,"
After Douglas's departure for federal politics, the CCF-NDP government of
Woodrow S. Lloyd continued the policy of government promotion of the forest
industry. The Simpson Timber Co. (Saskatchewan) Ltd. moved into the
province in the early 1960s and began operations at Hudson Bay in 1965, but of
greater importance was the government's initiation of discussions which led to
the creation of the province's first pulpmill. ()1
The government had received a report promoting the extensive undeveloped
timber resources of the province, both softwood and hardwood, as suitable for
pulp and paper production in 1955,68 and in 1959 had received a study specifically
investigating the possibility of a pulp mill project 69 In 1961, shortly before a
provincial election, a new pulp and paper project was announced; it was
constructed from 1964-68 under the Liberal government of Ross Thatcher,"
In the mid to late 1950s, new pulp and paper developments were also begun
in both Manitoba and Alberta. Alberta had passed a manufacturing condition on
sawlogs in 1950 in order to encourage local processing of timber," and
introduced new, twenty- year renewable Forest Management Agreements (FMA)
in 1954. Part ofthe rationale for the introduction ofthe FMAs in 1954 was to attract
the pulp and paper industry to the province through the provision of more
generous tenure arrangements than were available through the timber berth
system. The first FMA was signed in the fall of 1954 between the Alberta
government and the North Western Pulp and Power Ltd.-a joint venture of
North Canadian Oils of Calgary and St. Regis Paper Co. of New York." The
company completed a bleached kraft pulp mill at Hinton in 1956. This began a
round ofconstruction ofwood-processing plants in the province which included
the establishment of pulp, plywood and wood preservation industries."
Following the success of the Hinton project, the government in 1961
introduced a new Forest Act which simplified the legislative procedure for
creating timber reserves for future development by allowing the minister a great
deal of discretion in establishing the terms and conditions of long-term timber
agreements," The government used this carte blanche to actively promote the
FMA process in order to establish large wood-processing facilities in the
province.
While the wood-processing branch of the forest sector grew quickly during
this period, the pulp and paper industry did not. The province had expected as
many as three additional pulp mills to be built," but only one was
completed-the Proctor and Gamble Mill at Grand Prairie which began
production in 1974.76
Meanwhile, in Manitoba the government of Duff Roblin began to encourage
the development of a second provincial pulp and paper mill shortly after taking
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office in 1958.n After intensive study of the forest resources and forest industry
potential in the province by the Committee on Manitoba's Economic Future
from 1960 until 1963,78 the provincial government embarked on an ill-fated
endeavour to secure a second major pulp and paper mill." Through the
Manitoba Development Fund, the government commissioned the American
consultantfirm of ArthurD. Little to conduct a feasibilitystudy on construction
of a northern Mill at The Pas.80 On the basis of the positive findings of the study
the Manitoba Development Fund-which had been attempting to lure to the
province such groups as the Regis Paper Co. and Parsons and Whittemore
(which had been involved in earlier developments in Saskatchewan and had
expressedsome interest in Manitobain the early 1950s) of the United States, the
ReedPaper Co. of Great Britain, Vita-MayerCo. of Italy, and AbitibiPaper Co.
and British Columbia Forest Products Ltd.-began ·to advertise its financial
supportfor such a project.With Little's help, the governmentwas introducedto
a small Swiss firm, Monaca A.G., which had been investigating investment in
northern Quebec. In March 1966 the government announced a deal had been
reached with Monaca's unnamedSwiss and German backersto constructa $100
millionpulp and paper project at The Pas. The mill would be operated by a new
finn, ChurchillForest IndustriesLtd. (CFI).
A scandal involved in the mill's construction" led to criticism of the
Conservatives' judgement in agreeing to make loans toCFI, although it was the
NDP government of Edward Schreyer which actually paid out most of the
controversial loan to the company's backers before placing the operating
companies in receivership and taking over the troubled project," A pulp and
kraft paper mill was eventually built andput into operation in 1971 by Manfor, a
provincial government Crown Corporation. This operation was sold to the
Montreal-basedRepap Co. in 1989.83

The Present Era: Constraints and Opportunities to Further Development
In both Manitoba and Saskatchewanthe constructionefforts of the 1950s and
1960s exhausted available wood supplies and prevented further large-scale
forest sector development. In Manitoba, the government of Ed Schreyer
indicated a shift in its policy orientation from industrial promotion to
reforestation by transferring jurisdiction over natural resources to a new
Department of Mines, Resources and Environmental Management," The
province also began to look to the federal governmentfor the funds required to
continue a. forest-management policy. The federal government demanded
improved provincial planning as part of the price for its contributions, and this
spurredproduction of the Manitoba Forest ManagementPlan 1981-2000.85
In Saskatchewan the Liberal government of Ross Thatcher continued the
CCF/NDP policy of promotion of the forest sector as a means to develop the
northernsectionsof the province.However,this was accomplishedwith a much
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larger emphasis on private sector development. In 1965 the monopoly of the
Saskatchewan Forest Products Corporation on logging operations was
rescinded and many of the Saskatchewan Timber Board's most lucrative forest
stands were turned over to the Simpson Timber Company." The government
introduced a series of tax incentives and subsidies to companies establishing
new plants in the province, including a three-year tax holiday, accelerated
depreciation allowances and an incentive grant system,"
Despite these efforts at encouraging the private sector, the provincial
government was forced to continue its ownership role in the provincial forest
industry. The government constructed a sawmill at Meadow Lake, rebuilt the
sawmill at Big River, and constructed smaller mills in the north. The
government also reiterated its commitment to industrial development of
provincial forest resources in statements to major national conferences and
elsewhere," and in 1970 declared its intention to proceed with construction of a
second pulp mill at Meadow Lake. 89
The NDP opposition questioned the mill's feasibility and the forest's ability
to support such a mammoth project, and the project was cancelled when the NDP
government of Allan Blakeney was elected in 1971.90 In 1973 the NDP
substantially amended the Forest Act to promote reforestation efforts,
signifying a major shift away from previous industrial promotion policies.
Blakeney's government also pursued federal funds for its reforestation
initiatives. In 1979 the province signed a federal-provincial GDA Subsidiary
Agreement on ForestDevelopment," This agreement represented the first major
effort by the provincial government to actively manage and restore the
provincial forest base through artificial reforestation.
Following the 1982 defeat of the NDP by Grant Devine's Conservatives, the
same program was continued. In 1983 the provincial government completed a
twenty-year forest management strategy and in 1984 the federal and provincial
governments signed a new Forest Resource Development Agreement under the
Economic and Regional Development Agreement (ERDA) process."
The Devine government, however, reversed the provincial policy of
public-sector-led economic development. Following its election, the
government moved quickly to restructure the provincial administration and
purged many NDP appointees. It abolished the Department of Northern
Saskatchewan and reorganized the Department of Tourism and Renewable
Resources, giving jurisdiction over forestry to a new Ministry of Parks and
Renewable Resources. The government also moved to sell public-sector
corporations, and shortly after obtaining office established a Crown
Investments Review Commission to recommend how this could best be
accomplished," In March 1986 the Prince Albert Pulp Company was sold to the
American-based Weyerhauser Canada Limited for $500 million, along with a
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sawmill at Big River and a chemical complex in Saskatoon. In return for
preferential financing arrangements, Weyerhauser agreed to install a 180,000
TPYuncoated free-sheet fine paper machine at the mill." In February 1989, the
government announced its intention to proceed with a smaller version of the
1970 Meadow Lake pulp and paper project,"
Only in Alberta has the forest sector been able to expand on a large scale. This
is due to the existence of large stands of underutilized hardwoods which new
pulping processes have rendered economical,"
In 1971, after the election ofthe Conservative government ofPeter Lougheed,
the provincial Forest Act was repealed and a new consolidated version put in its
place," During the Lougheed era the regime offorest management developed in
1955-65 was refined and developed. The criteria included in Forest Management
Agreements became more complex and detailed, as did the organization of the
Forest Service itself.
In 1979 the federal and provincial governments established a $25 million,
seven-year joint reforestation project under the Maintaining Our Forests
Program." This was followed in 1984 by the five-year (ERDA) Canada-Alberta
Forest Resource Development Agreement in which the two governments
agreed to spend $23 million on a variety of projects, including $7.4 million for
reforestation on federal and provincial lands, and $10million for research into
improved utilization of hardwood species,"
Hardwood utilization also figured prominently in the second thrust of
provincial government forest policy in this era-the development of additional
pulp and paper capacity in Alberta and proposals to further develop
particleboard production in the northern areas of the province.l" The
government had been promoting a pulp mill complex at Whitecourt as early as
1965 and in the early 1970s had taken several proposals for large sawmills to
public hearings."? The Lougheed government continued actively to promote the
. area for pulp development and in 1980 signed an FMA with British Columbia
Forest Products which obligated the company to begin construction on a new
mill. The project was cancelled with the downturn in pulp prices in the early
1980s but the government was undeterred. In 1983 it again sited potential pulp
and paper complexes at Whitecourt, Rocky Mountain House, Athabaska, and
Peace River or Fort Vermillion.
The government of Don Getty, while retaining the general lines of the
industrial strategy pursued by Lougheed, made the forest sector a higher priority
for government aid, following the lead of an industrial policy statement put out
by the government towards the end of Lougheed's tenure.!" With the promise
of extensive government guarantees, Getty's government managed to attract
investment to Alberta's hardwood pulp potential in 1986-87. In May 1986 Millar
Wes'tern Industries Limited announced it would build a $185 million market
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mill at Whitecourt.:" and in July 1986 Champion International, which
gained control of the Hinton mill in its takeover of the assets of St Regis Paper
in 1985, announced a $300 million doubling of its Alberta production.l" In
August 1987 a kraft pulp mill was proposed for Peace River by Daishowa Paper
Manufacturing Company Limited of Japan.:" and in the spring of 1988 a
newsprint mill was announced for Whitecourt. 106 The boom continued in
1988-89 with the announcement of a $1.3 billion pulp and paper mill for
Athabasca by Crestbrook Forest Industries.!" an expansion and construction of
a second Grande Prairie mill by Proctor and Gamble,l08 and a new pulp mill for
Slave Lake planned by the Alberta Energy Corporation.!" Speculation also
continued that Parsons and Whittemore would construct a large new pulp mill
at High Level.!"

CTMP

Conclusion
The forest industries on the prairie provinces have undergone two cycles of
expansion tied to the rise and fall of the lumber industry prior to World War II
and the subsequent rise of the pulp and paper industry in the late 1950s and early
1960s. The limited nature of the resource base in Manitoba and Saskatchewan,
however, has always restricted the extent to which each province's forest
industry has been able to flourish. At present, while the forest industries in the
two provinces are operating virtually at their maximum level, the development
of new and improved pulping processes has allowed Alberta's forest industries
to utilize large stocks of previously neglected hardwood species and begin a
third round of forest industry expansion in that province.
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Resources Annual Report for the Fiscal Year Ended March 31, 1960 (Regina: Queen's
Printer, 1960),5.
67. W.J.Ondroand T.B.Williamson, TheForestIndustry intheEconomy ofSaskatchewan, 10.
On the Lloyd government see C.B. Koester, ed., The Measure of the Man: Selected
Speeches of Woodrow Stanley Lloyd (Saskatchewan: Western Producer Prairie Books,
1976). SimpsonTimberCompanywas a large, Washington-based lumbercompanywhich
movedintoboth AlbertaandSaskatchewan duringthisperiod.A historyof thecompanyis
found in Robert E. Ficker, Lumber and Politics: The Career of MarkE. Reed (Seattle:
Universityof Washington Press, 1979).
68. Saskatchewan, Saskatchewan's Forests (Regina: Departmentof NaturalResources, 1955).
69. Theprojectwasendorsedbya majorstudyof theprovincialeconomycommissioned by the
Lloyd government, the secondpart of which included the pulpmillfeasibility study. See
StanfordResearchInstitute,A Studyof theResources andIndustrial Opportunitiesfor the
Province of Saskatchewan (Regina: Industrial Development Office, 1959), 270-74, and
Sandwelland Co. Ltd., Prospectsfor PulpandPaper MillDevelopment in Saskatchewan,
Canada (Regina: Industrial DevelopmentOffice, 1959). Mention of an earlier study by
A.C.R. Yuill, commissioned by the Department of Natural Resources and Industrial
Development in 1946, is made in Saskatchewan, Department of Natural Resources and
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Industrial Development Annual Reportfor the Fiscal Year EndedApril 30, 1946 (Regina:
King's Printer, 1946),5.
70. Originally begun as a joint ventureof the Americanpulp millengineering firm of Parsons
and Whittemore, the Canadian Pacific group, and the small local Sask River Forest
Company, the mill was eventuallycompletedby Parsonsand Whittemoreafter extensive
. financing had been providedby the Saskatchewan governmentin return for a 30 percent
equity share in the operating company, Prince Albert Pulp Company. Details of the
transactions, which involved the Saskatchewan governmentin 70 percent of the mill's
financing and guaranteedPrince AlbertPulp Companysuppliesof logs from the publicly
owned Saskatchewan Forest Products Limited are contained in Philip Mathias, Forced
Growth: Five Studies ofGovernmentInvolvement intheDevelopment ofCanada (Toronto:
JamesLewis, 1971), 81-102.
71. ForestAmendment Act 1950.
72. SeeD.I.Crossley,Toward aVitalization ofCanadian Forests (Edmonton: AlbertaForestry
Association, 1985),3-13. On St.RegisPaper,seeEleanorAmigoandMarkNeuffer,Beyond
theAdirondacks: The Storyof theSt.RegisPaperCompany (London: Greenwood Press,
1980).

73. W.J. Ondroand T.B. Williamson, TheForestIndustry in theEconomy of Alberta, 8. The
FMAsnegotiated after 1954 replacedan earlierpulpwoodagreementsignedby the provincial government underthe termsof the 1949 ForestsAct.
74. "An ActRespecting the Administration and Protectionof Forests," S.A. 1961 Chapter 32.
75. Ibid., 19.
76. A plywoodmill had been establishedin the area by CanadianForest Productsand in 1967
publichearings had been heldon a proposalby North CanadianForestIndustriesLimited
to establisha pulp millin thearea.The areabecamemuchmoreattractivefor development
afterthe completion of the AlbertaResourcesRailwayin 1969 and in the sameyearProctor
and Gamblebeganthe processwhichled to the completion of its millin 1974. See Northern
AlbertaDevelopment Council,Reporton theLand,Industries andRelatedFactors in the
Peace RiverDistrict, Alberta (Edmonton: NorthernAlbertaDevelopment Council, 1%8),
37-46, and Alberta, Second Northwest Resources Conference (GrandePrairie: n.p., 1969),
57-63.

77. On the changes brought about by the Roblin government see Rand Dyck, Provincial
Politics in Canada (Scarborough: Prentice-Hall, 1986), 356-60, and Harold Chorney, The
Political Economy of Provincial Development Policy: A Case Study of Manitoba (M.A.
thesis,University of Manitoba, 1970).
78. See Economic Research Corp. Ltd., Study of the Secondary Paper Products Industry
(Winnipeg: Committee on Manitoba's Economic Future, 1962); Dufresne, McLagan,
Daignault Inc., The Woodworking Industry in Manitoba (Winnipeg: Committee on
Manitoba's Economic Future, 1962); and E.S. Fellows, Potential Development of the
Primary Forest Industries.
79. The Committee on Manitoba's Economic Future,a large-scaleprivateadvisorygroupput
together by the Roblin government to suggest the future course of governmentpolicy,
arguedtheprovince'sforestresourceswerenotbeingusedto theirfullproductivecapacity,
and thatimmediate opportunities for greateruse of thisresourcethroughthe establishment
of new forest industries were available. The committee argued that Manitoba's forest
resourcecouldsupporta five-fold increasein output,but thatsuchdevelopment wouldnot
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takeplaceunlessthe government, in additionto its forest management policies,instituted
aggressive development policiesand regulations whichwouldmeetcurrentrequirements
andwhichwouldenableManitoba forestproducts tocompetewiththoseofotherprovinces
andcountries. Thecommittee believedthata newkraftpulpmillin northernManitobawas
feasible, statingthatthemostfeasiblesitewasThePas.SeeManitoba, Manitoba 1962-1975:
Reportof theCommittee onManitoba's Economic Future totheGovernment ofManitoba
(Winnipeg: Committeeon Manitoba'sEconomic Future, 1963), V/3/1-V/3/3. V/3/9-V/31l3.
Arthur D. Little Co., The Feasibility of Locating a Pulp Mill at The Pas (Winnipeg:
Manitoba Development Fund, 1964), and Arthur D. Little Co., Evaluation of Pulp and
Newsprint Mills, ThePas,Manitoba (Winnipeg: ManitobaDevelopmentFund, 1964).Little
hadpreviouslybeeninvolvedin a surveyof development policiesin northernManitoba in
the late 1950S and had commented favourably on the establishment of a second mill. See
ArthurD. Little Co., Economic Survey of Northern Manitoba (Winnipeg: Department of
Industry andCommerce, 1958). Thetwostudiesreleasedin 1964hadactuallybeencommissionedduringan earlierattemptto lure the Italianfirm of Vita-Mayer Co. to theprovince.
See Philip Mathias, Forced Growth: Five Studies of Government Involvement in the
Development of Canada (Toronto: JamesLewisand Samuel, 1971), 126-28.
Thecomplexstoryof theChurchillForestIndustries scandalisrecounted inPhilipMathias,
Forced Growth, 124-79, and summarized in Nick Hills, "The ChurchillForest Industries
Scandal" in Kenneth M. Gibbons and Donald C. Rowat, eds., Political Corruption in
Canada: Cases, Causes and Cures (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1976), 107-16. The
Schreyergovernment in 1971launcheda RoyalCommission investigation into theaffair,
producing thenine-volume ReportoftheCommission ofInquiry intoThePasForestry and
Industrial Complex at ThePasManitoba (Winnipeg: Queen's Printer, 1974). At one point
the projectinvolvedthe construction of twopulp mills,a $50 millionkraft pulp millto be
builtby CFI, anda $28 millionkraftpapermilltobebuiltby M.P.Industrial. Asmallsawmill
waseventuallyconstructed by thecompany at ThePas, but the committment to buildinga
pulp and paper complex, despite having been granted concessions over 111,327 square
kilometres oftimberlands,wasneverfulfilled. TheshadowyprincipalactorbehindMonaca
anda stringof othercompanies associated withtheproject,Dr.Alexander Kasser,emerged
withthebulk of a $92 millionManitoba Development Fundloan to supportconstruction.
A Royal Commission essentially placedthe blame on Arthur D. Little's studieswhichit
claimedseverelyunderestimated woodcosts in the area. It argued the project had never
beenmore than marginal at best. See also Manitoba, vol. 5, Reportof the Commission of
Inquiry, 1,911-72. Mathias estimates approximately $63 million in government funds
evaporated in various "fees" chargedagainstthe $92 millionloan while the government
was left with another $10 million outstanding bills on the project. See Philip Mathias,
Forced Growth, 177.
See HarveyEnchin, "Repap BuysManforfrom Manitoba," Toronto Globe and Mail, 13
March 1989.
TheSchreyergovernment alsopromotedemployment and trainingthroughthe creation of
severalsmallprovincialgovernment-owned loggingcompanies ineconomically depressed
areasof theprovince. By 1975thelargestof thesehadrevenuesof $1.2 millionannually. The
companies were createdunder the termsof "The ManitobaNaturalResourcesDevelopment Act." The MinagoContractors Ltd. was establishedto clear dam sites of Manitoba
Hydroand was the largestof the threecompanies. The others,ChannelAreaLoggers and
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Moose LakeLoggers, soldtotheprovince'spulpandpapermillsandhadannual revenues
of $185,000 and $210,000 in 1974-75. See Minago Contractors Ltd., AnnualReport1974-1975
(Winnipeg: Queen's Printer, 1975), Manitoba, AnnualReport-Channel AreaLoggersApril 1, 1974-March 31,1975 (Winnipeg: Queen'sPrinter, 1975, and Moose LakeLoggers,
Annual Report1974-75 (Winnipeg: Queen'sPrinter, 1975).
85. SeeForestal International Ltd., Manitoba Forest Management Plan1981-2000 (Winnipeg:
DepartmentofNatural Resources, 1981). Theprocess accelerated withaninfusion offederal
funds, especially afterthe signing of ERDA in 1983, leading to theestablishment of a $27.16
million forestrenewal subsidiary agreement, splitequally between thefederal andprovincialgovernments, inearly 1984. SeeCanada, Canada-Manitoba ForestRenewalAgreement
(Ottawa: Department of the Environment, 1984), Manitoba, Annual Report: 1984-1985
(Winnipeg: Department of Natural Resources, 1985), 22-23, and Manitoba, The Forestry
Branch: SecondAnnualReport 1984-85(Winnipeg: DepartmentofNaturalResources, 1985).
86. Saskatchewan, Department of Natural Resources Annual Reportfor 1964-1965 (Regina:
Queen's Printer, 1965), 6. See also Saskatchewan, AnnualReport of the Saskatchewan
Forest Products of the Province of Saskatchewan for the YearEnding October 31,1971
(Regina: Queen'sPrinter, 1972), 3.
87. SeeSaskatchewan, Saskatchewan OpenforBusiness (Regina: Department ofIndustry and
Commerce, 1966). The use of such tax expenditures ignored the advice of the Royal
Commission onTaxation established by theLloydgovernment, butwhichreported in 1965.
SeeSaskatchewan, ReportoftheRoyalCommission onTaxation (Regina: Queen'sPrinter,
1965).

88. W.R.Parks, "StatementonBehalfof theProvince of Saskatchewan" inCanada, National
Forestry Conference: Summaries andConclusions (Ottawa: Department ofForestry, 1966),
and Saskatchewan, Saskatchewan Means Business (Regina: Department of Industry and
Commerce, 1965).
89. Parsons and Whittemore appeared ready to proceed with the project whichwouldhave
resulted in the construction of a 1,200 1PD bleached kraft hardwood mill-at the time
making it thelargestmillin NorthAmerica.
90. On the Meadow Lake(Athabaska) Pulpmill project, seePhilip Mathias, Forced Growth,
98-102. It is interesting to note that the CCF government had suggested in 1955 that the
province could support four pulp mills, although the size was not specified. See
Saskatchewan, Saskatchewan: Its Resources and Industry (Regina: Industrial DevelopmentOffice, 1955),40.
91. Seealso Canada, Subsidiary Agreement May 19, 1979: Canada-Saskatchewan Subsidiary
Agreement for ForestDevelopment (Ottawa: Department of Regional Economic Expansion, 1979).
92. Canada, Canada-Saskatchewan Forest Resource Development Agreement (Ottawa:
Department of theEnvironment, 1984). The 1984 twenty-year plancalledfortheintegration
of sawmill and pulpwood operations to provide for the optional allocation of timber
between the twousersand therenegotiation of forestmanagement licences to requirethe
execution of forestmanagement andrenewal activities on thepartof thelicencee. Seealso
Saskatchewan, Policy Guidelines for the Forest Management Action Plan-1984-2003
(Regina: Department of ParksandRenewable Resources, 1983). The renegotiation of the
licences behindclosed doorssparked protests from trappers and environmentalists concernedwiththelong-termnature oftheagreements andthelackofpublicinput.See "Sask
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ForestWatchdogs Worried," Alternatives 14, no.2 (1987): 65. Priorto thiseffort,reforestation requirements varied widely by major operatordepending on the initial agreement
signedwiththe government. For a list of thesechargesandrequirements, seeC.H.Gairns,
Provincial Chargesfor Timber inCanada (Regina: Saskatchewan Tourism andRenewable
Resources, 1982), 75.
93. SeeSaskatchewan, Reportof theCrown Investments ReviewCommission (Regina: Legislative Assembly, 1982). The government's policy was outlined in its submission to the
Macdonald Commission. See Saskatchewan, Challenges and Opportunities: The Saskatchewan Position (Saskatchewan: Department of Finance, 1983). On the changes see
HansJ.Michelmas andJeffreyS.Steeves, "The 1982 Transition inPowerin Saskatchewan:
TheProgressive Conservatives and thePublicService," Canadian PublicAdministration
28, no. 1(1985): 1-23.
94. "WeyerhauserCanadaBuysPrinceAlbertPulpMill," 8.
95. See Kimberley Noble, "Millan Western to Build$200 Million Mill," Toronto Globe and
Mail, 21 February1989.
96. Onthenewprocesssuchaschemi-thermo-mechanical pulp (CTMP), see thespecialissueof
thePulpandPaperJournal 41, no.3(March 1988).
97. "The ForestsAct1971" A.S.1971 Chapter37, and"The ForestsandPrairieProtection Act"
A.S.1971 Chapter36. OnitsimpactseeN.D.Bankes, Crown TimberRightsinAlberta, 54-64.
On the Lougheed era see Meir Serfaty, "The Conservative Party of Alberta Under
Lougheed, 1965-71: Building anImageandanOrganization," PrairieStudies6,no.1(1981):
57-86.
98. The program ended in 1986-87. Over $22.9 million was spent on reforestation during the
sevenyearsof the program's operation. See Alberta, Maintaining OurForests Program
Summary, 1986 (Edmonton: Department of EnergyandNatural Resources, 1986).
99. Canada, Canada-Alberta Forest Resource Development Agreement (Ottawa: Ministry of
Agriculture, 1984).
IOO.See Carroll-Hatch (International) Ltd., Analysis of Poplar-Based Development Program
Option for Alberta (Edmonton: Department of Energy and NaturalResources 1982) and
Alberta, Resource Development Opportunities in Northern Alberta (Edmonton: DepartmentofEnergyandNatural Resources, 1985), 13-20. Another studypromotedtheexpansion
of theHinton milland theestablishment of threenewpulpmillsin theprovince. SeePaul
H. Jones and Associates, AlbertaForestIndustry Development Prospects (Edmonton:
Department of Energy and NaturalResources, 1977). Nevertheless, theLougheed governmentstrategy of diversification of the provincial economy aroundan oil and gas basedid
not significantly affectthe provincial forestsectoralthough the AlbertaEnergyCorporation did buy into several large sawmill companies and purchased part of B.C. Forest
Products in 1978. Thissharewasdivested in 1985. On theLougheed government'sdevelopment strategy see Michael Jenkin, The Challenge of Diversity: Industrial Policyon the
Canadian Federation (Ottawa: ScienceCouncilof Canada, 1983),52-58; LarryPratt,"The
State and Province-Building: Alberta's Development Strategy" in L. Panitch, ed., The
Canadian State: Political Economy andPolitical Power(Toronto: University of Toronto
Press,1977), 133-64; LarryPratt, "The PoliticalEconomy of Province-Building: Alberta's
Development Strategy, 1971-1981" in David Leadbeater, ed., Essays on the Political
Economy of Alberta (Toronto: NewHogtown Press,1984), 194-222; andJohn Richards and
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Larry Pratt, Prairie Capitalism: Power and Influence in the New West (Toronto:
McClelland and Stewart, 1979),215-49.
101.ThefirstproposalinvolvedMacmillan-Bloedel, thesecondSimpson TimberCo.,Levesque
Lumber,FoxCreekLumber,Weyerhauser Canada,andNorthCanadianForestIndustries.
See "Alberta Pulp and Paper Prospects," Land,Forests, Wildlife 8, no. 3 (1965): 25, and
Alberta, Public Hearings on Proposed Timber Developments in Whitecourt-Fox Creek
AreaJune4,5,1973 (Edmonton: Department ofLandsandForests,1973),4-5.
102.Alberta, White Paper: Proposalsfor anIndustrial andScience Strategyfor Albertans 1985
to 1990 (Edmonton: Queen's Printer,1984),23-24.
103.Roman Hohol,"ConstructionBeginson World's MostAdvanced BleachedCTMP Mill,"
PulpandPaperJournal 40, no.5 (1987): 42-44.
l04.This was done subject to receivinga provincialgovernment loan guarantee which was
approved in August 1987. See "Champion Eyes $30o-Million Doubling of Alberta Pulp
Mill," PulpandPaperJoumalw, no.6(1986): 14; "Alberta Agrees to GuaranteeLoansfor
Mill," Toronto Globe andMail, 23 June 1987.
105."Alberta, OttawaJoin Studyfor Pulp Mill in PeaceRiver," Toronto Globe andMail, 19
August1987.
106.SeeMatthew Fisher,"AlbertaProvidesGuarantee toNewsprint Mill," Toronto Globe and
Mail, 9 March 1988. Many other ventures are also under discussion, including a joint
partnership with the Chinesegovernment on a new mill for GrandePrairie.See" Alberta
Discussing Provincial PulpProjectwithChina," Toronto Globe andMail, 1October1987;
Francis Phillips, "Alberta Plans Forestry Projects," Financial Post, 9 September 1987;
Doug Cowell, "Alberta is Open for Business, Nowl," PulpandPaperJournal 40, no. 8
(1987): 18-19.
107.See Kimberley Noble, "Pulp Mill Spurs AlbertaForest Industry," Toronto Globe and
Mail, 14 December 1988.
108."P & G Announces $400 Million Plan for Alberta Mills," Toronto Globe and Mail, 16
December 1988.
109.SeeKimberley Noble, "Alberta Energyto BuildPulp Mill," Toronto Globe andMail, 21
December 1988.
110."Pulp GiantPondersTwoMajorProjects," TheTimes-Colonist, 9July 1989.
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BookReviews
Modern Architecture in Alberta, by Trevor Boddy. Regina: Canadian Plains
Research Center, 1987. pp. 155.
Alberta Culture and Multiculturalism, and the Canadian Plains Research
Center, are to be congratulated for initiating research and commentary on
architecture on the Prairies. The special focus on Alberta is an important
beginning in developing a broader interest and dialogue on what should be the
most important "game in town." Clearly, the impact of the built environment,
both at its architectural best and at its worst, is profound and long lasting. The
continuing dialogue can, however, only be based on a conscious awareness. The
fact that daily papers, in the Prairies, devote several pages to organized sport
each day and virtually nothing to the built environment attests to the visual
illiteracy that abounds. My congratulations to the publishers therefore go further
than congratulations for publishing this particular book. The selection ofTrevor
Boddy as author was an important choice.
Trevor Boddy, during his formal university studies in architecture, elected
not to enter the field as a practitioner. but rather. to devote his considerable
intellect and energy to a better understanding of architecture in the fullest sense
of history and current human activity. The opportunity for Boddy to hone his
powers of observation, and to give him the opportunity to research and publish
as complete a study as he has been able to do in this publication, goes far beyond
the publication itself. Critics need to be nurtured as much as artists and, as in
theatre and the other arts, good criticisms become the bridges to better understanding. These are not bridges to be assailed or to be lingered on, but to be
crossed to one's own awareness.
In the preface Boddy makes a number of statements that, when more closely
examined, are shattering exposures of the dilemma hemust have faced in
compiling this book. The first is that' 'the vast majority ofthe province's several
million buildings were constructed -during this period:" This can only be
construed to mean that the pickings were lean. This statement is presented in a
completely neutral and noncritical context and in a quick read one would glide
through, looking forward to the rest of the book. The second statement,
following close on the first, needs no construction added: "many of the
buildings included in the discussion are of questionable.aesthetic value. " The
pickings must have been lean indeed. Boddy then goes on to say, in the
introduction, that by the 1930s theoretical disagreements had largely disappeared and a "new, rational and anti-historical approach'Stoodtriumphant. " He
states that "much of the built expression of the ideas of Modern architecture
could be seen principally in villas for the rich patrons ofthe.avant-garde." One
should hasten to add that the theoretical disagreements arid the built expression
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of the modem movement in the 1930s were essentially European intellectual
phenomena, and not something to which clients and their architects on the
Canadian Prairies made significant contributions. Nevertheless, the fact that
avant-garde ideas could most easily be realized in the more modest scale of
personal habitat suggests that if intellectual commitment on the Prairies had any
force during the 1930s, it may have been most manifest in the more affordable
expression of personal space. Yet Boddy has elected to concentrate his research
on public buildings in Edmonton and Calgary. As Boddy himself suggests, this
merits a separate treatment. Such a study might reveal the quality ofresponse by
Canadians to the new ideas contained in the modem movement.
My view is that Modem architecture swept the Prairies like a prairie fire, not
because of intellectual or aesthetic convictions, but simply because the bulk of
construction was developer driven. Modem architecture was cheaper to build
and the pressure to reduce costs even further by simplifying every building to
some boxlike form reduced construction costs to an absolute minimum,
including the architect's role. Boddy states that it is impossible to understand
Alberta architecture of this period without noting the international context of
theory. This is true, however, this period of minimal design can be more fully
understood as a manifestation of the forces of frontier greed and minimal
financila resources.
Boddy has elected to intertwine the international context of the Modem
architectural movement with his appraisal of Alberta architecture. This comes
about partly because the examination of Alberta architecture alone as a chronology and a serious continuum ofarchitectural thought would have left little to say
without this context. The international context gives meaning to the parade of
buildings that Boddy has selected to represent the development of architecture
in Alberta. More significantly, the historical context becomes an architectural
primer and as such is important to that public which the publishers wish to reach.
Boddy's book is an excellent architectural introduction to this public, who
hopefully will take notice. In this context the bibliography where pursued will
introduce a larger body of thought on architecture to the layman and should be
required reading or rereading for the many architects who are usually too busy
responding to the pressure to build, build, and build, when it should be to think:,
build, and think again. As a practitioner I must include myself on the treadmill
on which so many architects find themselves. The book that Boddy has crafted
is well balanced and has achieved admirably what he set out to do. For my own
delight, I will treasure a new phrase containing an idea that I may never use as a
designer but which I cannot help but smile at on remembrance: "speed
whiskers." Thank you, Mr. Boddy.
Clifford Wiens
Wiens Architects Ltd.
Regina, Saskatchewan
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Historical Driving Tour: Ukrainian Churches in East Central Alberta.

Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 1988. pp. 56.

In 1988 Ukrainians around the world celebrated the millennium of the
introduction of Christianity into their country, then known as Kievan Rus'Ukraine, by Grand Prince Volodymyr in 988. In recognition of this important
historic occasion, numerous projects were organized by Ukrainians living
abroad. Scientific conferences and symposiums took place in major cultural
centres in Europe, the British Isles, North and South America and Australia.
Several exhibits of paintings and sculptures were specially organized for the
occasion by Ukrainian artists.
In Canada, the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies at the University of
Alberta, and the Inventory of Potential Historic Sites, Alberta Culture and
Multiculturalism, combined to produce a valuable booklet entitled Historical
Driving Tour: Ukrainian Churches inEastCentral Alberta. This fifty-six-page
publication, well-documented by Diana Thomas Kordan of the Historic Sites
Service, contains useful information not readily available elsewhere. It is a
guide to twenty-four churches, one monastery and one grotto, all of which are
photographed and described in detail; also included are five maps. The book is
recommended as a good reference source for anyone who wishes to become
better acquainted with interesting and unique early Ukrainian churches, built
mainly by amateur carpenters who tried to copy, from memory, the churches of
their native villages. In this way they produced in Canada examples of church
construction from the Western Ukraine.
Poor economic conditions at the time the first church was built in the StarEdna district in 1898 allowed only the construction of simple log structures. As
conditions improved, elaborate, architecturally designed churches were built,
such as the Cathedral of S1. Josephat in Edmonton, which is now a provincial
historic resource.
Following the construction of the Star-Edna church, over one hundred
similar churches were erected in Alberta along the banks of the North
Saskatchewan River in the area known as the east-central block settlement. Not
all of these churches survived; some were destroyed by fire, some were
demolished and rebuilt, others were abandoned. This publication considers
twenty-four of these structures, including nine Russian Orthodox, seven
Ukrainian Orthodox and eight Ukrainian Catholic churches, as well as the
Grotto and Monastery of Ukrainian Catholic Basilian Fathers, 'both located in
Mundare, Alberta. The churches represent the three major religious denominations to which the Ukrainians who settled in this part of Alberta adhered. Their
description includes the name, location, denomination, date of construction and
style of the church, and the names of some of the people involved (builders,
architects, painters, some parish priests and prominent parishioners).
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Two small corrections should be made. The missionary priest, Father Philip
Ruh, was not a Belgian but a German born in Lorraine. As well, the booklet
refers to twenty-five churches when in fact twenty-four churches plus a
monastery and a grotto are really listed.
To historians and others interested in the subject, the booklet indicates the
enormous love the Ukrainian pioneers had for the churches in which they had
been raised in their homeland, and the pressing need they felt to build similar
houses of worship here in Canada. To anyone embarking on a driving tour of
these churches, the booklet will add the background needed to fully appreciate
the love and care that went into their construction.
Bohdan Kazymyra
Library (retired)
University of Regina

Barefooton the Hill: The Life ofHarry Hays, by Don Peacock. Vancouver and
Toronto: Douglas and McIntyre, 1986. pp. 200.

Two of the key issues for journalists and academics writing about modern
prairie society are the failure ofthe Liberal party and the success ofthe emergent
farm and business middle class. A biography of Harry Hays has the potential to
add to these themes and others concerning the modern history of Alberta. From
the mid-1960s until his death in 1982, Hays was one of the most prominent prairie
Liberals, as a member of Parliament and cabinet minister, and then as a senator
from Alberta. For twenty years before his entry into politics he had been a
leading figure in the Canadian cattle industry. Moreover, author Don Peacock
is a talented reporter who also worked in federal Liberal politics during the
196Os.
Despite this potential, Barefoot on the Hill is not a major critical assessment
of either Harry Hays or modem Alberta agriculture and politics. Instead, the
book is content with rehabilitating Hays's ministerial reputation and celebrating
his personality. The result is a work somewhat marginal if suggestive to the
academic reader, but nonetheless recommended for its intended audience of
political biography buffs.
In the first halfofthe book Peacock contributes a vivid examination ofHays 's
major contribution to the cattle industry. Born in 1909, Hays grew up on his
parents' dairy farms around Calgary. By the mid-1930s he had taken over the
management of his family dairyand, pressed by debt, became extremely active
as a cattle exhibitor and exporter, branching out by the mid-1940s into cattle
operations in Ontario and a highly visible sideline 'as an auctioneer. He was
prominent chiefly as an innovative exporter, selling to Europe and North
America (and even China on one occasion), and as a leading stock breeder. By
the mid-1950s Hays was a wealthy agri-businessman.
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In the second half of the biography Peacock offers a pedestrian if nonetheless
informative account of Hays's political life. The practice of Canadian politics
long emphasized the recruitment of prominent and successful class and ethnic
representatives and Harry Hays was a natural selection for public life. In 1959 he
ran for the office of mayor of Calgary, a move that reflected his own long-time
residency and his role as a public figure in agriculture and in Calgary property
development. Hays was a typical if extremely energetic, "nonpartisan,"
planning-oriented civic reformer, engaging in decidedly nonparticipatory
planning for Calgary's orderly growth.
By 1963 Mayor Hays was being courted by Social Credit, Progressive
Conservative and Liberal recruiters. Hays's decision to run for the Liberals is
examined but no clear explanation is found. A number of factors converged.
Clearly Hays was attracted by the prospect of Liberal power and by the
blandishments of Lester Pearson and Mitchell Sharp. Hays was also pressed by
his son Dan, an avid student Liberal at the time, and Jim Coutts, even then a key
participant in the rebuilding of the Alberta Liberals that never quite came off.
Peacock is silent on one potential factor. The continuing attachment between
religious Roman Catholicism and political Liberalism is the single strongest
correlation in Canadian politics, one which might well have struck or been
pointed out to the Roman Catholic Hays.
Hays's career as minister of agriculture lasted from 1963 to 1965. If short, his
tenure was momentous and controversial. Hays was a prototype for later Liberal
agriculture ministers, given to hyperbolic talk like Eugene Whelan, and competent administration like Bud Olson. Pressing for greater government involvement, Hays took terrible abuse from his Conservative prairie opponents, both
for his frank support of marketing boards and for his refusal to abandon his own
business activities. If Peacock offers a spirited defence of Hays against
appallingly ignorant press gallery criticism, as well as stunningly hypocritical
political opposition, he ignores a more important question about Hays's role as
minister.
Harry Hays's chief project was the introduction of agricultural marketing
boards,although he also emphasized the potential for a broad range of agricultural exports. Was Hays the innovator who introduced new programs to his
department or was he, like so many cabinet ministers, the agent for aggressive
bureaucratic and interest-group advocates? This question should be faced in part
to clear up the actual role ofthe minister and in part to understand why Hays was
unable to sustain political support for his programs in Alberta. Does Peacock
overstate Hays's importance altogether in his attempt to resurrect Hays's
reputation? Were the policies, good as they may have been, exactly the sort of
imposed programs that were to so ruffle prairie feathers from the 1960s to the
1980s1
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This book adds to the accumulated evidence about the peculiar ideology of
market-oriented interventionism practiced by Alberta and other prairie
politicians for so many decades. That said, it does not probe very deeply into
Hays's ideology or political practices. For instance, it ignores his ties with the
provincial Social Credit, a subject marked by venomous debate within Liberal
party ranks. Similarly, it is largely silent on Hays's experience with the Liberal
party. Peacock thus ignores the activities of a powerful senator, reputed to have
major responsibilities as a fund raiser and to offer key advice on a broad range
of western policy issues. In this area, the work has missed an opportunity to
examine a little-known patch of federal politics and government, one that is
particularly timely amidst the current debate about for senate reform.
Harry Hays emerges from Peacock's portrait as a tough, shrewd and capable
figure, a representative of one segment of the entrepreneurial class that remade
Alberta after World War II. Hays's limited political success should have sent
chills through the Liberal hierarchy in the 1960s and 1970s, although it apparently
did not. If he could not succeed as a Liberal, who could?
Barry Ferguson
Departmentofffistory
St. John's College, University of Manitoba

GunnerJingo'sJubilee, by Thomas Bland Strange. Edmonton: University of
Alberta Press, 1988. pp. 546.

To read the first chapters of GunnerJingo'sJubileeis to wonder whether one
has picked up a G.A. Henty novel or one of the books on Flashman by G.M.
Fraser. Actually this is a reprint of a book published by Major-General Thomas
Bland Strange in 1893, and one of the Western Canada Reprint Series published
by the University ofAlberta Press. There is an excellent introduction to the book
by R.C. Macleod, who gives a brief sketch of Strange's life.
Strange was born in 1831 into a military family. He decided to make the army
his career and after receiving his commission in the Royal Artillery he served in
Gibraltar, Jamaica, India and Canada. He was in action during the Indian
Mutiny, present at the Relief of Lucknow, and saw plenty of action before the
Mutiny was subdued.
Strange was an active, intelligent officer, very observant, frequently impatient, and with a mind of his own which sometimes got him into trouble. He
was an imperialist to the core, a believer in imperial federation, and constantly
critical of those politicians who suggested cutting military funds or curbing
military strength. He had a strong sense of duty and with it an above-average
ability to get along with colonial forces.
It is the latter third of the book which will be of primary interest to Canadian
readers and particularly to Canadian military historians. With the withdrawal of
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the British garrisons, Strange was asked to come to Canada as Inspector of
Artillery and Warlike Stores. He is sometimes referred to as "the father of the
Canadian Artillery. " He gives an interesting but all to brief description of the
period when he was in command ofthe artillery in Quebec and later in Kingston.
He had the opportunity to visit military installations from the Atlantic to the
Pacific and, as usual, makes comments on those he met and the places he visited.
In December 1882he reluctantly retired from the army and began a new career
as a rancher southeast of Calgary. He was there when the Riel Rebellion broke
out. He was known to Minister of Militia Caron from his years in Quebec, and
to Major-General Middleton, the militia commander, with whom he had served
in India. Not surprisingly he was asked by Caron to assume command of the
Alberta District during the Rebellion. Lacking troops, weapons, ammunition
and transportation, Strange managed to create a force of volunteer Home
Guards and other units which he eventually used to create a column to march
north to protect Edmonton and pursue Big Bear.
This is by far the most interesting part of the book, and if these chapters alone
had been reprinted it would have been well worth the effort. Strange, bubbling
with energy but demonstrating much tolerance and flexibility, describes how he
managed to accomplish his task with minimum losses. He was sufficiently
distant from Middleton to make a few kind remarks about his generalship, yet
at the same time his description of how raw his own troops were makes one
appreciate all the more why Middleton, with a larger force, was so cautious.
Strange's comments in his last chapter about the world in general and the
British Empire in particular should not be missed. His views were sharedby
many, and if nothing else give one an idea of what former "soldiers of the
queen" were thinking when they came to Canada, and continued to think for
many years thereafter.
It was persons like Strange who helped to create and shape the armed forces
of Canada. Few left a record like Gunner Jingo's Jubilee, and it deserves to be
reread.
R.H. Roy (Professor Emeritus)
Department of History
University of Victoria

Fitzgerald as Printmaker, by Helen Coy. Winnipeg: University of Manitoba
Press, 1982.11P. 116.
Lionel le Moine Fitzgerald (1890-1956) was born and died in Winnipeg, where
he enjoyed an illustrious career as artist and teacher at the Winnipeg School of
Art. Although he started making art at the age of sixteen, he did not actively
pursue printmaking-the subject of this authoritative catalogue-until he was
thirty-two years old.
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Fitzgerald as Printmaker is a catalogue raisonne of the first complete
exhibition of the artist's printed works. Every known print made by Fitzgerald
was included in the exhibition held at the University of Manitoba in MarchApril 1982, and most are reproduced full-size in the catalogue. Helen Coy,
curatorof boththe FitzgeraldStudyCollectionandPermanentCollectionof the
School of Art, University of Manitoba, has done an outstanding job in
assembling a wealth of information into a sensible and useable format. An
autobiographical note, published for the first time, and informed essays on the
artist and his printmakingtechniquesmake up the first part of the catalogue.

The short autobiographywas written in 1940 for an unsuccessfulfellowship
application to the Guggenheim Foundation. Fitzgerald related the usual
personalinformationbut, more importantly,he clearly statedhis understanding
of the significanceof the Group of Seven's "first real successfuleffort to paint
the Canadianscenewithoutthe aidof Europeanspectacles.' , He was, of course,
invited to become a member of the Group of Seven in 1932, a year before it
expandedto becomethe CanadianGroup of Painters.
An essay by Professor Arnold Saper, senior instructor at the University of
Manitoba's Schoolof Art, clears up muchof thepervasiveconfusionwhichhas
surroundedFitzgerald's prints; a good deal of which resulted from the artist's
inconsistentuse of terminologywhendescribinghis own graphics.
Microscopic examinationof many of the intaglios,by Dr. E. Heubner of the
ZoologyDepartment,University of Manitoba, aided Professor Saper in ascertaining which were drypoints and which were engravings. With Helen Coy's
work in identifying the linocuts and woodcuts there should no longer be
questionsabout Fitzgerald's prints in public and private collections.

1

The second and largest part of this publication is the catalogue raisonne
proper. Coy opens this section with an insightful essay detailing Fitzgerald's
printmaking activities within the broader context of his entire oeuvre. The
artist's developmentis rigorously describedfrom his earliest, rather lacklustre
effortsto the latercarefullyconceivedandexecuteddrypoints.Withoutapology
Coy states that Fitzgerald was never primarily a printmaker and although he
produced a body of significant graphic works he rarely sought to achieve the
wonderfully rich array of tone and texture that we associate with great
printmakers like Rembrandt and Whistler. Fitzgerald was content to share his
preoccupation andinsightinto natureandthe growthprocess, symbolizedin his
tree imagery, by an essentially additiveprocess and a masterful delineation of
contourand volumethroughline drawingon smallplates.By 1933-34 Fitzgerald
had given up his printmakingeffortsexcept for annual greetingcards.
There are 119 blackand white illustrationsof the artist's prints. Coy provides
a page of notes on how to use the catalogue and each illustration is fully
documentedwith information on titles, impressions, states, size, colour of ink,
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type of paper, provenance and so on. As well, she includes a paragraph or two
of historical anecdote, personal understanding or technical expertise for each.
This is an exhaustive undertaking that has been accomplished with considerable
dedication.
The catalogue also includes a section on the many posthumous restrikes
which were made years after the artist's death. Apparently Fitzgerald's daughter
paid an obscure artist to make these obviously smudged and inferior prints from
her father's original plates which he did not score, mark or break after use. To
complete her definitive work, Coy provides a chronology, some notes on
"etching" by Fitzgerald, a particularly useful glossary of relevant terms, a
selected bibliography and an index of all the illustrated works.
The author's knowledge and expertise is expansive and she has successfully
presented her scholarly research in a concise and sensitive manner. This
catalogue raisonne will be of inestimable value to both serious collectors and
interested individuals for many years to come.
Nicholas Tuele
Chief Curator
Art Gallery of Greater Victoria

waskahikaniwtytniw-acimowinatStortes of the House People, edited and
translated by Freda Ahenakew.Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press, 1987.
pp.240.

This volume contains ten stories told orally by two Cree elders, Peter Vandall
and Joe Douquette, in a joint session on 16 February 1982.These men, both now
dead, came from reserves near Carlton, Saskatchewan, originally Carlton
House-hence the traditional name "the House People" in the book's title. The
stories are transcribed in the original Cree with an accompanying English
translation. Appendices include a glossary, comments on the glossary, and notes
on the orthographies used.
There exists very little published material in Cree and the publication ofthese
texts is designed to help allay this lack. The preface notes that' 'these texts may
be used in several ways: as a source of real Cree words and sentences for
students of the language; for Cree speakers who want reading material in their
own language; and as authentic examples of Cree literature. They may also
remind the reader why stories are told in the first place: to reflect the wisdom of
the Elders, and to amuse both young and old. " The role of these texts as aids in
learning the Cree language is particularly significant; this work forms a companion volume to Cree Language Structures: A Cree Approach by. Freda
Ahenakew (Winnipeg: Pemmican Publications, 1987; reviewed in Prairie
Forum 13, no. 2). The latter focusses on these texts as its primary subject of
analysis, noting that the use of authentic texts (as opposed to invented example
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sentences, particularly when these have been composed by non-native speakers)
is particularly valuable for those studying the language.
The ten stories were told alternately by the two speakers. Some of them deal
with events in the speaker's earlier life or recount an amusing story; others are
short discourses describing what Cree life was formerly like and how it has
changed. A major theme running through the texts is the sadness over the
destruction of the traditional Cree way of life. The translations are fairly literal,
while at the same time sounding quite natural in English; the closeness of the
translation to the original is very helpful in making the Cree more readily
interpretable to a student of the language.
The Cree versions of the texts are transcribed both in Cree syllabics, the
writing system originally developed for Cree by the Reverend James Evans in
the mid-nineteenth century, and in Roman orthography. The latter follows
normal practice by linguists, with the exception that a circumflex symbol rather
than a horizontal line is employed over a vowel to indicate length; we are told
that this was adopted for ease of reading and printing [as was the case in this
particular review]. One point of interest is the use ofpunctuation and paragraph
breaks employed in both types of transcription; these are based on the oral
rhythms of the speakers' voices as they told their stories, rather than solely on
the basis of semantic or syntactic considerations.
The first section of the appendices contains notes on these orthographies.
Particular attention is paid to the fact that the transcription based on Roman
orthography does not always reflect the exact details of Cree pronunciation (it
is explained that details which are "non-distinctive" and/or reflect minor
phonetic adjustments are excluded). The reader might note here that the basic
phonetic values which the symbols are meant to represent are not discussed; for
this the reader either must have a familiarity with phonetic symbols or, as
suggested in the volume, should look at the description of the orthography in
Meet Cree: A Guide to the CreeLanguage, by H.C. Wolfart and I.F. Carroll
(Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 1981).
Three types of glossary are included. One is.a standard Cree-English glossary, an alphabetical listing of the word stems (and also certain bound formative
elements) in the texts with an English translation. Another, the "English index
to the glossary," is a selective index drawn from the aforementioned English
translations; it is meant to provide a rough guide to the reader to aid in
identifying which Cree word in a text corresponds to which part of the English
translation. A third glossary is ofparticular interest, the' 'Inverse Stem Index. "
Here the Cree stems, plus certain other formative elements, with their English
translations, are ordered, first by type of stem class, and second, alphabetically
according to not the first but rather the last letter or letters in the stem. This has
the advantage that it allows the grouping together of stems which contain the
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same final formative element, and which therefore typically have semantically
related meanings (such groups of stems are extremely common). One example
is okimdw, which means "chief, leader," and kihc-okimdw, meaning "king,
government (literally, 'big-chief')." This represents an entirely original way of
organizing a Cree-English glossary; the grouping together of related elements
in this way is quite useful to the student of Cree.
Notes on the form of the glossaries are included in the appendices. These
include in particular an explanation of the concept' 'stem. "
Both the glossaries and the discussion in the appendices .assume some
familiarity with the structure of Cree and with the grammatical terminology
used to describe Cree (as covered in the companion volume, Cree Language
Structures: A Cree Approach); for example, knowledge of the different noun
and verb classes is presupposed, and so likewise is an ability to recognize which
elements form prefixes and suffixes which are not part of the stem.
In general, the explanatory notes on the orthographies and the glossaries are
clear, useful and informative. The occasional point may be confusing to the
reader; for example, special orthographic conventions are employed when
certain types of formative elements are combined together, and these are
described as cases in which "two words- ... have been put together into a single
compound word" (p. 120); the reader may wonder, however, why a form such
as ki- "past tense," which cannot stand alone, is classified as a "word."
However, the discussion is generally good.
This volume constitutes, a useful source of data and information for the
student of the Cree language, and is to be recommended to anyone with an
interest in the Cree people.
Deborah James
Division of Humanities (Linguistics)
Scarborough Campus, University of Toronto

Languagesin Conflict: LinguisticAcculturation on the GreatPlains, edited by
Paul Schach. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988. pp. 186.

The cliches about acculturation in Canada and the United States have been
moved to a second level in the last generation. First, while the United States
sought to melt cultural diversity into one great New World pot, Canada
preferred to respect the flowering of a mosaic of cultures under allegiance
merely to the monarchy. Second, recent observers are now busy pointing to the
persistence of immigrant cultures in the United States, in contrast to the
extensive anglicization of both immigrants and French Canadians throughout
Canada-even, until the 1970s, within Quebec. This yet another instance of
profound similarity between our two countries is reflected in Professor Paul
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Schach's replication of the title to Richard Joy's Languages in Conflict: The
Canadian Experience (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1972).
Professor Schach's subject, however, is better captured in his subtitle, for
"conflict" is too histrionic a term for the very normal interaction of diverse
languages forced into close contact with each other. Only the first contribution,
Frederick C. Luebke's "Legal Restrictions on Foreign Languages in the Great
Plains States, 1917-1923," is really about conflict. This article describes the
extent to which superpatriots attempted to eradicate the teaching and institutional use of foreign languages in the heat of World War I, until the Supreme
Court upheld the Fourteenth Amendment's prohibition of state governmental
abridging of "privileges of United States citizens or depriving them of life,
liberty, or property without due process of law.' , Here, too, the parallel with the
Canadian experience is striking, as we have frequently witnessed our Supreme
Court's better understanding of national standards and values than that possessed in many provincial courts.
Although subsequent language acculturation in the United States occasionally felt the shadow of superpatriotic attitudes towards linguistic and
cultural diversity, the other contributions to Professor Schach's Languages in
Conflict describe processes that Europeans and Asians have experienced for
centuries in their own lands. Conquests, persistent religious-ethnic enclaves,
and even immigrations are universal historical experiences. Minority languages, unevenly balanced official languages, and erratic institutional assaults
or supports are by no means unique to the North American experience. Among
both the values and interests of the book presently before us are its illustrations
of this truth, in the frequent recourse of many chapters' introductory sections to
describing the pre-American experience of their respective group. Kurt Rein's
,'German Dialects in Anabaptist Colonies on the Great Plains" will be perhaps
of greatest interest to Canadian readers in this respect, although its precise
location of vowel and consonant shifts in various German language patterns
makes its contribution a highlight in another respect as well. Of special interest
is his observation that homographs like "hear" or "nest," which have both the
same sound and the same spelling in two languages, elicit minority-language
associations when heard but dominant-language associations when read. (It
should also be noted that the Rein contribution is one of three that have been
translated by Paul Schach, whether especially for this book or not is, regrettably,
not stated.)
A challenge to the editor of a book such as this is always to achieve coherence
and a naturalness of transition. I believe that Professor Schach has ably met the
challenge. The four chapters on Scandinavian languages concentrate on the
issue of persistence as it is felt primarily by the immigrant language. The two
middle chapters on German and those on Hungarian and Czech tend to
concentrate more on the issue of specific external influences on the minority
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language, as does the first of two chapters on Lakota Sioux. Naturally, there is
overlap in analysis and perhaps my distinctionis oversubtle,but my impression
was of the further investigation into a specific larger problem, the purity of any
minority language attempting to persist in the midst of a dominant language,
rather than the expected haphazard series of chapters on diverse languages.
With the second chapter on the Lakota, we pass to the two chapters which
focus rather more on culture, with languageas one of the keys to understanding.
Both the two contributions concerning the Lakota Sioux of South Dakota and
the one on Mexican-American adolescents in two midwestern cities should
again be of specialinterest to Canadians.My own research has indicatedthat the
persistence of Native Indian and 'Inuit languages is bettered by only the
persistence of French, if the variable of continuingimmigrationis factored out,
and I believe that the status (whether recognized officially and whether
conscious or not) of being a nonimmigrant languageis significantin both cases
(see Donald A. Bailey, "The French Presence in Canada: The Case for
Optimism," Canadian Ethnic Studies 17,no. 3 (1985):100-119). The same status
holds for Spanish, in Hispanic-American countries of course, but also
increasinglyby implicationanddemographicpresencewithintheUnitedStates.
Nonetheless, the relative prestige and utility of English vis-a-vis either French
or Spanish are pressing topics for ongoing research in Canada and the United
States.
The final chaptercompletesthe circle, by examiningthe impactof a minority
languageon the dominantlanguage,butleaves thereader wishingfor one or two
companionpieces to give furtherillustrationof thisphenomenonand to balance
better its presencein an otherwiseremarkablybalancedbook.On the whole, the
chapters are also well balanced as to soundness of scholarship, lucidity of
presentation,and intrinsic interest,althoughonly somechapters will interest the
general reader, as others delve into details and methodology too recondite for
the average lay person.
It is time that the cliches of Canadian-Americancultural comparisons move
to a third level, which by implicationthis book helps evoke. In Canada, French
has had official status in at least five provinces since Confederation, and both
Icelandic and Mennonite cultural rights were recognized by Orders in Council
or statute law in a manner extending a sort of social contract to the specified
immigrantgroup. In practice, Canadiandisrespectfor these agreementshas left
minority groups hardly better off than their American counterparts. Yet there
may be some lessons here, if binational comparisons continue to be made,
especially as Hispanic Americansproceed towards their inevitablerecognition
as official-languagespeakersin a growingnumberofjurisdictions in the United
States. Whether intended as contributions to debate on public policy or only as
contributions to the world of scholarship, books like Paul Schach' swill
continue to be of value to inhabitantsof both countries.
Donald A. Bailey
Departmentof History
University of Winnipeg
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Indian-European TradeRelationsin theLowerSaskatchewan River Regionto
1840, by Paul C. Thistle. Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press, 1986. pp. 136.

In his examination of Indian-European trade relations in the Lower
Saskatchewan River Region before 1840, PaulThistle has attempted a strong
reinterpretation of some basic fur trade historiography. He makes several
arguments. First, he argues that there was a Cree presence on the shores Hudson
Bay and in the Cumberland House at the time offirst European contact; second,
that in the first decades of the eighteenth century the Western Woods Cree
"continued to hold the upper hand in strategic power relations" (p. 19). He
further maintains that the Cree exploited the conflict between the various fur
companies in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries to their advantage. It
was the Cree who forced the Hudson's Bay Company eventually to place a post
at Cumberland House in 1774. More important, he argues that the use of the gun
and other items of European material culture did not precipitate "cultural
amnesia" amongst the Cree. The Cree continued to be familiar with their
traditional ways and Thistle has intriguing evidence to prove his point. Furthermore, he points out that the literature stressing a loss of culture usually
emphasizes evidence relating to the Homeguard, those Cree who lived near the
posts and who had family ties there, and ignores the interior Cree. Thistle also
notes that the fur trade had little impact on the leadership structure within the
Native community.
How revisionary are Thistle's views? I would argue that while some specific
narrow points might be revisionary, his general thesis that the Cree were in
control of their destiny throughout the fur trade period is hardly new. He has
ignored Robin Fisher's ContactandConflict(Vancouver: University of British
Columbia Press, 1977) which made the very same points about the impact of the
fur trade on the West Coast Native populations. Fisher's contention was that
"the fur trade brought only minimal cultural change to the Indians and that it
was change that they could control" (p. xiv). What is amazing is that Fisher is
not even listed in Thistle's bibliography, while more extraneous sources are.
Thistle will probably argue that the situation on the Pacific Coast bears little
relationship to the situation in the Western Interior. If this is the argument, I
would reply that it is as relevant as the situation in Virginia, which he uses to
bolster his case (B.W. Sheehan, Savagism andCivility: Indians andEnglishmen
in Colonial Virginia (Cambridge, New York: University of Cambridge Press,
1980».

Most irritating, and this is a complaint I have of anthropologists and geographers turned historians, or historians attempting respectability amongst social
scientists, is the tendency to rely on sociological and anthropological
methodologies without providing any insight as to why a particular model or
insight is appropriate. Jennifer Brown in her Strangers in Blood (Vancouver:
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University of British Columbia Press, 1980) cites Chie Nakane, Japanese
1970), although she gives no
detailed explanation ofwhy she chose this particularmodel to interpret Japanese
society over the others available. Thistle does the same. He cites Pierre L. Van
den Berge, The EthnicPhenomenon (New York: Elsevier North Holland Inc.,
1981) to gain insight into Native culture but does not even attempt to place the
author within his own discipline, much less attempt to discern how he has been
used by historians to date. In the new world of interdisciplinary studies it is
critical that scholars schooled in a particular discipline make it very clear what
the debates are in their discipline and more important in the disciplines from
which they are borrowing methodologies. For example, I have seen the writings
of Emma LaRocque, a specialist on Native education, on the civilization and
savagism dichotomy frequently quoted in Jennifer Brown and Sylvia Van Kirk.
She would appear to have become a major figure in the debate as to the most
appropriate way to write Native history. Yet Emma LaRocque is not even cited
by Thistle. Is Thistle post-LaRocque? Has he ignored her for spiteful purpose?
Who knows. The point is that historians are not building on each other's works.
The approach to model building is scatter gun.

Society (Berkeley: University of California Press,

What all of this seems to indicate is.that historians are so busy trying to be
respectable social scientists that they do not feel that they can offer insight
except from the platform of a model. This is not to say that Thistle does not offer
interesting reinterpretations. I suspect however that his insights have not sprung
from some undigested sociological model, but rather from his living amongst
the peoples of Cumberland House. Thistle should have had more pride and faith
in his own life's experience-he did not need to dress it up in the pretentions of
sociological theory.
One can pick at Thistle's scholarly apparatus as well. On page 11, for
example, he cites primary evidence, but from secondary sources. On page 32
Thistle argues that contact was often limited through the trade window. Yet
throughout the book, Thistle argues that there was a great deal of informal
contact. One could go on, but that would detract from the fact that this is a
reasonably sound book well worth the read. It should be noted that the volume
won a regional history prize from the Canadian Historical Association.
Frits Pannekoek
Historical Resources
Alberta Culture and Multiculturalism

A Timefor Atonemeni: Canada'sFirstNationalInternment Operations and the
Ukrainian' Canadians 1914-1920, by Lubomyr Luciuk. Kingston: Limestone
Press, 1988. pp. 32.

Concentration camps in Canada, you say? Many would now shudder at the
sound of these ominous words, but they actually did exist not so long ago, and
under this very name, according to the author of this brief expose. In August
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1914, through an Order in Council, the Canadian government embarked upon the
process known as Internment Operations. From 1914 to 1920 this involved the
establishment of twenty-six receiving stations and "concentration camps"
across the land in which 8,579 "enemy aliens" were incarcerated, among them
women and children. In addition, over 80,000 others were placed in this category
and required to report periodically to their local police authorities. Of those
locked up, 3,138 were classified as "prisoners of war" and the rest were
civilians.

What Luciuk is trying to say is that among those singled out as "enemy
aliens," the vast majority were Ukrainians, for they were at the time the most
numerous "alien" element in Canada. On the basis of names in the existing
Internment Operations statistics, the author is able to prove this point. This fact
is also corroborated by other, independent sources not listed in the booklet, such
as the studies done in the field by Robert H. Keyserlingk, a Canadian historian
ofAustrian origin. The actual prisoners ofwar of German and German-speaking
Austrian origin were separated from the other "enemy aliens" and were put in
relatively more comfortable camps than those occupied by the' 'rank and file"
internees. But not only the bona fide "enemy aliens" were caught in the
government's detention net-also imprisoned were Russians, Italians, Serbs,
Romanians and other allied or "friendly aliens" such as Swiss.
Why was all this happening and why was there such an inconsistency in the
treatment of the various groups by the Canadian government, especially since
the British War Office notified the Canadian authorities at the very outset of
World War I that the Ukrainian and other Slavic minorities of the AustroHungarian Empire had no sympathy with the war aims of their Kaiser? Indeed,
so strong was the antipathy toward Austria on the part of some of those already
in Canada that they tried to cover up their ethnic background or changed their
names in order to be accepted for active military service in the Canadian forces.
However, once such individuals were identified, they were dismissed and sent
to internment camps. Apparently, there existed at the time such a strong nativist
sentiment among the war veteran groups and among the Anglo-Celtic population that the municipal authorities availed themselves of the opportunity to
"unload' , on the government their unemployed, undesirable "foreign"
element. Luciuk does not mention the fact that the controversial 27 July 1914
pastoral letter of Nicetas Budka, the first bishop of the Greek Catholics in
Canada, which urged Ukrainians who were Austrian citizens to come to the
defence of their country against the invading Russian armies, might have greatly
contributed to the harshness of treatment of all Ukrainians by the Canadian
authorities.
The property, securities, valuables and cash of internees were impounded
during the detention operations, and were often forfeited. Physical and mental
hardship and injustice were perpetrated against innocent individuals. At least
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107 inmates died while incarcerated, some of them killed while attempting to
escape from their compounds. After the November 1917 Russian Revolution, a
number of former "enemy aliens" were branded as "Bolsheviki" and were
kept in detention until 1920, well after the war had ended. What is more, several
hundred Ukrainians were also deported after the war as a result of the so-called
"Red Scare." Thousands of "dangerous" foreigners lost their jobs and their
civil rights, while several Ukrainian language newspapers and organizations
were declared illegal by the government. Indeed it was very unpopular, even
dangerous, to be a Ukrainian in those days; or, for that matter, to be Ruthenian,
Galician or Bukovinian-all synonyms for Ukrainian.

All this, and much more, is presented by the author in a graphic form in this
pamphlet. It contains a map of internment camps and work sites, thirteen
photographic reproductions as well as two on the covers, individual samples of
lists and documentation of facts (including sections of reports on detention
operations), the text with footnotes and an additional reading list, and an
acknowledgement and a note about the author. This field of study is not new to
Luciuk, who has to his credit several other books and articles in this and other
related areas. The subject has been broached only lately, after the introduction
of the policy of multiculturalism in Canada and the decision of the government
to compensate the Japanese Canadians for their unjust treatment during World
War II. For a long time the Ukrainian community was loath to speak openly
about the World War I internment and the temporary suspension of civil rights,
and the individual inmates of detention camps considered it shameful to admit
their incarceration. Much material pertaining to this period has since been lost
or destroyed.
The author is quite right in recommending that the Canadian government
erase such blots on the country's history and offer a meaningful apology to the
few remaining survivors of camps and to the Ukrainian and other ethnic
communities in Canada who experienced such unjust treatment. Much of the
infamous process could be attributed to inexperience and the lack of
mechanisms to carry out such an unpleasant task. Hopefully, this experience
should serve as a lesson for the future. Luciuk is to be commended for bringing
this episode in our history to the attention of all Canadians.
Victor O. Buyniak
Department of Slavic Studies
University of Saskatchewan

The Social Uplifters: Presbyterian Progressives and the Social Gospel in
Canada, 1875-1915, by Brian J. Fraser. Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier University
Press, 1988.~.212.
This very worthwhile book by Brian Fraser deals with the contribution made
by the Presbyterian church in Canada to the social gospel movement in the years
preceding World War I. The study focusses on six clergymen who rose to
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prominence in the 1890s and became influential public figures. They were
Charles William Gordon, John George Shearer, James Alexander Macdonald,
George Campbell Pidgeon, Robert Alexander Falconer, and Thomas Buchanan
Kilpatrick, a group the author designates as "Presbyterian progressives."
They were inspired by the aggressive missionary spirit of Free Church
Presbyterianism, which dominated the Canadian Presbyterian church after the
union of various groups into one national body in 1875. Equally important, the
Presbyterian progressives traced their intellectual and theological roots to
Scottish evangelical liberalism. Their theology was "evangelical" in placing
emphasis on the character-transforming power which they believed came from
having a personal knowledge of and relationship with Christ. It was "liberal"
because it sought to express the essentials of Christian faith in terms compatible
with modem science and philosophy. Historians have highlighted the strong
influence exerted by the theology ·of the American social gospel upon its
Canadian counterpart. Fraser supplies a useful corrective to this interpretation
by exposing the clear links between Scottish evangelical liberalism and the
Presbyterian social gospel in Canada.
A central concern of the social gospellers was the much-discussed "problem
of the city." Reformers were distressed by urban poverty, inadequate housing,
unsanitary conditions, ill-health, immorality, crime, and the general squalor that
accompanied rapid industrialization. The Presbyterian response was to assert
that the regeneration and uplifting ofCanadian society dependedupon character
development and the inculcation of certain virtues: "a strong work ethic,
sobriety, probity, thrift, charity, and duty informed by a democratic Christian
conscience. " This approach could be summed up as "reform the men and the
conditions will look after themselves." Presbyterian progressives believed that
to try to iimprove social conditions without addressing the issue of moral
character was hopeless. Ontheother hand, they did not entirely rule out state
action to improve the social environment. They regarded "individual
salvation" and "social salvation" as complementary, not contradictory,
activities. If pressed, however, they wouldinsist that character develop.ment,not
social legislation or structural changes in institutions, was the essential pnerequisite for building a better society.
Fraser points out that the Presbyterian social gospellers adopted a .nember of
different strategies in the campaign to make Canada a righteous nation. Pulpit,
press, public schools, Sunday schools, the Presbyterian Brotherhood (an effort
to mobilize the 'laity) and settlement houses were all instruments of moral
persuasion. However.rthe Christian home was of supreme importance in character formation. Everything that could be done to protect and strengthen the
family unit should be done. The power of the state was invoked against alcohol,
gambling, prostitution and immoral literature. The civil rights of individuals
took a distant second place to the rights of the family to be shielded from vice.
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Fraser makes it abundantly clear that he thinks the social program of the
Presbyterian progressives was biased by their class position. Unlike J.S.
Woods worth in Winnipeg or Charles Stelzle in New York, none of the
clergymen whose careers are examined in this book had pastoral experience in
urban slums. "Their personal journeys took them from prosperous,
middle-class farms and towns to prosperous, middle-class suburbs." While
they conceded that workers should have the right to organize unions, they drew
the line at labour militancy leading to strikes. They advised both the working
class and the owners of industry to make sacrifices for the sake of social
harmony. The happy result would be a middle-of-the-road fair deal for all
concerned. Needless to say, organized labour found this neutral stance less than
helpful to its cause.
Fraser acknowledges the narrowness of vision of the Presbyterian
progressives, a narrowness that he variously attributes to their identification
with the interests of the business and professional class and to their confidence
in the superiority of Anglo-Saxon Protestant culture. Herein lies one of the
weaknesses of the book. Fraser is never very clear about whether he is making
an argument based on class or an argument based on culture or some
combination of the two. Suppose Gordon, Shearer, Macdonald and the others
had been able to transcend their class bias-would their theology still have been
irrelevant to the problems faced by Canadian society at that time? Would that,
too, have to be abandoned on account of its cultural bias? Fraser argues that his
subjects failed to have a larger impact because of the limitations of the' 'moral,
social, and intellectual resources of the Free Church Presbyterianism in which
they were raised," but he obviously does not think that everything for which
they stood was culturally specific to their own tradition and, therefore, irrelevant
to Canadians outside that tradition. The question for analysis then becomes,
,'what part of their message was applicable to the realities of Canadian society
and what part was not?" Fraser does not take up this question.
With respect to style, the book has some of the earmarks of the doctoral
dissertation upon which it was based. In some places, the book is long-winded
when it should be terse. In other places, the book is terse when it should be
long-winded. For example, the author goes on at excessive length with too many
numbers and tables to show that by 1913 Toronto had established a clear
metropolitan dominance over the national Presbyterian church. On the other
hand, he does not tell us enough about the lives and personalities of the six
clergymen who are the focus of his study. We are told the bare facts: where they
were born and educated, what jobs they held, and what they thought about social
problems, but there is no colour or detail to enable them to come to life.
However, these criticisms do not detract from the central point that Social
Uplifters is a good book. It presents a clear, informative and insightful account
of an important component of Canada's social gospel.
James M. Pitsula
Department of History
University of Regina
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Uneasy Patriots: Western Canadians in Confederation, by David Kilgour.
Edmonton: Lone Pine Publishing, 1988. pp. 272.

Once again, the story of western Canadian disadvantage in the face of
political and economic power in Quebec and Ontario is told with a plea for
justice. This familiar story of regional discriminationis the gall that has fueled
populistresentmentthroughoutthe twentiethcentury.Thatpopulism appearsin
the garb of both the left and the right. But the CCF and the Socreds have now
passed from the scene, to be replaced by the western branch of the NDP and an
array of political formations on the right including the Western Canada
Concept, the Reform Party, Confederation of Regions and the western branch
of the Progressive Conservativeparty.
It is as a spokesmanfor conservativepopulism that Mr. Kilgour presents the
traditional case in contemporarylanguage and evidence.He is a member of the
upper class; the namesake of a former head of Great West Life Assurance,
Kilgour attendedSt. John's RavenscourtSchoolin Winnipeg,studiedin France
and is now member of Parliament for Edmonton Southeast,which he won by a
margin of two to one in November 1988.
UneasyPatriots is organizedin twoparts thoughthechaptersare interwoven.
A series of chapters examines the diverse populations or nationalities that
comprise the west as well as a number of the estimable figures he finds
important in the history of the west. In these he reveals himself as a generous,
Christian cosmopolitan ready to accept everyone at face value without the
bigoted,xenophobicor misanthropictone that runs throughwesternseparatism
as an ugly political undertone.

In his chapter "My West" he describes the kinds of people for whom he is
speaking. These figures include a University of Alberta Korean-Canadian
professor;a S1. John's Ravenscourtclassmate who becamea physician; another
university professor born in the west who was educated at an English boarding
school and the University of London and who is married to a sportswriter and
CBC commentator, herself the daughter of one of the only Saskatchewan
neurosurgeons; a Ukrainian sculptor who "managed to survive from his
sculpting" in Nazi Germany, but escaped to Canada from the invading Soviet
troops; a refugee Hungarian musician and insurance salesman;an Irish couple,
the wife being general managerof a notable riding and polo club, the husband a
paint company manager and commodore of the Royal Yacht Club; a former
bush pilot who built an airline company which he sold to Air Canada and then
moved back to the UnitedStatesfrom whence he had come;his own parents and
family including his sister who is married to John Turner; and various teachers
at St.John's Ravenscourtincludingthe headmasterwho wenton to the Glenbow
Foundation. For Kilgour these individuals "exhibit the strength, intelligence
and confidence typical of those who commit their lives to the West."
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Of Kilgour's dozen chapters five are on particular western personalities,
where his sensitivity and regard are most evident. These are the best parts of the
book in my view. But it is a virtually uncritical account of heroes. Frederick
Haultain is worthy of a "monument to [the] statesman." Within this account is
tribute to "another giant ofthe West, " Colonel James McLeod, Mounted Police
commissioner. Kilgour applauds Haultain's territorial possessiveness when the
eastern boundary of Saskatchewan was being contested by Manitoba Premier
Rodmond Roblin. In Saskatchewan's defence Haultain declaimed to an Indian
Head audience: "Ifyou form part of what I would like to see-one big province
in the West you will have unlimited resources; you will be able to do things no
province in Canada has ever been able to do and you will have no need to ask
your brother Manitoba to help you" (p. 50). This early expression ofboosterism
has echoed often through the rhetoric of the west.
Emily Murphy is also a western Canadian giant, a person for all seasons, a
wife and mother, a judge, author, journalist and crusader for equal rights, social
reformer extraordinaire. She was born into a Conservative family in Ontario
which entertained Prime Ministers John A. Macdonald and Charles Tupper, and
was educated at Bishop Strachan School for Girls in Toronto, which Kilgour
describes as "fashionable." After marrying, having children and moving to
Winnipeg as the wife of an Anglican priest, Arthur Murphy, she took to writing
stories and then books having to do with "Janey Canuck, " the female counterpart to Johnny. Further moves to Swan River and then Edmonton brought her
into contact with Nellie McLung and the suffragette movement, as well as
journalism and political reform. As a result of her efforts Alberta created a
women's criminal court and she was made a magistrate. This led to a defence
council objection to her right to hear a case since she was not a person within the
meaning of the law. In the end she was the object of the effort to establish that
women are persons who can be appointed to the Senate, a matter which was
decided by the Privy Council of the English House of Lords in 1929.
Emily Carr, western Canada's best known painter, was a solitary genius.
Kilgour's account of her life is respectful, informed and reveals his own
appreciation of her life.
The story ofLouis Riel is retold with sympathy as a patriot without a country.
Throughout Kilgour is critical of the duplicity of the Canadian government and
the racism of the Orange provocateurs.
Finally, one of the heroes whose life and thoughts crop up throughout the
book is Grant MacEwan, author of thirty-two books, master livestock judge,
lieutenant governor of Alberta, historian of western Canada, mayor of Calgary,
agricultural scientist and husbandry professor, broadcaster and public speaker
extraordinaire, conservationist, leader of the Alberta Liberal party, outdoorsman and hiker. This chapter of celebration reverberates Reader'sDigest's
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"Most Memorable Character." It seems clear that Kilgour venerates this
western figure of unusual energy, accomplishment and apparently popular
simplicity as a way of conveying his own earthy values.
In his chapters "Civilizations Collide," dealing with Indian and Metis
history, and "An International Community," covering a changing ethniclinguistic western citizenry Kilgour presents a humane and considerate account
of past and present discriminatory treatment. Even so, in these chapters there are
instances of paternalism and condescension, not unlike what is to be found in
conventional "white" discourse:
A majorthemeof western history is localsubordination by outsiders. Indians and
latertheMetisprovide especially goodcasestudies in alienation because no other
groups of Westerners weretreatedworse, or subjected for longer, by successive
governments in Ottawa. Oddly, native concerns haveonlyrarelybeenincluded as
partof the western alienation issue,butthereis clearlya common cause. (p. 129)

Why it should not be a "common cause" is not explored. A little further he
continues:
Gerald Friesen... concludes thatbetween 1640and 1840relations between Indians
and European fur traders on our plainswere notable for "adaptation, peace and
cooperation.' , Cultural autonomy andarealsenseofsocialequality withEuropeans
prevailed amongIndians withonlyminorsetbacks untilwellafterthemergerofthe
Hudson'sBayCompany andMontreal'sNorthWestCompany in 1821. (p. 129)

If Indians and Metis do not partake of the western alienation ritual it might be
because they have a different kind of tie to Ottawa than the white business
community and therefore no necessary common cause with western populism.
Further, the structure ofconquest and exploitation always carried with it a social
system of super- and subordination and to pretend that the original relations
were benign and harmonious mythologizes a golden past.
There are also numerous statements made without evidence. In speaking
about western Canadian Chinese who are now entrepreneurs and professionals,
Kilgour says' 'most of them think of themselves as Canadians first and Chinese
second" (p. 176). It may be so but the statement surely requires some shred of
evidence for us to accept it as true. Elsewhere he states that' 'it is no coincidence
that most of the people in the West who say the NEP [National Energy Policy]
was good for the region, now say that the FfA [Free Trade Agreement] is bad for
us" (p. 243). Again, it may be so but the evidence to support the assertion is not
provided and its truth is not self-evident except perhaps among Progressive
Conservatives. At another point he uses a quotation from W.L. Morton to assure
us that "the political temper of the West ... is democratic; government there
rests on the will of the sovereign people, a will direct, simple and no respecter
of rights except those demonstrably and momentarily popular" (p. 75). Such are
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the generalizations that dreams are made of. These and other assertions which
we are expected to accept as fact seem to be fashionable in political discourse
just now.
The second level ofthe book deals with the economic and political grievances
of western business in four chapters: "A History of Anguish," "The Pattern
Continues," "Making a WesternLiving," and "WhitherReform." In these the
stories are recounted of the railroads, the establishment of monocrop export
wheat culture, the Ontario-Manitoba boundary dispute, and Laurier's partisan
choice of Scott's Liberals over Haultain's Conservatives for Saskatchewan's
first government. Later he addresses the experiences of the 1970s and 1980s,
saying that he and his friends "feel as strongly about it as our parents and
grandparents did, possibly the only difference being our increasing determination to affect politics, to be more vocal, to get things changed at last" (p. 91).
Here the deepest grievance is the NEP and the Trudeau strategy generally.
The discussion is thoroughly regional-centric and faithful to the principal
voices of the oil industry. There is also a healthy dose of conspiracy theory:
"The real goal [behind the NEP] was for Ottawa to continue to purchase
off-shore oil at $37 (U.S.) a barrel as of 1980 from sources such as Libya and
Venezuela while at the same time refusing to buy it from a good number of
capped western wells for $18a barrel. When the international price of oil fell in
1982, this view became especially plausible in Western Canada" (p. 95). The
possibility that Trudeau and the Liberals might have come, during the 1970s, to
feel that American influence in the Canadian economy and in politics threatened
the ability ofthe federal government to develop policies they deemed necessary,
and that Loughheed's representation of the American-dominated oil industry
was a serious part of the problem, does not occur to Kilgour as a hypothetical
motive for the NEP.
But to preserve his nonpartisan defence of the west against eastern injustice,
Kilgour faithfully recounts the conflict over the CF-18 aircraft maintenance
contract, which continues "to trouble residents of all four western provinces,
primarily because most of us placed our confidence in Brian Mulroney" (p. 99).
CBC concentration in and on central Canada is still another festering
grievance which he explores. But here too there is a mixture of truth and
one-sided interpretation. For example, he points out that
CBC'S dominant role in the news and current affairs field of English television
broadcasting continues essentially undisturbed and so do its culturaland regional
biases.Its mandate to foster a national spirit, to recognize the truly multicultural
natureof thecountryandto contribute to building nationalunitycontinues for the
mostpart tobe honoured moreoftenin thebreach. (p. 106)
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Certainly there is no other national institution that does more to fulfill those
goals than the CBC, however imperfectly it may succeed, nor can one point to a
superior vehicle in the United States and perhaps not in Europe.
Patriation of the constitution also comes in for criticism. "Between October,
1980 and March, 1981 support for outright western independence grew from five

percent to seven percent, and eleven percent in Alberta. Part of the worsening
western attitude doubtless came from both the process and the substance of
Trudeau's constitutional package" (p. 107). Such evidence of popular opposition is not very persuasive. Even if it is beyond dispute that Trudeau's personal
appeal was at an all-time low by the latter years ofhis regime, the discontent was
national in scope and by no means unique to the west. Kilgour's view that' 'the
active role of Saskatchewan's Alan Blakeney and Roy Romanow in the final
compromise and the insult thrown at them-'Western Liberals'--contributed
to the overwhelming defeat of the Blakeney government in the April, 1982
Saskatchewan election" (p. 110) requires more evidence than that simple
assertion.
While it is no surprise that this story has nothing to say about class divisions
within the west, it does come as a surprise that there is no mention of trade
unions or even labour-management disputes or tensions. Kilgour shows an
awareness of injustices to women, ethnic groups, Native people and the west,
but the idea that the economic and development grievances against the east are
not as important to many in the community as. their grievances against their
employers or the provincial government seems to escape him.
The chapter' 'Getting a Living" starts with workforce statistics, but it is not
about workers and their conditions, rather about demographics. After reviewing
western demographic developments in the 1980s Kilgour says that the real
strength of the west does not lie so much in the natural resources as in "the
nature and quality ofour approximately seven million residents" (p. 227). While
Adam Smith would applaud this insight, successor free trade theorists might
demur. From this view he concludes that "our models should be Switzerland,
West Germany and Japan. Each has achieved a general high standard of living
and relatively full employment by producing a range of high quality fmished
projects" (p. 227). The answer today is what it always has been. In the first place,
the west is a region of a nation state, not an independent country, and Kilgour
does not propose changing that. Second, the capitalists of western Canada are
inimately tied to those of eastern Canada and the United States and are
personally making a very satisfactory living by the rules and strategies of their
senior partners. This helps explain their enthusiasm for free trade when the
majority ofCanadian workers and small businesses, including much ofthe west,
opposes that agreement.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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In this chapter Kilgour explores a number of reforms he believes are
necessary to enhance the western economy. They include the perennial proposal
for economic diversification about which he promises to be more specific in the
future. There is also tax reform about which he records some of the existing
injustices, His proposed changes to benefit western Canada include removing
biases that favour industry over service, to relax the definition of research and
development, to give credit to firms that hire workers, and to punish corporate
mergers because they lead to lay-offs. (An interesting point in view of Max
Ward's sell-out to Pacific Western Air.) Considering the skewing of the tax
system in favour of the higher-income groups these reform proposals are not
likely to provoke much excitement among workers in the west, though the
opposition to monopoly is both a popular and populist issue.
Kilgour's agricultural reforms tum importantly on modernization in the form
of increased research, especially as projected by the Western Diversification
Office (WDO). He is also in favour of the Crow Rate Benefit being paid directly
to farmers. Other reforms of a similar nature are proposed in forestry, manufacturing, oil sands, coal and natural gas, high technology, tourism and services. In
all of these a guiding role is seen for the woo and he expresses concurrence with
proposals of the Canada West Foundation.
In the final chapter, "Whither Reform," Kilgour turns his attention to larger
regional and political issues such as the loosening of party discipline, the need
for a new National Policy to develop the west, the elected, effective and equally
representative Senate championed by Don Getty, more federal procurement
from the west, greater sensitivity ofcrown corporations to western requirements
and the like. Kilgour concludes by stating that' 'what I . .. and so many others
seek is a new national policy which for once will recognize the problems of
regions, problems that were peripheral to the old national policy which was so
successful in strengthening and diversifying the central economies. History
shows that Westerners have attempted within the framework of existing
institutions to make our voices heard in Ottawa, yet have failed to achieve
political and economic equality with Central Canada. Western alienation is,
alas, alive and well" (pp. 261-62). And finally, while Kilgour's claim that "we
wish neither to dominate nor to be dominated as a region and we ask nothing that
we do not also seek for our fellow citizens in every part of the country" may be
a necessary rhetorical flourish for the politician, it scarcely reflects the reality of
western governmental and economic practice.
This is an engaging and informative version of "New Right" populism; a
patrician plea to the owners of Canada to be generous to the small businessmen
and women of western Canada who have been loyal to the principles of liberal
capitalism so that they, in turn, may continue to administer the lesser folks of the
western demesne.
Joe Roberts
Department of Political Science
University of Regina
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The Songandthe Silence: SittingWind, by Peter Jonker. Edmonton: Lone Pine

Publishing, 1988. pp. 218.

.The author's foreword spells it out: this work is "docu-fiction" or a "true
romantic tale. ' , The bases for the chapters are actual events but the memories of
those events are subjective, and conversations are produced for continuity and
readability rather than historical accuracy. With that in mind, the reader can
settle back for an enjoyable and enlightening view of the life of a living Stoney
Indian, Silent Wind (Frank Kaquitts). The tale is told by Peter Jonker, an
environmental consultant and writer who started work on the Stoney reserve
(between Calgary and Banff) in 1976, and who became a friend of the subject.
Sitting Wind was born a Cree on the Hobemma reserve (near Wetaskiwin,
Alberta) in 1926. A log hut in the midst of a blizzard was the nativity scene. The
feverish babe seemed near death so a medicine man was called in. He told the
mother to take the infant out into the storm to break the fever. The cure was
successful, and the child was given a power song from the winter wind by the
medicine man. Ever since then Silent Wind has tried fruitlessly to recall that
song, or have it come again, in order to use its power-hence the title of the
book.
The boy's mother died soon after his birth and he spent his early years with
his grandmother and her Stoney husband, Ben Kaquitts, on the Stoney reserve.
Those were good years: hunting, trapping, and occasional day labour for whites
allowed them to live relatively independently. But the new residential school
soon beckoned and, despite the grandmother's wishes, the boy was deposited
there. School days brought him into the white man's world, and his curiosity
seems to have overridden the trauma that many Indian children experienced in
this situation. But then there was always the next summer to look forward to
when he would be back in the bush with his adoptive parents and a favourite
uncle. While in school in his early teens, he began to contemplate the white
man's way of making a living through ranching, farming and planning for the
future.
A world war started and Silent Wind joined the army at the age of seventeen.
Barroom adventures, military training, and an enemy to fight taught him more
about the white man. He also became a proficient boxer and won a title during
those years. However, an accident with an axe kept him from going overseas.
Once out of the army, he went back to trapping and hunting around the reserve.
A young Stoney lady caught his eye, and apparently vice versa. One of the
highlights of this book is how the elders arranged a traditional marriage for an
unsure groom.
The remainder of the book moves quickly, mentioning events but giving little
detail, and this will disappoint some readers. Silent Wind became involved in a
guitar band,' was elected to council, took up sketching and oil painting, and
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fathered nine children over twenty years. Artistic ability earned him two
scholarships to the Banff School of Fine Arts, and in later years he got good
payment for his oil paintings. Politics started for him in 1961 when he was
elected chiefof the Bearpaw band, one of three on the Stoney reserve. In 1973 he
was elected chief of all three bands, a remarkable accomplishment since the
three bands are very independent. He represented the tribe in Ottawa and met
with then Minister of Indian Affairs Jean Chretien and Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau. The problems of three bands under one chief were extreme, however,
and in 1975 the Stoneys went back to one chiefper band. In that year Silent Wind
played the part of Sitting Bull in the movie BuffaloBill: WildWestShow.
The final chapter depicts a typical meeting between Jonker and Silent Wind.
They go to a room in the basement of Silent Wind's house where there is an
incredible collection of memorabilia. As Silent Wind explains, "this is my
place." Here the reader is given an indication as to how creating a biography of
a living person works and does not work; it is an excellent way to end the story.
There can be criticisms made about any book, but there are few to be made
here. Typos are rare. Certain events could use more elaboration, but this may not
have been possible for a variety of reasons. The imagery is refreshing; only a
few images seem forced, leaving the reader mildly perplexed. Most disturbing
are two anachronisms: the use of the word "melding," a recent buzzword from
big business-it is not only misplaced in time but is also out of character for the
story; similarly, using' 'turkey" as a disparaging term for a human does not date
back to the 1940s (at least not in western Canada). The map that indicates the
points of interest in and around the Stoney reserve chops off that reserve's
easternmost end. There are no heroic personal struggles revealed here (even
Silent Wind's longing for his song is rarely mentioned after its introduction), but
it is definitely a read for those interested in recent western Indian history.
Academics might decry the occasional stylistic departure from' 'hard" data, but
they should still find this a refreshing, sensitive and informative "docufiction. " Everyone can enjoy and learn from this one.
Fraser Taylor
PSA Department, Anthropology
Vancouver Community College, Langara Campus

Hoofbeats and Society: Studies of Human-Horse. Interactions, by Elizabeth
Atwood Lawrence. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985. pp. 202.

Hoofbeats andSociety is a study of the role of the horse in human culture. It
treats Crow Indian horses, the legend of the White Mustang on the Prairies,
rodeo horses, mounted police horses, and concludes with a miscellaneous
chapter on horses in human experience.
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Lawrence believes that the ethos of a society is reflected in its treatment and
view of animals. Lending a sense of identity and values, the horse both
transforms people and is transformed by them. The relationship can be complex
and mutually helpful, sometimes more than even Lawrence concedes.
Amongst the Crows there are several fascinating stories of how Native
solicitude toward horses was rewarded by the "horse spirit," or its protector
spirit, in the form of wisdom to be used for good. As is customary with
anthropologists, such tales are related as artifacts of culture, and their deeper
truth or falsity, which is clearly their most important facet, is left alone.
Multidisciplinary studies are as difficult as they are courageous, but it would
seem than an admirable (and rare) complement to an anthropologist's examination of religious beliefs might be the insights afforded by the vast and complex
spiritualist literature, which usually traces the origin of values beyond culture.
The wedding of this literature with the anthropological might well assist the
social scientist in dealing somewhat more with truth than with perceivedtruth.
The latter, ifit is distant enough from whatever cultural stance, generally evokes
reactions of incredulity, even laughter, whereas those of acceptance or even
reverence might be more appropriate.
One of the deeper meanings of this book concerns the various ways that the
unity of all life is expressed. Not surprisingly, one sees cases where that unity is
sensed deeply and where respect for it, and prayer and meditation about it, have
yielded profound insight. Alternatively, one views cases where the unity is not
seen at all.
The former is most apparent in this volume in the fondness of people toward
the steeds ofMounties and in the recognition ofthe Crows that' 'cruelty to dumb
animals backlashes in your face. " In this attitude is a giving disposition, as in
the Crow inclination to feed the river before swimming in it. The underlying
principle is that by giving one receives, and one receives in kind.
Yet there are many instances where such high motives mean nothing. In

Hoofbeats there is the heartless bronc rider who curbed the "raring up" of a
mare by making her rear up and then bludgeoning her head with all his might
with a pipe and a baseball bat. Pleased and laughing, he related: "The blood
flowed everywhere. She was a yellow buckskin mare, and she ended up covered
in blood. I have never seen so much blood. "
This dark spirit of brute force, so unuplifting, so devoid of even a vestige of
compassion, recurs in the spur-ripped flesh of rodeo broncos and in the cry of
announcers, "knife him out" and "show the pony a lot ofiron. " No wonder so
many old-time country fair enthusiasts deemed stampedes a relic of gladiatorial
horrors.
The ploys ofGypsy horse traders are part and parcel of the same degradation:
their prodding of horses with hedgehogs before auctions to make them prance
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at the slightest touch; their clanking of a bucket of rocks in front of a horse to
make the animal mad, his unhinged state appearing to the unperverted as
liveliness; their rasping offof teeth to disguise old age; their surreptitious cutting
of an animal to induce the owner to sell at a pittance before the creature bled to
death, and so on, each abuse descending further and further into the abyss.
For every bit of love, every affection, every sense of kinship with horses,
indeed with most animals, there has been an outbreak of disrespect, cruelty and
exploitation. The struggle continues. Sometimes aware and enlightened, at
other times purblind and enshrouded, differing cultures pursue their own
conceptions of man's relationship with the lower animals, revealing unerringly
both the imperceptibility and the necessity of progress.
David C. Jones
DepwrtmentofEducation
University of Calgary

Athabasca OilSands: Northern Resource Exploration, 1875-1951, by Barry Glen
Ferguson. Regina: Canadian Plains Research Center, 1985. pp. 283.

From the sulfurous deposits of southwestern Ontario to the frozen Beaufort
Sea, it seems forever Canada's fate to deal with petroleum resources which are
either difficult to refine or difficult to extract. The Athabasca River bituminous
sands present the worst of both worlds. Professor Ferguson has given us a
splendid account of the attempts to exploit this resource from the earliest
geological reconnaissance in the 1870s up to the Athabasca Oil Sands
Conference in Edmonton in September 1951.
Such a history could be a tedious and familiar-sounding recitation of lost
opportunities and failed initiatives. Or it could be a Blissian cautionary tale of
foolish Canadians who dared to dream big dreams but whose reach exceeded
their grasp. Instead it is a more positive and ultimately more satisfactory
interpretation of the triumph ofprolonged scientific research over an intractable
resource in a trackless wilderness. The author shows us indeed how the story of
the oil sands is very much the story of industrial research. That research
extended from investigations in the field, through laboratory experiments and
pilot scale projects, continuing on to process modification and engineering
troubleshooting in commercial plants. In presenting a broad overview of the
entire sweep of research and development, Ferguson supplies a first-rate
examination of the nature of industry-oriented research science in Canada, one
which will stand as a model for future studies.
Ferguson also makes a welcome contribution to the literature on the history
of industrial technology in his discussions of both the technology ofproduction
and of use. In the case of the former, proponents of conventional petroleum
drilling techniques clashed with those advocating the transfer of more
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appropriate mining technology to the oil sands deposits. In the latter case,
cautious advocates of the bituminous sands as a possible source of road
surfacing material paved, among other sites, the Parliament Hill driveway, to
demonstrate their point. Their bolder opponents insisted that ultimately the
sands would be made to yield a fuel competitive with conventional crude. Each
debate not only had its own dynamics but interacted with the other in important
and unexpected ways.
A major strength of this study is its elucidation of the collective, cooperative
and incremental nature of scientific industrial research and, more generally, of
technical change. The initial nineteenth-century attempt to understand the sands
was joint effort by the Geological Survey of Canada, a chemist at Kingston's
Royal Military College and a private refiner from the older Canadian oil region
of southwestern Ontario. By the post-Wold War II period, an array of interests
had become involved which included the University of Alberta, American and
Canadian engineering consulting firms, operating companies, potential consumers, equipment suppliers, the Mines Branch of the federal government and
the Research Council of Alberta.
The organization of this book reflects the shifting focus among the federal
and provincial governments and private concerns in the attempts to understand
and exploit the oil sands. The chapters deal respectively with Geological
Survey/Mines Branch investigations between 1875 and 1918; the activities of the
Research Council ofAlberta, the first ofCanada's provincial research organizations, from 1919-1930; a variety of private ventures between 1906 and 1941; the
World War II Abasand project and the postwar Bitumount project, which saw
the Alberta government recapture the oil sands initiative from Ottawa.
Technology is not hardware, it is knowledge. Each player in the resource
game had to bring to the table not just a mass of technical knowledge but also
the ability to acquire, assess and wield such knowledge. This is an issue which
Richards and Prattraised in the context ofpublic policy in their standard but now
dated work on the western "new new staples," Prairie Capitalism. Ferguson
deals with the matter in a broader sense and also illuminates a number of special
topics such as the growth in importance of big engineering consulting firms
(virtually technological supermarkets) offering a wide range of expertise and
services. Further, he makes it clear that the technology which solved the
"Riddle of the Tar Sands," as his last chapter is entitled, was an international
technology. As has been argued by Langford with respect to industrial
chemistry and myself with respect to pulp and paper, the 49thparallel proved to
be of little relevance to the story of North American, science-based industrial
technology.
This short book is rounded off with a number of welcome additions'. The
maps are good and photographs fascinating, providing effective illustration for
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the text. A useful technicalappendixon oil sandsprocessingoffers that greater
detailwhichotherwisewouldhaveobstructedthenarrative. Finally,the bookis
provided with a proper index and bibliography, all too frequent omissions in
modernscholarlypublication.
If I have anycomplaintsat all aboutthis booktheypertainto context Evena
veryfew wordson the generalhistoryof research scienceand the development
of the mid-northwould have made this work more useful to the generalreader
andfor theclassroom. Asit stands,thisis a bookwhichanyhistorianof Alberta,
of northernresourcedevelopment, andof Canadianscienceandtechnologywill
wishto haveon the bookshelf. As well,it shouldbeconsideredessentialreading
for anyone wishing to understand fully the complex contemporary issues
relatingto the oil sandsmegaprojects.
JamesP. Hull
Department of History
Okanagan College
Kelowna, BritishColumbia
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